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LATE QUATERNARY INVERTEBRATE MACROFOSSILS AND 
MICROFOSSILS FROM THE CENTRAL ST. LAWRENCE LOWLAND, CANADA.
ABSTRACT
by
Jerry John *lihoren
Six marine pelecypod associations, one marine cirriped 
association, and eight marine foraminiferal associations were 
recognized in Late Quaternary sediments of the Russell, 
Alexandria, Winchester, and Cornwall map areas. Ostracodes 
were scarce in the samples used in this study. The 
distribution of the macrofossils and microfossils is related 
to paleosalinity and paleotemperature. The cold (^4°C) , 
higher salinity (30 to 347>o) water, which occupied the deeper 
parts of the marine basin in the study area, was characterized 
by the VofitZandZa afictZca and Ba.JLa.nuA ham/m.*, macrofaunal 
associations, and the CaAAZduZZna fiQ.nZhon.mo.-dominant foramin­
iferal association.
The CaAAZduZZna ftcnZhofimc-EZphZdZum cZavatum-HayncAZna 
0n.bZc.uZa.f1ZA - dominant, the da.yno.AZna. on.bZcuZan.ZA-CaAAZduZZna 
fiQ.nZ{)Ofimo.-EZph.Zdium cZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp.-dominant, and the 
EZpkZdZum cZa.va.tum-Ha.yno.AZna. 0n.bZcuZa.f1Za - CaAAZduZZna ficnZhofimc- 
EZpkZdZum Znccfctum/aA kZundZ-dominant foraminiferal associations 
also colonized the deeper-water settings of the study area 
where the water was cold (0° to 13°C) and salinity was 25 to 
307oO. The Von.tZa.ndZa afictZca, HZatcZZa afictZca and MytZZuA
v
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cduZtA macrofaunal associations and the Cythcnoptcnon spp. - 
dominant ostracode assemblages accompanied the deeper-water 
foraminiferal associations.
The shallower-water locations were occupied by cold 
(0° to 13°C) water with a salinity range of 15 to 25%0 .
The foraminiferal associations characteristic of the shallower- 
water include the EZphtdtum cZa.va.tum-dominant, the HayncAtna 
on.btcuZa.ntA - dominant, the Hayn.CAtn.ci onbtcuZantA-EZphtdtum 
cZavatum-dominant, and the HayncAtna onbtcuZantA-EZphtdtum 
cZavatum-EZphtdtum sp.-EZphtdtum tnccntum/aAkZundt-dominant.
The Macoma baZthtca and Hta.tcZZa ancttca macrofaunal assoc­
iations and SanAtcythcntdca bnadtt-Cythcnoptcnon ZattAAtmum- 
SanAtcythcntdca puncttZZata-dominant, and the HctcnocypntdclA 
a onbyana-SanAtcythcntdca puncttZZata-Cythcnomonpha macchcsncyt- 
dominant ostracode assemblages accompany the shallow-water 
foraminiferal associations.
Foraminifer diversity based on the Shannon-Weiner 
Information Function [h (S)J ranged from 0.25 to 1-. 93. 
Foraminifer diversity does not appear to be directly related 
to salinity.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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INTRODUCTION
During the final retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet 
from eastern North America.marine water inundated the 
isostatically depressed Ottawa, St. Lawrence and Champlain 
Valleys,forming an arm of the Atlantic Ocean known as the 
Champlain Sea. Radiocarbon dates for marine pelecypods 
indicate that the marine episode began between 12 400 and 
12 500 years BP near Quebec City, as early as 12 700 to 
12 800 years BP in the lower Ottawa Valley, and between 
11 800 and 12 000 years BP in the upper St. Lawrence and 
Champlain Valleys. Seals, whales, bryozoans, cirripeds, 
gastropods, pelecypods, sponges, holothurian sclerites, 
foraminifers, ostracodes and algae have been reported from 
Champlain Sea deposits. In some areas post-Champlain Sea 
deposits are characterized by freshwater pelecypods and 
gastropods. Radiocarbon dates for the freshwater molluscs 
indicate that the marine episode ended between 9500 and 
10 300 years BP.
This study deals with the distribution and paleoen- 
vironmental significance of invertebrate macrofossils, 
foraminifers and ostracodes in Late Quaternary marine 
deposits of the Russell (31G/6), Alexandria (31G/7), 
Winchester (31G/3), and Cornwall (31G/2) map areas (Fig. 1). 
The study area is part of the central St. Lawrence Lowland. 
Topographic relief ranges from about 40 m to 130 m above 
present mean sea level. The most prominent topographic 
features are elongate ridges which trend north to south and
1
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Figure 1. Map of the study area (maximum extent of the Champlain Sea from 
Fulton, 1986).
ro
3northeast to southwest. The Late Quaternary deposits in 
the study area are underlain by Ordovician carbonates, 
sandstones and shales (Baer zt at., 1977).
LATE QUATERNARY DEPOSITS
The Late Quaternary deposits in the study area are 
shown in Maps 1 to 4 (in pocket) which were reproduced from 
1:50 000 surficial geology maps of Richard (1982a) for the 
Russell area (Map 1), Richard (1982b) for the Winchester 
area (Map 3), Gwyn and Lohse (1973) for the Alexandria 
area (Map 2), and Terasmae (1965) for the Cornwall area 
(Map 4)o A generalized sequence consisting of glacial 
sediments (till and ice contact stratified drift) overlain 
by fossiliferous marine sediments (Champlain Sea sediments) 
which in turn are overlain by post-Champlain Sea sediments 
is recognized for the study area. A brief description of 
some of the late glacial and post-glacial sediments are 
presented below.
Till
MacClintock and Stewart (1965) described two tills from 
sections exposed during construction of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway near Cornwall. The lower red-brown till was named 
the Malone Till and the upper grey till was named the Fort 
Covington Till. Terasmae (1965) also recognized the two 
tills in the Cornwall area, however, he pointed out that 
only the Fort Covington Till (Units 1 and 2, Map 4) is 
exposed at the surface. Gwyn and Lohse (1973) also used 
the name Fort Covington Till (Unit 2, Map 2) for the till
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4exposed in the Alexandria area. Richard (1982a, b) 
recognized one till (Unit 1) in the Russell (Map 1) and 
Winchester (Map 2) areas; he did not assign a formal name 
to the till.
Varved Clav
Rhythmically laminated silt and clay or varved clay 
is not shown on the surficial geology maps because it is not 
exposed at the surface. Terasmae (1965) reported varved 
clay in the Cornwall area and Gadd (1986) reported varved 
clay from cored sections in the Russell map area. Varved 
clay is exposed on the west bank of the South Nation River 
near Casselman in the Russell map area (Rodrigues and Gadd, 
1986). At the Casselman site the varved clay is underlain 
by till and grades upwards into massive marine clay and 
silty clay. A list of reported occurrences of varved clay 
west of 74° W is presented in Table 1.
Champlain Sea Sediments
Champlain Sea deposits are characterized by marine 
invertebrate macrofossils and microfossils. Regions of low 
elevations in the study area, -i.e.. depressions between ridges, 
the marine deposits consist of massive clay and silty clay 
(Unit 3, Maps 1 to 4). At some sites the massive fine­
grained sediments grade upward into red- and grey-banded clay 
and silty clay (Gadd 1976, 1977, 1986, and Fransham and Gadd 
1977). The colour-banded fine-grained sediment is present 
in the Russell and Alexandria areas and was not observed in 
the Cornwall and Winchester areas; it is included in Unit 3
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 1. Glaciolacustrine deposits reported west of 74° W longitude in the Champlain 
Sea basin.
Author Area Comment
Antevs (1925) Ottawa region, Ontario Freshwater varved clays beneath marine 
deposits.
MacClintock and 
Stewart (1965)
South shore of St.
Iawrence River near Cornwall
Varved clays overlying Fort Covington 
Till.
Terasmae (1965) Cornwall to Brockville, 
north shore of St. 
Lawrence River
Varved clays grade upwards to marine 
clay.
Fransham and 
Gadd (1977)
Cored sections in the 
Ottawa Valley
Till and ice contact gravel overlain by 
varved clay which grade upwards into 
deep-water marine clay.
Gadd (1977) Cored sections in the 
Ottawa Valley
Varved clay with colour banding and 
graded bedding overlies till. Varved 
clay grades upwards into deep-water 
marine clay.
Rodrigues (1984) Cored sections in 
the deeper parts of 
the Ottawa Valley
Freshwater Candona association replaced 
by marine foraminiferal association in 
cored sections.
Anderson & t  a t .  
(1985)
Cored section near 
Ottawa
I
Freshwater ostracodes (Candona) present 
in laminated sediments; fossiliferous 
marine sediments observed above the 
laminated sediments.
Rodrigues and 
Richard (1985)
Sparrowhawk Point,
New York, south shore 
of St. Lawrence River
Varved clay containing Candona sp. is 
overlain by marine clay.
Rodrigues and Gadd 
(1986)
Casselman, Ontario Till overlain by rhythmically laminated 
silt and clay ("varves") which in turn 
are overlain by massive marine clay and 
silty clay. The "varves" contain 
Candona sp.
Gadd (1986) Cored sections in 
Ottawa Valley
Thin-bedded light and dark grey varve- 
like couples observed above till in 
cored sections.
6(Map 1). The marine deposits exposed at the surface on the 
topographically higher areas (ridges) include gravel and 
sand (Unit 5a, Maps 1 and 3; Unit 6, Map 2; Unit 5, Map 4) 
and sand (Unit 5b, Maps 1 and 3; Unit 4, Map 5 2 and 4). 
Fossiliferous Till
Fossiliferous till containing broken shells of marine 
pelecypods have been reported from the study area. The 
distribution of the till-like material is not shown on the 
surficial geology maps. Coleman (1927, 1932) reported 
interglacial marine sand and gravel with articulated pelecypod 
valves, overlain by stoney till with broken pelecypod shells 
from the Cornwall area. Coleman (1927) concluded that ice 
must have scraped up part of the shell-bearing gravel, mixing 
it with other material undergoing transportation. The occurrence 
of fossiliferous till near Cornwall indicates that ice 
advanced into the Champlain Sea basin during the marine 
episode. However, MacClintock and Stewart (1965) concluded 
that the fossiliferous stoney till of Coleman (1932) was 
formed by waves and currents of the Champlain Sea.
Richard (1975a) reported fossiliferous till in the 
Winchester and Cornwall areas. Richard (1975b) pointed out 
that some of the shells in the till were broken and postulated 
that the "Newington ice lobe", which extended over the 
Prescott-Newington-Cornwall areas, advanced into the 
Champlain Sea, scooped up the marine shells, and redistributed 
them throughout the glacial sediment. He also concluded that 
the radiocarbon date of 11 lOOtlOO years BP (GSC-2108) for 
■shell's ol Hiat&tta. tihttivti 5’(!Ii±nhe) ■ 'in i}l:he-'till"dates • -the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
post-Fort Covington ice readvance postulated by Terasmae 
(1965) in the Cornwall area.
The origin and significance of Richard's fossiliferous 
till has been disputed by several workers. Dreimanis (1977) 
suggested that the fossiliferous till could be a wave- 
reworked and slumped exposure of the Fort Covington Till, 
containing marine shells admixed from younger, fossiliferous 
beach gravels. Harrison (1977) proposed that the till-like 
material was formed by coastal processes in the Champlain 
Sea. Gadd (1977, 1986) concluded that there is no evidence 
for the proposed readvance or for a significant hiatus in 
cored sections from the Ottawa Valley. Fullerton (1980) 
discounted the glacial origin of the till-like material and 
Hayward and French (1980) suggested that the diamicton may be 
part of a kettle-fill sequence.
Post-Champlain Sea Sediments
Post-Champlain Sea sediments overlie marine sediments 
and consist of alluvial and organic materials. The alluvial 
sediments including sand, silty sand, silty clay, and clay 
(Unit 6, Maps 1 and 3; Units 10 and 11, Map 2; Unit 7, Map 4) 
commonly occur in abandoned channels. The organic sediments 
include muck and peat (Unit 7, Maps 1 and 3; Unit 9, Map 2; 
Unit 8, Map 4) which are found in poorly drained areas. 
Terasmae (1965) reported aeolian sand (Unit 6) overlying 
Champlain Sea sediments in the Cornwall area (Map 4). The 
freshwater pelecypod La.mp64.Jt,c<s has been reported from post- 
Champlain Sea sediments in the Cornwall area (Terasmae,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
81965 and Rodrigues and Richard, 1983) and in the Russell 
area (Gadd, 1976).
PREVIOUS WORK ON CHAMPLAIN SEA INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS
Macrofossils
Goldring (1922) examined the size variation of marine 
pelecypods from sites between Ottawa and Montreal and in the 
Champlain Valley. She observed that pelecypods from the 
Montreal area were larger in size compared to those from the 
Ottawa area to the west and the Champlain Valley to the 
south. She concluded that the size variation of the 
pelecypod shells was related to paleosalinity, Z.z. the 
larger shells from the Montreal area were related to higher- 
salinity water and the smaller shells from the Ottawa area 
and the Champlain Valley were related to lower-salinity 
water.
Elson and Elson (1959) divided the Champlain Sea 
episode into an early, cold HZatztZa Phase and a later warmer 
Mi/<x Phase. They concluded that salinity was highest during 
the early Hla.te.ZZa. Phase and lowest during the later Mya 
Phase. They also pointed out that post-Champlain Sea deposits 
ere characterized by the freshwater pelecypod LamptZZZA .
Elson (1969) reported that the early cold subarctic HZa.te.ZZa 
(= HZatzZZa aactZca) Phase lasted from about 11 800 years BP 
to between 10 800 and 10 600 years BP and the warmer boreal 
Mya (= Mya aA.znaA.Za) Phase lasted from about 10 800 years BP 
to about 10 200 years BP.
Wagner (1970) presented the first detailed taxonomic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9study of marine invertebrate fossils of the Champlain Sea. 
Wagner (1984) described and illustrated the invertebrate 
macrofossils from the Ontario portion of the Champlain Sea 
basin.
Hillaire-Marcel (1977, 1980) discussed the distribution 
and paleoecological signifance of marine invertebrate 
macrofossils in Champlain Sea deposits of southern Quebec.
He recognized the BaZana-i hamznt. cirriped community 
(association of this study) and seven pelecypod communities. 
Hillaire-Marcel (1980) concluded that the distribution of 
the HtatzZZa aacttca, Macoma ba.Ztkj.ca., Macoma caZcaaza, Mi/a 
an.znan.ta, Mya tauncata, MyttZu-6 zdu.ZZt>, and cirriped 
associations were related to substrate and hydrological 
conditions. He also pointed out that the communities 
succeeded each other in relation to decreasing water depth 
and changing bottom-water conditions as the sea shoaled.
Rodrigues and Richard (1983) described the distribution 
of six marine pelecypod associations, one marine cirriped 
association and one freshwater pelecypod association from 
late glacial and post-glacial sediments of the western 
Champlain Sea basin (west of 74° W ) . They recognized the 
marine HtatzZZa an.cttca, Macoma baZthtca, Mya an.znanJ.a, Mya 
tauncata, MyttZu6 zduZtA, and PoatZandta aacttca pelecypod 
associations, the marine BaZanui, hamznJ. cirriped association, 
and the freshwater Lamp6tZt& pelecypod association. They 
observed that the macrofaunal associations replace each other 
upsection at many localities. The BaZanu.6 hamzat or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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HZatcZZa an.ctZca or VotitZa.nd.-La. aactZca association commonly 
occurs at the base of the successions and the Macoma baZtkZca 
or Mya. aacnanZa association occurs at the top of the success­
ions. At one site near Saint-Stanislas-de-Kostka, Quebec, 
marine pelecypod associations are replaced by the freshwater 
LamptZZZs association. Rodrigues and Richard (1983) concluded 
that the successions of macrofossil associations were related 
to the increasing temperature and decreasing salinity of the 
bottom water and variations in the substrate.
Rodrigues and Richard (19 85) compiled the radiocarbon 
dates for marine and freshwater pelecypods, cirripeds, whale 
bones, and marine algae which were reported by the Geological 
Survey of Canada Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory. They also 
presented nineteen unpublished radiocarbon dates for marine 
and freshwater invertebrate taxa from the western Champlain 
Sea basin. The radiocarbon dates were used to determine the 
stratigraphic ranges of the macrofaunal associations and to 
reconstruct the sequence of events for the marine episode in 
the western Champlain Sea basin. Rodrigues and Richard 
(1985) reported that more than one macrofaunal association 
were present during most of the marine episode. The 
Von.tZa.ndta. an.ctZca and Macoma baZthZca associations colonized 
the western Champlain Sea basin between 12 800 and 11 600 
years BP, and were also present during the middle and later 
parts of the marine episode. The BaZanuA kamcnZ, HZatcZZa 
a/ictZca, Mya aacnanZa, and Mya tn.u.ncata associations 
colonized the western Champlain Sea basin during the middle
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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part of the marine episode (11 600 to 10 800 years BP) and . 
were also present in the later part of the marine episode 
(10 800 to 10 100 years BP).
Rodrigues and Richard (1985) concluded that (1) the 
presence of more than one association during the marine 
episode and the successions of associations are related to 
salinity stratification of the Champlain Sea, (2) cold 
subarctic water, salinity 30 to 34 700 , occupied the 
deeper parts of the basin and was overlain by cold, lower 
salinity water (<3070o) at shallower depths, (3) cold subarctic 
and warmer boreal waters, salinity less than 207.o , were 
contemporaneous at least between 11 100 and 10 500 years BP 
on the basis of the overlapping ranges of the boreal Mya 
a.n.Q.na.n..LcL association and the other pelecypod associations,
(4) boreal water migrated into the basin at shallow depths 
along the south side of the Champlain Sea basin and did not 
migrate west of the Cornwall-Alexandria area, (5) cold, high — 
salinity water occupied the deeper parts of the western 
Champlain Sea basin until at least 10 800 years BP, .t.e., 
the youngest date for the Ba&a.nu.£ hamzM-i association which 
is restricted to the deeper parts of the basin, (6) the high — 
salinity water retreated from the basin and was replaced by 
lower-salinity water which eventually became fresh about 
10 100 years BP, and (7) the Lamp^^LL^ association colonized 
post-Champlain Sea freshwater environments in some parts of 
the Champlain Sea basin.
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Foraminiferida
Some of the generic and specific names used in the 
discussion below are not the same as those of some Champlain 
Sea workers. The names were changed as follows, Ca66ZduZZna 
X.cnZ^ox.mc N^rvang = Ca66ZduZZna cx.a66a d'Orbigny of Cronin 
(1977b, 1979a) and I6ZandZcZZa Z6ZandZca (Njzfrvang) of 
Fillon and Hunt (1974), EZphZdZum cZavatum Cushman =
EZphZdZum zxca.va.tum (Terquem) forma cZa.va.ta. Cushman of Cronin 
(1977b, 1979a) and Corliss ct aZ„ (1982), Haync6Zna 
ox.bZcuZax.Z6 (Brady) = Vx.otcZphZdZum ox.btcuZa.tic (Brady) of 
Cronin (1977b, 1979a), Fillon and Hunt (1974) and Corliss 
ct aZ. (1982) , and l6ZandZcZZa hcZcnac Feyling-Hanssen and 
Buzas = T6Za.ncU.cZZa. tcx.ctZ6 (Tappan) of Fillon and Hunt (1974) 
Fillon and Hunt (19 74) examined the foraminiferal 
assemblages from three piston cores collected from Lake 
Champlain and proposed a zonation of Champlain Sea sediments 
based on the dominant species. The zones, in stratigraphic 
order, are characterized by (1) I6ZandZcZZa hcZcnac, (2) 
Ca66ZduZZna x.cnZ£ox.mc and l6ZandZcZZa hcZcnac, (3) Haync^Zna 
ox.bZcuZax.Z6 and EZphZdZum bax.tZcttZ Cushman, (4) EZphZdZum 
cZavatum and Haync6Zna ox.bZcuZax.Z6 , and (5) EZphZdZum 
cZavatum. They suggested salinities of 30 - 33%0 for the 
l6ZandZcZZa hcZcnac and Ca66ZduZZna x.cnZ&ox.mc - l6ZandZcZZa 
hcZcnac zones, 22 - 2870O for the Haync6Zna ox.bZcuZax.Z6 - 
EZphZdZum bax.tZcttZ and EZphZdZum cZavatum - Haync6Zna 
ox.bZcuZax.Z6 zones, and 18 - 247oo for the EZphZdZum cZavatum 
zone.
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Cronin (1977b, 19 79a) discussed the paleoenvironmental 
significance of foraminifers from Champlain Sea deposits 
exposed in southeastern Ontario, southern Quebec and Champlain 
Valley. Cronin (19 79a) recognized two foraminiferal biofacies 
on the basis of Q-mode factor analysis of a data base, 
consisting of the per cent abundances of 68 species and 54 
samples. The nearshore shallow-water (<30 m) biofacies is 
dominated by EZphZdZum spp. and Ha.yne.AZna. on.bZcuZan.ZA and 
the offshore deeper (30 - 100 m) biofacies is dominated by 
Ca.AAZdu.ZZna. n.cnZ^otime., lAZandZcZZa hcZcnac and EZphZdZum 
cZavatum.
Cronin (1979b) reported that foraminifer diversity 
£h (S)]] for the samples used in the above studies ranged from 
0.14 to 2.48. He pointed out that diversity is consistently 
higher (^1„8) in the deeper parts of the basin and suggested 
that salinity was the primary environmental factor influencing 
foraminifer diversity.
Corliss ct aZ. (1982) described foraminiferal assemblages 
in two piston cores from Lake Champlain. They reported that 
CaAAZduZZna n.cnZ&on.mc and lAZa.ndZe.ZZa. hcZcnac were the 
dominant foraminifers during the early part of the Champlain 
Sea episode and were replaced by EZphZdZum cZavatum and 
HayncAZna on.bZcuZan.ZA during the later part of the marine 
episode. Oxygen-isotopic data for HayncAZna on.bZcuZan.ZA 
from the initial phase of the sea range from 0.62 to 0.88%o 
decreasing to as low as -1.56700 during the later part of the 
marine episode. Corliss ct aZ. (1982) concluded that the
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faunal and isotopic data indicated nearly normal marine 
conditions during the early part of the Champlain Sea 
episode and decreasing salinity and increasing temperature 
as the sea evolved.
Rodrigues (1987) recognized 15 groups of foraminiferal 
assemblages from Champlain Sea deposits between Pembroke and 
74° W longitude. He named the groups of assemblages after 
the dominant species and concluded that salinity was a major 
factor controlling the distribution of the assemblages.
Bottom water with salinity between 30 and 34%0 was character­
ized by AAtH.onontoyi g a t t o w a y t  Loeblich and Tappan, CaAAtduttYia  
fio.YviloH.mo,, l A t a n d t c t t a  ho.tQ.YiaQ., I. yioh.ch.oaa4. (Cushman), and 
Hai/YicAtYia 0H.btcutan.tAo  Assemblages that colonized bottom 
water with salinity of 15 to 30%o were characterized by 
C a A A td u t tn a  H.entfioH.me, E tp h td tu m  c t a v a t u m , E.  tnccn .tum /  
a A k tu n d t  (Williamson)/Brotzen, Eo c p o Y i td c t ta  p u t c h c t t a  
(Parker), UayncAtYia oHbtcutasitA  , and Vatcofi tA  haucH-tYiotdcA 
(Rhumbler). Low-salinity bottom water was characterized by 
E tp h td tu m  sp. acyiAu Rodrigues and Richard (1986), E. c ta v a tu m  , 
and HayncAtYia 0H.btcutaH.tA .
Ostracoda
Gunther and Hunt (1977) examined the ostracodes from 17 
piston cores collected from Lake Champlain and recognized 
three ostracode assemblages. The assemblages, in stratigraphic 
order are characterized by (1) the freshwater (glacial Lake 
Vermont phase) CaYidona AubtH .taY iguta ta  Benson and MacDonald, 
and low numbers of the marine -CythcH.omoH.pha macchcA Yicyt
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(Brady and Crosskey), (2) the marine (Champlain Sea phase)
Cyth.QAjomoh.pha. ma.cchoAne.yt, Cytkeh.opteh.on ahcuatcun Brady, Crosskey, and 
Robertson, Cytheh.opteh.on montho6ten6 e Brady, Crosskey, and 
Robertson, Cytkehoptehon pahaZaJjA6tmum Swain, Heteh.ocyph.td.et6 
6oh.bya.na. (Jones), Cytheh.opteh.on ve6 peh.ttZ.to (Reuss), and 
PaZmeneZZa ZtmtcoZa (Norman), (3) the brackish-water (transition from 
Champlain Sea to post-Champlain Sea freshwater., phase) Cytheht66a 
Zacu6tht6 (Sars) and Ltmnocytkehe htabtLU Benson and MacDonald.
Cronin (1977a) discussed the paleoenvironmental signif­
icance of ostracodes from the Champlain Valley. He recognized 
three phases for the Champlain Sea episode. The Transitional 
Phase (12 500 to 11 600 years BP) was characterized by the 
freshwater Candona 6ubthJ.anQu.Zata and the euryhaline Cytkehom- 
oapha macche6neyt. Cronin (1977a) interpreted this phase as 
having temperatures of -2°C to between 5 and 10°C and salinities 
of 0 to 1870o. The HtateZZa ahcttca Phase (11 600 to between 
11 000 and 10 600 years BP) was characterized by the new 
arrivals Cythehe Zutea 0. F. Muller, Bafifitntcytkehe emahgtnata 
(Sars), PtnmahchtneZZa cuhvtco6ta Neale, PaZmeneZZa ZtmtcoZa, 
Acantkocythehet6 duneZmen6t6 (Norman) and several species of 
Cytheh.opteh.on. Hetehocyphtdet6 6 ohbyana and Sah.6tcytkeh.tdea 
spp. were also abundant during the HtateZZa ahcttca Phase.
The HtateZZa ahcttca Phase was interpreted as having water 
temperatures of 0°C to between 20° and 22°C and salinities 
between 18 and 357o0 . The Mya ahenahta Phase (10 600 to 10 000 
years BP) was characterized by Cytkehuha gtbba (0. F. Muller), 
Cythehomohpka &u6cata (Brady), Leptocytkehe cattanea (Sars), Cyphtn- 
otut 6aZtnu6 (Brady) , and CyphtdeJA toh06a (Jones). This last phase was
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interpreted as having temperatures of 5 to 30°C and 
salinities of 3 to 13%0.
Cronin (1979b) reported that the ostracode diversity
for samples from southeastern Ontario, southern Quebec
and Champlain Valley ranged from 0.15 to 2.29. He pointed 
out that the diversity is consistently higher in Ontario and
mental factor influencing ostracode diversity. Cronin (1981) 
illustrated 35 ostracode species from the Champlain Sea 
deposits of the same study area mentioned above.
Rodrigues (1984) and Anderson zt aZ. (1985) reported 
freshwater ostracodes (Candona spp.) from rhythmically 
laminated silt and clay ("varves") in the Ottawa and St. 
Lawrence Valleys. Anderson zt at. (1985) observed fossil- 
iferous marine deposits overlying the "varves" and concluded 
that the freshwater deposits were evidence for a pre-Champlain 
Sea glaciolacustrine phase west of Montreal.
Rodrigues (1987) reported 9 groups of marine ostracode 
assemblages from Champlain Sea deposits west of 74°W longitude. 
The dominant species of the assemblages with respect to 
paleosalinity are 1) Cytkzn.opte.xon axc.aa.tam Brady, Crosskey 
and Robertson, C. paxaZattsstmum Swain and C. ps zadomo ntxos - 
tznsz Whatley and Masson, paleosalini ty 30 to 34%<, , 2) 
Cythzxoptzxon Zattsstmum (Norman) , C. nodosum Brady, C. pszudomon- 
txostznsz Whatley and Masson, Hztzxocypxtdzts soxbyana, PaZmznzZZa 
ZtmtcoZa and Saxstcythzxtdza pancttZZata (Brady), paleosalinity 
.15 to 30%o, and 3) Cytkzxomoxpka macchzsnzyt (Brady and
Quebec and suggested that salinity was the primary environ-
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Crosskey), He.t2.SL0 c.ypAJ.de.ZA Aon.bya.na. and San.A-ic.ythe.nJde.a 
punctZZZata, paleosalini ty less than 15 7oa . Rodrigues (1987) 
also recognized a freshwater Candona sp. assemblage which 
occurs in rhythmically laminated silt and clay (varves) 
underlying marine deposits in the deeper part of the Champlain 
Sea basin.
FAUNAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE STUDY AREA
Rodrigues and Richard (1986) discussed the paleoecological 
significance of marine and freshwater invertebrate macrofossils 
and microfossils from Late Quaternary sediments of the Thurso, 
Russell, Winchester,and Morrisburg map areas. They recognized 
seven foraminiferal associations, five marine and one fresh­
water macrofaunal associations and five groups of ostracode 
assemblages. They concluded that the distribution of macro­
faunal and microfaunal associations were controlled by salinity 
and substrate. The associations reported by Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986) are summarized in Table 2. This table shows 
the macrofauna and microfauna which are characteristic of 
high salinity (30 to 34%o), intermediate salinity (20 to 30%o) 
and low salinity (10 to 20%o) bottom water.
Rodrigues and Gadd (1986) reported successions of macro­
fauna and microfauna from three sections located in the 
Russell map area (location of sections are shown on Map 1, 
in pocket). The Navan and Bearbrook sections were located 
on ridges and the Casselman section was located in the deeper 
part of the basin. The sediments in the Navan section 
contained high-salinity macrofauna and microfauna at the base
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Table 2. Late Pleistocene ostracode assemblages 
and cirriped, pelecypod, and 
foraminiferal associations from the 
western Champlain Sea basin (from 
Rodrigues and Richard, 1986)
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and lower salinity faunas towards the top of the section
(Table 3). The Bearbrook section was originally described
by Kovac C1985). Rodrigues and Gadd (1986) summarized the 
faunal data from the Bearbrook section and included the faunal 
data from the base of the section which were not reported by
Kovac (1985). The macrofauna and microfauna observed in the
Bearbrook section represented, in stratigraphic order, fresh­
water, low-salinity, high-salinity, and low-salinity, 
conditions (Table 4). The macrofossils and microfossils from 
the Casselman section were interpreted, in stratigraphic order, 
as freshwater, low-salinity, high-salinity, and low-salinity 
(Table 5).
18Oxygen isotopic data (£ 0) for the foraminifer
Ha.ijne.ij.na oxbLc.uZ.aa.Li and the pelecypod H.LatzLZa axct-Lza 
were reported for the Bearbrook and Navan sections, respect-
3
ivelyu The 0 values at the base of z'r.e Bearbrook section 
was l„22Too and the top -2„ 757>o„ The £ “^0 values at the base 
of the Navan section was -0.757,0 and at the top -4.157,0.
^ ■ 1 o
Rodrigues and Gadd (1986) concluded that the decreasing <=.• 0
values up the sections were related to the decreasing salinity ,
Rodrigues and Gadd (19 86) described the size variation of 
Hxa.te.tZa axct-Lza for the Navan and Bearbrook sections. The 
size variation data were reported by Marentette (1986). In 
both sections the salinity decreases upsection. However., the 
two sections show distinct differences in the size variation 
of Hxatztla axz-t-Lcza. In the Navan section Htatztta axc-t-Lza 
were small in size at the base (mean height 7..2 mm,...mean
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length 14.4 mm) and larger towards the top of the section 
(mean height 8.5 mm, mean length 17.5 mm). In the Bearbrook 
section H-La.t2.-tta aticttca were small at the base (mean height 
7.2 mm, mean length 13.7 mm), larger in the middle of the 
section (mean height 12.8 mm, mean length 25.2 mm), and 
small at the top (mean height 7.3 mm, mean length 14.7 mm). 
Rodrigues and Gadd (1986) concluded that the size of 
Htat2.Ha aacttca is not directly related to paleosalini ty.
RADIOCARBON DATES FROM THE STUDY AREA
The radiocarbon dates for marine and freshwater inverte­
brate macrofossils from the study area are listed in Table 6. 
The positions of the sites at which the dated materials were 
collected are shown in Figure 2. Dates for marine shells 
range from 9910±150 years BP (BGS-258) to 11 200±100 years 
BP (GSC-2108), Examination of the radiocarbon dates indicates 
that some are anomalous. The date of 9910±150 years BP (BGS- 
258) for Htat2.Ha a-icttca from an elevation of about 107 m 
at the Dornie site (site 4, Fig. 2) is the youngest date for 
marine fossils from the western Champlain Sea basin, t.z. 
west of 74°W. The Newington date of 11 200 ± 100 years BP 
(GSC-2108) for Htat2.Ha ancttca (site 3, Fig. 2) from an 
elevation of 106 m and the dates of 11 000±90 years BP (GSC- 
3706) for Balanut> kam2.nt (Ascanius) from an elevation of 93 m, 
and 10 800190 years BP, inner fraction (GSC-3743) for Macoma 
balthtca (Linne) from an elevation of 95 m at the Navan site 
(No. 1, Fig. 2) suggest that the Dornie date is too young.
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Table 6. Radiocarbon dates for marine and freshwater invertebrate fossils from the study area. 
Positions of sites are shown in Figure 2.
Site Elevation Dated Laboratory 14j. Date § 1 3 c Reference
Number Name
(m a.s.l.) Material Number
(years BP) a . >
1 Navan, 
Ontario
93 Balani16 hamerii 
(Ascanius)
^ s c - s i o e 11 000+90 1.4 Rodrigues and Richard 
(1985)
2 Bearbrook,
Ontario
67 B a l a a m  hame.ru. GSC-3983 h o  800±90 
3 10 700±i30
-0.2 Rodrigues and Richard (1985) 
Rodrigues and Gadd (1986)
3 Newington,
Ontario
106 Hiatella anctica 
(Linne)
GSC-2108 11 200-100 Richard (1975b)
4 Dornie,
Ontario
107 Hiatella anctica 2BGS-258 9910-150 Lowdon and Blake (1979)
2 Bearbrook,
Ontario
69 Hiatella arictica GSC-3907 410 200-90 
510 200-110
0.3
-0.8
Rodrigues and Richard 
(1985)
1 Navan, 
Ontario
95 Macoma balthica 
(Linne)
GSC-3743 h o  800-90 
310 700*100
-1.7
-1.8
Rodrigues and Richard 
(1985)
5 Glenroy,
Ontario
79-80 M«a anenania 
Linne
GSC-3845 10 700*100 -2.7 Rodrigues and Richard 
(1985)
6 Russell,
Ontario
70 More than one 
pelecypod species 
used for dating.
GSC-1553 10 000-320 Lowdon and Blake (1973)
7 Crysler,
Ontario
70 More than one 
pelecypod species 
used for dating.
GSC-2614 10 900*100 -2.1 Lowdon and Blake (1980)
8 Cornwall, 
Ontario
61 More than one 
pelecypod species 
used for dating.
3L-604C , 10 600*200 Terasmae (1965)
9 Bourget,
Ontario
53
JU
"Lampiilii sp. GSC-1968 10 200-90 Gadd (1976)
^"Geological Survey of Canada.
2
Brock University Department of Geological Sciences.
3
Lamont Laboratory, 
h n n e r  fraction.
30uter fraction.
"Freshwater pelecypod; other dated materials are marine.
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Figure 2. Map of the radiocarbon dates for marine  ^freshwater invertebrate 
fossils from the study area.
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The Crysler (site 7, Fig. 2) and Russell (site 6, Fig. 2) 
dates of 10 900±100 years BP and 10 000±320 years BP 
respectively, for marine shells from the same elevation (70 m) 
are significantly different. The shells that yielded the 
older date may have been reworked from a higher elevation 
(Rodrigues and Richard, 1986).
The date of 10 200±90 years BP (GSC-1968) for the fresh­
water pelecypod Lampi>itii> sp. from an elevation of 53 m at 
the Bourget site (No. 9, Fig. 2) overlaps with the date of 
10 000±320 years BP (GSC-1553) for Macoma battkica from an 
elevation of 70 m at site 6 and the date of 10 200±90 years 
BP, inner fraction (GSC-390 7) for Hi.at2.tta. aac.tica from an 
elevation of 69 m at the Bearbrook site (No. 2, Fig. 2). 
Rodrigues and Richard (19 86) pointed out that the date for 
the freshwater pelecypod shells appears to be too old compared 
to dates for the marine pelecypod shells. They also 
suggested that the freshwater shells at the Bourget site 
may have been reworked from a higher elevation and the date 
of 10 200±90 years BP for the freshwater shells may not be 
incorrect.
DEGLACIATION OF OTTAWA-CORNWALL AREA
Prest (1970) concluded that the Laurentide Ice Sheet 
retreated from the upper St. Lawrence Valley in the south 
to the Ottawa Valley in the north. As the ice retreated, 
glacial lakes extended from the Lake Ontario basin into the 
western Champlain Sea basin. Clark and Karrow (1984) 
described a similar style of ice retreat for the western
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Champlain Sea basin. The deglaciation model proposed by 
Prest (197Q) explains the distribution of glaciolacustrine 
deposits ("varves") which overlie till and grade upwards into 
marine clay in the lower Ottawa Valley (Anderson o.t at., 1985 
and Rodrigues and Gadd, 1986) and in the upper St. Lawrence 
Valley (Rodrigues and Richard, 1985).
Gadd (1980) proposed a model that requires a calving bay 
extending from the St. Lawrence estuary into the deeper Ottawa 
Valley while ice remained in the shallower upper St. Lawrence 
Valley and retained proglacial lakes in the Lake Ontario basin 
The calving bay model explains the oldest radiocarbon dates 
(Fig. 3) for marine shells reported from the Ottawa Valley 
(>12 000 years BP) and the upper St. Lawrence Valley (<12 000 
years BP).
Hillaire-Marcel (1977, 1981) and Karrow (1981) concluded 
that some of the radiocarbon dates for marine shells may be 
"too old" owing to the local influx of dead carbon from areas 
of carbonate-rich bedrock. Similarly, Anderson e.t al. (1985) 
considered the older radiocarbon dates from the Ottawa area 
as being too old. They proposed that the Champlain Sea 
commenced in the Ottawa Valley between 11 800 and 11 400 years 
BP based on the inferred ages for the correlative glacial lake 
phases of the Lake Ontario basin. Anderson (1986) proposed 
that the marine episode began between 11 700 and 11 200 years 
B.P. Chauvin e-t a.1. (1985) concluded that the calving bay 
in the lower St. Lawrence Valley did not advance west of 
Quebec City.
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METHODS
Samples for microfaunal analysis were collected from Late 
Quaternary deposits exposed in gravel and sand pits, drainage 
ditches, roadcuts, and along river banks. At each site the 
lithologic and macrofaunal data were recorded. The elevation 
for each site was estimated from 1:50 000 topographic maps 
with contour intervals of 25 feet. The macrofossil assemblages 
at the sites were assigned to macrofossil associations of 
Rodrigues and Richard (1983). Each macrofossil association 
is named after the dominant species of the assemblage.
The procedure for separating microfossils from the sedi­
ment samples was described by Rodrigues and Richard (1986).
The samples were air-dried and a portion of the dried sample 
was weighed and disaggregated by soaking in water. The 
slurry was wet-sieved using a 62.5 pm sieve. The residue 
greater than 62.5 pm was cleaned ultrasonically, dried, 
weighed, and sieved using the 850, 425, 250, 180, 150, and 
75 pm sieves. Foraminiferal tests and ostracode valves were 
picked from the 850 and 425 pm sieve fractions and were 
extracted from the 250, 180, 150, and 75 pm fractions by
heavy liquid separation using a mixture of tetrabromoethane
3and acetone (density 1.90 g/cm )» Clay samples,which 
yielded small amounts of residue,were not floated. The 
foraminifers and ostracodes were picked from the floats and 
mounted on standard 60 - grid micropaleontological slides. 
Foraminifers and ostracodes were also picked from the sinks 
and were mounted on separate slides. The number of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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foraminiferal tests obtained from the sinks and floats are 
listed in Appendix I.
Foraminifers and ostracodes were identified to specific 
level using published references. Some foraminifers and 
ostracodes were identified to generic or family level. The 
number of specimens of each species or taxon was counted and 
the per cent abundance of each species or taxon in the 
samples were calculated by computer. The ostracode data 
were not analyzed quantitatively because ostracodes were not 
very abundant in many of the samples. The foraminiferal data 
base was analyzed quantitatively using the Fortran program. 
CLUSTR (Davis, 1973), which arranges the samples into groups 
characterized by the same dominant foraminiferal species or 
taxa. The sample groupings are then used as mappable faunal 
units.
The per cent abundances of each foraminiferal taxon in 
the samples were used as input data for the Fortran program 
CLUSTR which consists of three subroutines (DIST, WPGA, and 
DENDRO). Subroutine DIST calculates the correlation matrix 
of distance coefficients using the equation
where d^j is the distance coefficient, and are the
per cent abundances of taxon k in samples 1 and respectively, 
and m is the number of taxa used in the analysis. The. 
values of the distance coefficient (d^j) are always greater 
than or equal to 0.0. If d.. is 0.0 then samples i and
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contain the same species or taxa with the same per cent 
abundances„ If the per cent abundances of species or taxa 
are not equal then d ^  is greater than 0.0. Subroutine WPGA 
performs weighted pair group cluster analysis and arranges the 
samples into groups based on similarities. The samples 
that are most similar are grouped first and the other 
samples are grouped in subsequent iterations. Subroutine 
DENDRO displays the results of the weighted pair group cluster 
analysis in the form of a dendrogram. Each cluster or group 
of samples are characterized by the same dominant species or 
taxa and represents a foraminiferal association. The 
associations are named after the dominant species or taxa 
which are characterized by mean abundances arbitrarily set 
at greater than 6%.
Foraminifer and ostracode species diversities were
calculated using the Shannon-Wiener Information Function,
s
H(S) = - 1  ln P,c ’
1=1
where H(S) is the diversity, S is the number of species or 
taxa in the sample, p ; is the proportion of the X th 
species or taxon, and ln is the natural logarithm. The 
contribution of rare species or taxa is minimized by using 
species proportions. When S is equal to 1, H(S) has a value 
of 0.00 (minimum value). The maximum value of H(S) for a 
given S occurs when the species or taxa have the same per cent 
abundance.
Descriptions of the foraminiferal and ostracode species
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and taxa are presented under Systematic Paleontology. The 
dominant macrofaunal, foraminiferal, and ostracode species 
and taxa are illustrated in Plates 1 to 6. The line drawings 
of the foraminifers in Plates 1 were sketched from the 
scanning electron micrographs and photomicrographs illustrated 
by Rodrigues and Richard (1986)„ Line drawings of the macro­
fossils (Plates 5 and 6) were sketched from specimens collected 
from this study and also from photographs illustrated by 
Wagner (1984). The foraminiferal and ostracode photomicro­
graphs (Plates 2, 3, and 4) were obtained by use of the SEMCO 
nanolab 7 scanning electron microsope. Illustrated specimens 
from this study were deposited in the Department of Geology 
at the University of Windsor and were assigned UWJM86 
hypotype numbers which are given in the plate descriptions.
RESULTS
One hundred twenty-five samples were collected from 87 
sites in the study area. Thirty-three samples from 28 sites 
yielded microfaunal assemblages with more than 100 
foraminiferal tests. The macrofaunal, microfaunal, and 
lithologic data for the samples are listed in Table 7.
Locations of the samples are shown in Figure 4 and in Maps 
1 to 4 (in pocket).
Macrofaunal Associations
Six marine invertebrate macrofaunal associations are 
recognized for the study area. Five of the macrofaunal 
associations are characterized by pelecypods and the other 
is characterized by the cirriped BclLclyiu* The
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Table 7„ Macrofaunal, microfaunal, and lithologic data for samples.
Foraminiferida O s tracoda
Map
S h ee t * 5 in p le
ttue.ber
^ E le v a t l c n  
(n s . s . l . ) L lc h o lc g y
H a r ro ta u n a l
A s s o c ia t io n
Welshc o f  
Sedlocnc 
Processed 
<81
Hucber
o f
Tests
l luxber
o f
Taxa D iv e r s i t y
iHts!)
Nur.ber
o f
Valves
J.’ucber
of
Taxi
^ D iv e r s i t y
[5(37]
R - l 89 Pebbly C lay H ia t e t t a  a s c t i c a 2 5 .8A 283 18 1.931 389 11 1.995
r - : a 89 Pebbly  C layey Sand A 26.30 3833 23 1.023 6 2
R-23 Pebbly Sandy Clay 2 5 .A0 1600 25 1.A23 7 2
R us s e l l R-2C Clay H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 25.30 1722 11 0.510 105 5 1.313
C lG / 6 ) R-2A-1 89 Peoblv Sandy Clay BaCauus A a « e i i 26.00 1616 25 1.001 21 6
R-2B-1 Sandy C lay H i a t c f t a  a l e t t e s 25.00 1353 30 1.917 163 16 2.110
R-2C-1 Clayey Sand _, 25.70 148 12 1.821 3 3
A-1A 76 Clay I f y t i t u i  e d u t i l 102.00 1254 12 1.AC8 2 2
A- IB Sandy Clay H ia t e t t a  a s c t i c a 27.70 1117 15 1.332 19 3
A-2 79 Clavev Sand ____ 27.62 9A7 IA 1.678 172 7 l . IB O
A-3 60 Clay ‘ P e i t f a . i d ia  a i c t i c a 25.75 3292 20 1.325 7 1
A le x a n d r ia A-A 91 P c tb l y  Sand H ia t e t t a  aae t ie a 27.61 2A6 10 1.977 17 A
131C/7) A-5 9A Sand H ia t e t t a  a s c t i c a 27.95 270 12 1.062 -
A-6 91 Cl ty P a s t r ia d ta  a s c t i c a 25.55 6755 21 1.926 11 1
A* 7 100 Pebbly  C lavev Sand i t i c c a  b a i r . i i c a 27.32 795 8 0.761 -
A-3 100 rc b b l y  Sand H i i r e t f t  a s c t i c a 25.33 320 12 1.116 1 1
U - l 9A Pebbly 5 jn d H i i i c f f a  a i c t i c a 26.02 1359 15 0.918 18 5
V-2 100 Pebbly Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 26.75 79 A 5 0.217 7 1
V-3 91 Pebbly Sandy Clay H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 23.12 2513 15 1.127 86 9 1.660
W-A 83 Pebbly C layey Sand Hiccma b a t t a i c a 25.05 1709 15 0.952 33 5
W inches te r U-5 80 Pebbly C laycv  Sand llacova b u t t i i i c a 25.31 700 7 0.371 2 I
U-6 82 Clay r a s t t a s d ia  a i c t i c a 25.30 3717 25 1.696 11 3
U-7 83 Pebbly C layey Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 25.79 1326 B 0 .3 6 ) 3 1
U-8 77 Clav P a i t t a n d ia  a i c t i c a 26.10 1111 12 0.861 30 3
U-9 73 C la . P c s t f a . i i i a  a s c t i c a 2 51A0 2229 15 1.193 3 2
u-io 68 Clay P o i t t a n d ia  a i c t i c a 25.20 1395 20 1.270 37 9
C - l 76 Pebbly Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 23.79 360 9 0.736 5 3
c- : a 77 Clay _ 3 7 .A7 5350 15 O.A55 6 2
c - : b Sancy Clay H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 26.22 1877 13 1.061 -
C ornw al l C-3 73 Pebbly  Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 26.50 293 9 1.317 2 1
(31C /2 ,  31B/15) C-A 102 Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a . 26.66 211 11 0.956 1 I
jlae.-na b a t t i i c a
C-5 99 Pebbly Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 25. A7 356 8 0.717 2 I
C-6 106 Pebbly C layey Sand H ia t e t t a  a i c t i c a 26.73 770 13 1.237 21 3
T o ta ls 33 S.sxple 7 52617 1195
^ A lp tu b c c ic  n o t a t i o n s  arc f o r  s jn p tc s  f r c n  d i f f e r e n t  l e v e l s  ac a s i t e .
^ E le v a t io n s  are I n t e r p r e t e d  trcta 1:50000 top o g ra p h ic  tu p s  w i t h  a contour  I n t e r v a l  o f  25 fe e t .  
E le v a t io n s  are n o t  g iven f o r  samples th a t  are less  t h i n  I n  o f  the  low es t  sscp ie  a t  a s i t e .
^ D i v e r s i t i e s  are l i s t e d  f o r  sacples  c o n ta in in g  ro re  than 85 v a lv e s .
4i l j c r o f n s s l l s  were no t  observed a t  the  l e v e l  s j r o l e d .
C O
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pelecypod associations are: HZa.ie.ZZcL anctZca, Macoma baZthica, 
HiatcZZa an.ctZca-Macoma baZtkZca, Von.tZan.dia anctZca, and 
MytZZui> cduZZi> associations.
Two other pelecypod associations have been reported from 
the study area. The marine Mya an.cnan.Za association occurs 
in the Cornwall and Alexandria map areas, and the freshwater 
Lampi>ZZZi> association occurs in the Russell and Cornwall areas 
(Rodrigues and Richard, 1983).
Foraminiferal Associations
Fifty-three benthonic foraminiferal taxa were identified 
and a total of 52 617 foraminiferal tests were counted. The 
number of tests per sample ranged from 148 to 6755 and the number of 
taxa per sample ranged from 5 to 30. - Foraminiferal species 
diversity [h (S)J ranged from 0.25 to 1.93. The number of 
tests counted for each foraminiferal taxon is shown in 
Table 8 and the per cent abundance of each taxa i$ shown in 
Table 9. Eight sample groupings (clusters) are recognized 
from weighted pair group cluster analysis of 33 samples 
(Fig. 5). Each sample grouping represents one foraminiferal 
association and is named after the dominant species (Table 10).
Association 1, EZphZdZum cZavaturn-dominant (Fig. 6), 
consists of one sample (R-2C) from site R-2 in the Russell 
map area. Foraminifer diversity [h(S)J for sample R-2C 
(clay) is 0.51. Association 1 is accompanied by the HZatcZZa 
anctZca association.
Association 2, Haync&Zna on.bZcuZan.Zi>-dominant (Fig. 6), 
occurs in sand and pebbly sand in the Winchester map area.
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Table 9 . Per cent abundance of the benthonic foraminiferal'taxa,
TAXON
ItUmi j p ,
BucctIII CdMd 
S«c«Ui ju jcdi 
kUmtUi  sp.
CdiuiuHa u iu Iosm 
CiPtudtt U 6JU H  
OtRUbU sp,
DiicorPU
6iplu.dw» d m tiu  
Siumiitt* mtAU*usliiiiiidi 
EtptuiUun moMtacu* 
Upiuiui* sp.
6il(dU"dlii«4 Udwiuadl 
E m m S ttU  puiMtlU  
fiojpum :bu i
FiiJUUlll ueuiDdttJCM
f tm tu it  U m u U  
futuUni "dtjKmiM 
Ftuuunt 
fisjuum u m u
fusuuni m a u w  
Fuiuuiia sp.
T i M i t n m n i  IttiUtht  
fiiW«ut«d sp, A 
C£d/U«6unt 2dm jtU  
C U n o u i im d  1 
C l i n f lu l i n ld  2 
GtuuuUmdti U U t 
Nitfneiina Jt6cuU.m  
lUdndalfa >ie£c»dc 
(Winh i t U  m c tc m  
Updid ItwitfUdW 
Uwn«ug*d sp,
M u i iLntim iitt 
flpfui MiUtjcu 
iJpUiid ue ttum  
M u *  UntHi 
f l « U u  nit
flaitlU IplidMiMlllCdU
floftnd «Uiu»lcni 
toulomud sp, A 
Piuiuwunt sp 5 
fa fttfw i compa (a 
P j t t M U  > i m u m d e s  
Poiwwrphiaid 
Pitudmueffa rum uM tt 
fyju t t iU u » » n  
diunoutfccufuid im n u u * 
tiuUM  sp A 
Raciiid 1 
Tuuusd HUpliCK 
Tum iU oia tttlicdu
Num ber o f  T u i  
N u o o s r o f  T u t s  
P f l r o a m i f e r  9 1 v c r s te v  H fS i
SAMPLE NUMBER
H
A’ lA
A* 2
A*3
I M
IM G
K A
M A - I
A*6
y -6
M A
6*28
0.06 0 ,09 0 .14 4.02 3 .7 1.29 0,14 1.21 1.69
0.71 0,03 0.02
5,32 6.45
0..»
0.31 0,06
6 J 1 0 ,83 2.43 19.36 51.49 36.34 76.35 77.85 75,40 76,51 91.23 64,56
0.35 0,09 0,05 1.52 0 ,74 0.64 0,05 2.50
0.12 0.07
0,31
39.8? 50.24 52.19 17.55 27,19 19,07 0 .5 4 2 ,91 2.15 7,94 1,45 1,94
19.03 1,44 3.06 0.33 0.16 0.19 0.02 0.31
5.98 6.14 0 .66 0.14 0.19 0.57
0 ,3 ! 3,75 3.59 0.06 0 .03
3.13 0 ,30 2.55 0 .91 0 .09 0 .36 0 .10 0 .06 0.15 4 .44
0,03 0.25 0.06
0,14
o.?: 0,36 0.43 0,16 0.19 0.06 0.07 0.02 0.25
1.06 o.:i 0,03 0,09 0,07
0.03 0.12 0.44
0,14 0.21 0.3? 0,24 0.64 0.14 0 >
0.07
0.12 0,45 0,0? 0,95 1.11 l . l i 0.50 0.99 0,19
0.07
0.06
0.11 0.13
0.07
0,03 0.07 0.19
12.72 23.37 15.31 26.67 17,39 20.96 2.63 2.10 4,89 5,53 0.9? 5,63
0.71 1.52 3.06 10.73 1,13 0.07 5,23 3.28 6,71 5.03 1.30 10.00
0.46 0.95 3.34 0,05 6,64 6.37 6.22 0,57 0,36 5 ,d3
0.03
0 ,71 0 ,03
0 .0 ! 0 ,04
0.03
0.06 0,03 9.06
0,0? 0.05 0.06 0.02 0,13
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0,35 0.06
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293 1254 «47 3232 2220 1395 3963 1616 6755 1411 5860 1600
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Foraminiferal Association
M B .
M U
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CO
UO
A*«
C‘6
A*5
A-:
<M
M
C*5
M
U.4
A* ?
M l ; . ? M C
0.96
0-09 0.04
0,41 0,52
0,13
0.17 1.56 0.15
2,32 0.47
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Figure 6, Map showing the distribution of the foraminifstal associations,
macrofossil associations and ostracode assemblage5 for the study area.
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Foraminifer diversity for the three samples of Association 
2, 0.25 to 0.37, is the lowest for the samples used in this 
study. Association 2 is accompanied by the H4.cLt2.ZZcL an.cttca 
and Macoma baZ.thZc.cL associations.
Association 3, HaynctZna 0H.bZcu.ZaHJ.A-EZphZdZu.rn cZavatum- 
dominant (Fig. 6) occurs in sandy substrates in the Winchester, 
Cornwall, and Alexandria map areas and is accompanied by the 
HZatcZZa aactZca, Macoma baZthZca, and HZatcZZa aactZca- 
Macoma baZthZca associations. The diversity for the eleven 
samples of Association 3 ranges from 0.73 to 1.24 with a 
mean value of 0.96.
Association 4, HayncAZna 0H.bZcuZaH.ZA-EZphZdZu.rn cZavatum- 
EZphZdum sp ,-EZphZdZum ZnccHtum/aA kZundZ-dominant (Fig. 6) 
is present in the Winchester, Cornwall, and Alexandria map 
areas. Diversity for the three samples of Association 4 range 
from 1.32 to 1.53 with a mean value of 1.43. Association 4 
is accompanied by the HZatcZZa aactZca association in pebbly 
sand, pebbly sandy clay, and sandy clay.
Association 5, HayncAZna 0H.bZcuZaH.ZA- CaAAZduZZna H.cnZ- 
ioH.mc~EZpliZdZu.rn cZavatu.m-EZphZdZu.rn sp.-dominant (Fig. 6) 
occurs in sandy clay containing the HZatcZZa anctZca associat­
ion in the Russell map area. Diversity for the two samples of 
Association 5 are 1.87 and 1.92 with a mean value of 1.90.
Association 6, CaAAZduZZna H.cnZioH.mc-dominant (Fig. 6), 
is present in the Winchester, Russell, Cornwall, and Alexandria 
map areas and is accompanied by the BaZanuA hamcnJ association 
in pebbly sandy clay and the VoH.tZandZa aactZca association
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in clay. Diversity for the seven samples of Association 6 
ranges from 0.46 to 1.43 with a mean value of 1.03. The 
abundance of EJLphA.dA.am cZa.va.tum, Ha.ync6A.na. 0H.bZcaZa.KZ6 , and 
l6ZandLLcZZa hcZcnac is greater than 6% in some samples of 
Association 6.
Association 7, Ca66ZduZZna KcnZfioKmc-EZphZdZum cZavatum- 
Haync6Zna 0KbZcuZaKZ6 -dominant (Fig. 6), occurs in clay 
containing the VoKtZandZa aKctZca association in the 
Winchester map area. Diversity of the two samples of 
Association 7 are 1.20 and 1.27 with a mean value of 1.24.
Association 8, EZpkZdZum cZavatum-Haync6Zna 0KbZcuZaKZ6 - 
Ca.66ZduZZna. KcnZfio Kmc-EZphZdZum_ ZnccKtum/a6 kZ a ndZ-dominant 
(Fig. 6), is present in the Russell and Alexandria map areas. 
Diversity for the four samples of Association 8 ranges from 
1.41 to 1.93 with a mean value of 1.62. Association 8 is 
accompanied by the HZatcZZa aKctZca association in pebbly 
clay and by the MytZZu6 cduZZ6 and VoKtZandZa aactZca 
associations in clay.
Ostracode Assemblages
Ostracodes were not very abundant in the samples from 
the study area. Only 1195 valves were counted. The number 
of valves per sample ranged from 0 to 389, and the number of 
taxa per sample ranged from 0 to 16. Five samples contained 
more than 80 valves (Fig. 6). The ostracode species diversity 
[H(S)] for the five samples ranged from 1.48 to 2.11. The 
number of valves for each ostracode species from the samples 
is shown in Table 11. The dominant ostracode species and
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Iable 11, Counts for ostracode species in samples from the Russell Alexandria, Winchester and Cornwall map areas,
SPECIES
SAMPLE NUMBER
, M i i t h l M t l i u U t  autCMnuJ 
CaiuMM 31,
CMnnc iuttn 
Ctftnitoimu Mccauetu 
WttCMptKOB Mttliap
CiiteeniHewii m m w uMitcwuoe ciwiouuiw 
CMneaoslcaoe ie|«W 
MiiceoiKnee l c h . M m  
htlicmtwn M i t t  
CMiiceopCUOn m«J«r 
Mocwpiceoii pauccsuiieue 
Cl/ClMOMMM WCUlWMlJWiMltfC 
CulPMoptnoii nuclei 
CpCiimiiM u t i l u  
uMicineciia Ipaeiu 
AetMocpmtieti t i ' M M  
Paineecife U u a n  
taueaittiue t i m h i u t  
SaeucMlicuoco oiccu 
S u u M M i m  n kimmKc 
Ja.utMttiuait tuecciitaa 
23, S t i m u l i iu cMitslw
Total la te r  of Valves 
local lim e: of Species
R-2S
S-2C
R-2A-1
WJ.
R-2C-1 A-IB a-3
A-4
A-S AO M
M U
»0
W-6 li-S
w
non COA CO co
CO COB M C*e
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accompanying foraminiferal and macrofaunal associations are 
shown in Table 12.
RECENT DISTRIBUTION OF SOME SPECIES OF THE FAUNAL ASSOCIATIONS
Modern distribution data for the dominant species of the 
macrofaunal and foraminiferal associations and ostracode 
assemblages of the study area can be used to infer paleo- 
salinity and paleotemperature. The data are summarized in 
Appendices II to VI. Some of the references listed in the 
Appendices have not been used in the discussion below. The 
references not used include those that named the dominant 
foraminiferal species as other genera and species and also 
those which did not include illustrations of the foraminifers.
lt>landle.lla ke.le.nae. commonly occurs in cold (-2° to 4°G) 
and relatively high salinity (30 to 34%0) water along the 
continental margin of eastern Canada, in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, and in the Canadian Arctic (Appendix II). Rodrigues 
and Hooper (1982b) reported large numbers of T.*landle.lla 
ke.le.nae. (average abundance of 42.5%) from the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence in cold (-2° to 2.3°C) and high salinity (31.4 to 
33.6%o) water at depths of 73 to 142 m. IAlandZe.&Za non.c.n.o&*d. 
(Appendix III) also occurs along the continental margin of 
eastern Canada, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and in the 
Canadian Arctic. 16 ZandLLe.ZZa noH.c.n.oi>t>Z lives in water with 
similar temperature and salinity ranges as those reported for 
T-&ZandZe.ZZa ke.le.nae.*
Ca&6lduLLna Jtenliome. (Appendix IV) has been reported 
on the Labrador Shelf, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Hudson
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Table 12. Summary of the foraminiferal associations and accompanying 
macrofaunal associations and ostracode assemblages.
Foracdr.iferal Association M acrofaunal Ostracode Assecblage
Mtcber | Docinant Taxa Diversity C'r((S)] Association Dominant Species Lithology
X
Elphidiun e ls.vatu.ti 0.310 Hiatzlta axctica Saxiicythzxidza bxadii 
Cuthzzcptzxon latiiiimum 
Saxiicjt'nexidza punctiitata
Clay
A
Hayneiina oxbicutaxii 
Elphidium cta.va.tu.rn 
Elphidium sp.
Etphidiua intzxtum/asktundi
Range: 1.317 to 
1.532
Hiatttta axctica
Hztzxozypxidzii ioxbyana 
Saxiicythzxidza punctiitata 
Cuthzxomoxoha m a c c h a n z u i
Pebbly Sandv 
Clay
Mean: 1.425 Hiatzlta axctica (Oscracodes are rare) Pebbly Sand 
Sandy Clay
3
Hayneiina oxbicutaxii 
Elphidium ctavatum
Range: 0.734 to 
1.237 
Mean: 0.962
Hiatcita axctica Sand
Pebbly Sand 
Pebbly Clavev Sand
Maccna baithica (Ostracodes are rare) Pebbly Clayey Sand
Hiatztla axctica 
and
Materia baithica
Sand
2 Hayneiina oxbiculaxii Range: 0.247 to 
0.371
Hiatcita axctica i
(Ostracodes are rare)
Pebbly Sand 
Pebblv Clavev Sand
Mean: 0.320 Macoma fcaii.'iica Pebbly Clayey Sand
‘tytiluz zdulii (Oscracodes are rare) Clay
Cuthzxz lutza
Saxiicythzxidza punctiitata 
Hztzxczuaxidziz ioxbuana
Clayey Sand
3
Elphidium ctavatum 
Hayneiina oxbiculaxii 
Caiiidulina xeni{axme. 
Elphidium inczxtum/aittundi
Range: 1.408 to 
1.931 
Mean: 1.623
Hiatzlta axctica Saxiicythzxidza punctiitata 
Cythzxootzxon ini latum 
Cythzxoctzxcn nodoium 
Cyihzxoptzxcn chamviainum
Pebbly Clay
Poxtlandia axctica (Oscracodes are rare) Clay
5
Hayneiina axbiculazii 
C a a i d u l i n a  xzniicxmz 
Eipnidium clavatum
E l p h i d i u m  s p .
R a n g e :  1 . 8 7 1  to 
1 . 9 1 7  
M e a n :  1 . 8 9 4
Hiatzila axctica Cutftc.cstc.oit ii:(c2 .tam 
Cythzxocizxon node sun 
Cythzxootzxon axcuatum 
Cyth.zxcczzxcn chamoiainum
Sandy Clay
7
C a a i d u l i n a  xznifoxnz 
Elonidiun ztavatum 
Hayneiina axbceuiaxii
Rante: 1.198 to 
1.270 
Mean: 1.234
Poxtlandia axctica (Oscracodes are care) Clay
6 CabH-duiina tcui (e *.mc Range: 0.455 to PixtlancLC axctica Clav
Mean: 1.025 Salanui iarzxi Pebbly Sandy Clay
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Bay, the Canadian and Greenland Arctic, off the coast of 
Iceland, and on the Norwegian continental margin. Ca66ZduZZna 
n.eyiZbon.me occurs in water that has a salinity of 28 to 3570O. 
It appears that Ca66ZduZZna n.enZbourne, can tolerate a 
relatively wide range of temperature, e.g. Rodrigues and 
Hooper (1982b) reported Ca66ZduZZna n.eyu.bon.me from the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence in water which has a temperature range of 
-2° to more than 12°C. Most of the reported occurrences 
of C. n.enZbon.me however, are from waters which have a temp­
erature range of -2° to 6°C.
Hayne6Zna on.bZeuZan.Z6 (Appendix V) occurs in shallow 
waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Hudson Bay, the Canadian 
Arctic, and Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. Hayne6Zna on.bZeuZan.Z6 was 
reported from waters which have a wide salinity range, 11 
to 33%o. McRoberts (1968) and Tapley (1969) reported that 
the abundance of EZpkZdZum on.bZeuZan.e (= Hayne6Zna on.bZeuZan.Z6 
of this paper) was highest in water with salinity greater 
than 207oe . The temperature range reported for Hayne6tna 
onbZeuZan.Z6 is - 2 °  to 13.5°C.
EZpkZdZum eZavatum (Appendix VI) occurs in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, Gulf of Alaska, Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, Beaufort 
Sea, on the continental shelf of eastern Canada, in the 
Arctic Ocean, and Baltic Sea. Wilkinson (1979) described 
the distribution of EZpkZdZum eZavatum eZavatum Cushman as 
arctic-subarctic. EZpkZdZum eZavatum is considered to be 
euryhaline (11 to 357°*) and eurythermal (-2° to>12°c).
Very few references in the literature discuss the
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temperature and salinity ranges for the macrofaunal and 
ostracode species. Appendix VII lists the modern and 
fossil occurrences of the dominant pelecypod and cirriped 
species . PohtZandZa asictZca (Gray) has been reported from the 
Canadian Arctic and Beaufort Sea. Ellis (1960) observed 
PotitZayidZa asictZca living only in mud substrates where the 
water temperatures were less than 0°C and salinities were 
near 3270O. Rodrigues and Richard (1986) concluded that 
Poh.tZan.dZa atictZca was euryhaline in the Champlain Sea.
HLa.tQ.tZa. ah.ctZca occurs in Baffin Bay, north Atlantic 
Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Greenland, and west coast of Canada. 
Bousfield (1955) observed HZa.to.ZZa. aactZca (Sax.Zc.ava. 
atictZca of Bousfield) in the Miramichi Estuary, New 
Brunswick where the salinity was 12.5 to 257ot>.
MytZZa* cduZZ* Linne was reported from the Canadian Arctic, 
off Newfoundland, and the west coast of Canada. Bousfield 
(1955) observed MytZZu.6 cdaZZA in the Miramichi Estuary,
New Brunswick, where the salinity was 15 to 257oo . Ristich 
ct olZ . (19 77) reported MytZZiu> cdaZL& in the Hudson River 
Estuary, New York, where the salinity was 18 to 30%o.
Macoma baZthZca (Linne) was reported from the Canadian Arctic, 
James Bay, Beaufort Sea, west coast of Canada, and the 
Miramichi Estuary, New Brunswick. Bousfield (1955) observed 
Macoma baZthZca from the Miramichi Estuary in water with 
salinity ranging from 4 to 18.5%„.
My a ah.cna>i.La Linne has been reported from the Miramichi 
Estuary of-New Brunswick, the Hudson River Estuary, New York,
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and Chaleur Bay. Bousfield (1955) and Ristich et al.
(1977) reported My a axenaxla in waters with, salinities as 
low as 57o0 .
Recent occurrences for Balanu* hamexl (Ascanius) were not found 
in the literature. Hillaire-Marcel (1980) observed Balanu* 
ha m e u  in the Quebec portion of the Champlain Sea basin 
where he concluded that 8. hame./iZ colonized deep water 
environments with a temperature of about 0°C and salinity 
of about 30%o. Rodrigues and Richard (1986) concluded that 
Balance* hamerl colonized the highest salinity bottom water 
(30 to 347oo) that was present in the western Champlain Sea 
basin.
The discussion above for the macrofauna indicates that 
Poxtlandia axctica, Hlatclla axctica, Mytllu* adu.11*, and 
Macoma baithica have an arctic - subarctic distribution and 
Mya axenaxla has a boreal distribution. Balanu.* hamexl is 
restricted to relatively high-salinity water (> 307.„) and 
Hlatclla axctica, Mytllu* edull*, Macoma baithica, and 
Poxtlandia axctica can tolerate wider salinity ranges. Mija 
axcnaxla is capable of tolerating water with salinities as 
low as 57oo .
The dominant ostracode taxa (Appendix VIII) appear to 
be euryhaline. Congeners of Cythexoptcxon are reported to 
inhabit water of near normal marine conditions (Whatley and 
Masson, 1979). Rosenfeld (1977) concluded that Cythexoptcxon 
latl**lmum can tolerate salinites as low as 14%„.
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PALEOSALINITY AND PALEOTEMPERATURE 
ESTIMATES FOR THE FAUNAL ASSOCIATIONS
Paleosalinity and paleotemperature for the faunal 
associations were obtained from the modern distribution data 
discussed above. The CaAAZduZZna n.enZ£on.me-dominant Associ­
ation (No. 6, Table 13) colonized the deeper parts of rthe 
study area where the temperature was less than or equal to 
4°C and salinity ranged from 30 to 34%n. Association 6 
is accompanied by the high-salinity BaZanuA hamcn.Z associations. 
The abundance of the high-salinity lAZa.ndZe.ZZci keZenae (mean 
per cent abundance 5.6%) is highest in Association 6.
The Ca.AAZdu.ZZna. n.e.nZ^ on.me.- EZpkZdZum cZa.va.tiLm-Ha.ijne.AZna. 
on.bZeuZan.ZA-dominant Association (No. 7, Table 13), the 
HayncAZna on.bZeuZan.ZA-CaAAZduZZna n.cnZ $on.me-EZpkZdZum 
eZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp.-dominant Association (No. 5), and 
the EZpkZdZum eZavatum-HayncAZna on.bZeuZan.ZA -CaAAZduZZna 
n.cnZ^on.mc- EZpkZdZum Znecn.tum/aA kZundZ-dominant Association 
(No. 8) inhabited deep, cold (0° to 13°C) water with a 
salinity range of 25 to 30%>o. The abundance of lAZandZeZZa 
keZenae (mean per cent abundance 4.4%) and that of CaAAZd- 
uZZna n.cnZfionmc (mean per cent abundance 18%) are lower 
in Associations 5, 7, and 8 than in Association 6. Therefore, 
Associations 5, 7, and 8 colonized lower-salinity water (25 
to 30%o) by comparison with Association 6 (30 to 34%o).
The foraminiferal succession observed at site R-2 (Fig. 6) 
shows Association 5 overlying Association 6, and the foramin­
iferal succession at the Casselman site (Table 5) shows that 
Associations 5 and 7 replace Association 6. The successions
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Table 13. Summary of the foraminiferal associations and accompanying 
macrofaunal associations, ostracode assemblages, and 
their inferred paleosalinity.
Foraminiferal Association Macrofaunal Ostracode Assemblage Inferred
Humber | Dominant Taxa Diversity £ h (S)] Association Dominant Species Litholoev
Salinitv
a.Y
1
Elphidium cLs.vc.Zum 0.510 Hiatzlta axctica Saxiicythzxidza bxadii 
Cuthzxootcxon latiiiimum 
Saxiici/ihzxidza punctiitata
Clay
A
oxbicutaxii 
Elphidium clavatum 
Elphidium sp.
Elphidium inctxtum/aiklundi
Range: 1.317 to 
1.532
Hiatzlta axctica
Hztcxscyoxidzii icxbyana 
Saxiicythzxidza punctiitata 
Cyihtxomoxvha macchanzyi
Pebbly Sandv 
Clay
Mean: 1.A25 Hiatzlta axctica (Ostracodes are rare) Pebbly Sand 
Sandy Clay
Haunziina oxbiculaxii 
Eionidium ctavaCaw
Range: 0.73A to 
1.237 
Mean: 0.962
Hiatcita axctica Sand
Pebbly Sand 
Pebblv Clavev Sand
15 - 25
3
Macoma baithica (Ostracodes are rare) Pebbly Clayey Sar.d
Hiatcita axctica 
and
Macoma baithica i
Sand
2 Hayneiina oxbiculaxii Range: 0.2A7 to 
0.371
Hiatcita axctica Pebbly Sand 
Pebblv Clavev Sand
Mean: 0.320 Ale coma baithica Pebbly Clayey Sand
Mytitui zdulii (Ostracodes are rare) Clay
Cythzxz lutza
Saxiicythzxidza punctiitata 
Hztzxecuoxidzii ioxbuana
Clayey Sand
8
Elphidium clavatum 
Hayneiina oxbicutaxii 
Caaidutina xtniioxmc. 
Elphidium inczxtumf aiktundi
Range: 1.A08 to 
1.931 
Mean: 1.823
Hiatcita axctica Saxiicythzxidza ounctiltata 
Cutacxcotcxon indicium 
Cythcxcotcxon nodoium 
Cythexoptcxon champlainum
Pebbly Clay
Poxtlandia axctica (Ostracodes are rare) Clay
25 - 30
5
Haijntiina oxbiculaxi.i 
Caaidulina tentjetmc 
Elphidium clavc-tan 
Elphidium sp.
R a n g e :  1 . 8 7 1  to 
1 . 9 1 7  
M e a n :  1 . 8 9 A
Hiatzlta axctica
Cythzxcctzxon n c d a u m  
Cythzxootzxon axcuatum 
Cythzxootzxon zhamolainum
Sandy Clay
7
Cas iidulina tCitt (a tnc 
Elonidium clavatum 
Hayneiina oxbiculaxii
Ranze: 1.19S to 
1.270 
Mean: 1.23A
7oxttandia lxctica (0str3ccces are rare) Clay
6 Caaidulina xcni$oxnz Range: O.A55 to tla.taia axctica Clav
30 - 3A
Mean: 1.025 Salanui har.cxi Pebbly Sandy Clay
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show that Associations 5, 7, and 8 colonized lower salinity 
water compared to Association 6. The cold subarctic (0° to 
13°C) PontZandZa anetZea, HZa.te.ZZa. anetZea and MytZZu-6 
eduZZi pelecypod associations and the Cytkenoptenon spp. 
ostracode assemblages accompanied Associations 5, 7, and 8.
The EZpkZdZum eZavatum-dominant Association (No. 1,
Table 13), the HayneiZna onbZeuZanZi,-dominant Association 
(No. 2), the HayneiZna on.bZe.uZan.Zt>-EZpkZdZum eZavatum- 
dominant Association (No. 3), and the HayneiZna onbZeuZanZi>- 
EZpkZdZum eZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp.- EZpkZdZum Zneentum/ 
ai> kZundZ-dominant Association (No. 4) colonized shallower, 
cold (0° to 13°C) water with a salinity of 15 to 257>o.
The abundance of JiZandZeZZa keZenae (mean per cent abundance 
3.9%) and that of Cai>i>ZduZZna nenZfionme (mean per cent 
abundance 2.37a) are lower in Associations 1, 2, 3, and 4 than 
in Associations 5, 6, 7, and 8. Therefore, Associations 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 colonized lower—salinity water (15 to 25%0) . The 
faunal successions also support the lower salinity range for 
Associations 1 to 4, e.g. Association 3 was observed at the 
top of the sections at site C-2 (Fig. 6) the Bearbrook site 
(Table 4), and the Casselman site (Table 5). Association 1 
occurred at the top of the section at site R-2 (Fig. 6) and 
an association (EZpkZdZum i p .-EZpkZdZum eZavatum-HaynesZna 
onbZeuZanZi-dominant) .comparable to Association 4 occurred 
at the top of the Navan section (Table 3). The cold sub­
arctic (0° to 13°C) HZateZZa anetZea, and Macoma baZtkZea 
pelecypod associations accompanied Associations 1, 2, 3, and
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4. Association 1 was accompanied by the San.6tzythzn.tdza 
6n.adtt-Cythzn.optzn.on Zatts.6tmum-San.6tzythzn.tdza punztZZZata- 
dominant ostracode assemblage and Association 4 was 
accompanied by the Hztzn.ozypnJ.dzt6 6on.byana-San.6tzythzn.tdza 
punc.ttZZata-Cyth.zn.omoK.pha mazzhz6 nzyt-dominant ostracode 
assemblage. Cytkzn.optzn.on Zatt66tmum and Cythzn.omon.pha 
mazzhz6 nzyt are associated with lower-salinity water (Appen­
dix VIII).
The distribution of the foraminiferal and macrofaunal 
associations and ostracode assemblages is shown in Figure 
7 and the inferred salinity ranges for the associations are 
listed in Table 13. The temperature ranges far the foraminiferal 
associations excluding Association 6 can only be interpreted as cold 
subarctic (0° to 13°C ) because all the dominant foraminifers 
and the accompanying ostracodes, and pelecypods have an 
arctic - subarctic distribution, and all are eurythermal.
DISCUSSION
Rodrigues and Richard (1983, 1985, and 1986) and Rodrigues 
(1987) concluded that the distribution of the invertebrate 
macrofossils and microfossils from the western Champlain 
Sea basin was related to the chemical and physical properties 
(salinity and temperature) of the bottom water and substrate. 
The results from this study support the conclusions of 
Rodrigues and Richard (1983, 1985, and 1986), and Rodrigues 
(1987).
Cronin (1979a) recognized two foraminiferal biofacies 
from the Champlain Sea basin. Associations 1, 2, 3, and 4
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of this study which, are characterized by EZpkZdZum eZavatum, 
Ha.yne.6Zna. 0s1bZc.uZa.s1Z6 , EZpkZdZum sp., and EZpkZdZum 
Zncesitum/a6kZundZ are comparable to Cronin’s shallow-water 
Biofacies 1 which is characterized by PsiotcZpkZdZum osibZeu- 
Zasie. (= Ha.yne.6Zna osibZeuZasiZ6), EZpkZdZum Znecsitum ( =
EZpkZdZum Znecsitum/a6kZundZ) , EZpkZdZum cxeavatum eZavata 
(= EZpkZdZum eZavatum), EZpkZdZum aZbZumbZZZeatum (Weiss)
(= EZpkZdZum sp.) and EZpkZdZum 6ubasio.tZc.um Cushman. The 
macrofossils associated with Biofacies 1 included Macoma 
baZthZca, Mya asicnastZa, MytZZu6 cduZZ6 and HZatcZZa anetZea, 
Associations 5, 6, 7, and 8 of this study which are charact­
erized by Ca66ZduZZna sicnZ&osimc,- Haync6Zna osibZcuZastZ6, 
EZpkZdZum eZavatum, EZpkZdZum Znecsitum/a6 kZundZ, and 
EZpkZdZum sp. are comparable to Cronin's deeper-water 
Biofacies 2 which is characterized by Ca66ZduZZna csia66a 
[= Ca66ZduZZna sienZ^osimc) , l6ZandZcZZa kctcnac and EZpkZdZum 
cxeavatum forma eZavata (= EZpkZdZum eZavatum) . The macrofossils 
associated with Biofacies 2 include VositZandZa asietZea and 
BaZanu6 kamcsiZ.
Cronin (19 79b) concluded that foraminifer and ostracode 
species diversity [H(S)J was related to salinity, Z.c. 
diversity was lowest in low—salinity water and highest in 
high salinity water. Kovac (1985) and Rodrigues and Richard 
(1986) concluded that foraminiferal species diversity was not 
directly related to salinity. The results from this study 
support the conclusions by Kovac (1985) and Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986). The foraminiferal species diversity for the
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high salinity C30 to 34%o) Association 6 ranged from 0.46 to 
1.43, whereas diversity of the Association 4 (salinity 15 to 
25%0) ranged from 1.32 to 1.53.
Rodrigues and Richard (1986) recognized seven foramini­
feral associations from the Russell and Winchester map areas. 
Association 6 of this study, which is characterized by 
Ca66Z duZZna n.enZfion.mc, is comparable to their Association 6 
[Ca66ZduZZna n.enZ£on.mc-16ZandZcZZa kcZcnac-Haync6Zna on.bZcu- 
ZanJ6 - dominant) . Association 7 of this stud3/ has the same 
dominant species as their Associations 4 and 7 (EZpkZdZum 
eZavatum, Ca66ZduZZna n.cnZ^on.mc, and Haync6Zna 0H.b-icuZcLH.-i6 ). 
Association 8 of this study which is characterized by 
EZpkZdZum eZavatum, Hayne6tna 0H.bZcuZan.Z6 , Ca66ZduZZna 
n.enZ&on.me, and EZpkZdZum Znccn.tum/a6 kZundZ is comparable to 
their Association 5 [EZpkZdZum eZavatum-EZpkZdZum Zn.ccn.tuml 
a6kZundZ-Haync6Zna on.bZcuZan.Z6-dominant). Association 3 
is identical to their Haync6Zna on.bZcuZan.Z6- EZpkZdZum 
eZavatum-dominant Association 3. Association 4 of this study 
(Haync6Zna on.bZcuZanJ.6- EZpkZdZum eZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp . - 
EZpkZdZum Z nccn.tum/a6kZ a ndf-dominant) is comparable to their- 
Association 2 which is characterized by EZpkZdZum sp., 
Haync6Zna on.bZcuZan.Z6, and EZpkZdZum eZavatum. Rodrigues 
and Richard (1986) did not observe Association 1 (Haync6Zna 
on.bZcuZan.Z6-dominant) and Association 5 (Haync6Zna on.bZcu- 
ZanJ6-Ca6 6ZduZZna n.cnZion.mc-EZpkZdZum eZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp.) 
of this study.
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A sequence of events following the retreat of the 
Laurentide Ice Sheet was described by Rodrigues and Richard 
C1985) and Rodrigues (1986, 1987) for the western Champlain 
Sea basin. The sequence of events is summarized below.
The pre-Champlain Sea freshwater environment was 
characterized by varve-like rhythmites containing the Candona 
ostracode association. Anderson nt at. (1985) concluded that 
the rhythmites are related to a glaciolacustrine phase 
preceding marine inundation of the western Champlain Sea 
basin. During the marine episode cold (subarctic) water, 
salinity (30 to 3470O) was present in the deeper parts of the 
Champlain Sea and was overlain by cold (subarctic) lower- 
salinity water «307oo) at shallower depths. During the 
later part of the marine episode warmer (boreal) low-salinity 
water was present in some parts of the sea. The boreal, low- 
salinity water was characterized by Uya an.znaata. As the 
sea shoaled the marine waters became progressively less 
saline and freshwater eventually replaced marine water.
Lamp&ttt.i spp. colonized post-Champlain Sea freshwater envir­
onments east of Ottawa.
The macrofaunal and microfaunal data reported in this 
study and in the literature support the sequence of events 
described above. Pre-Champlain Sea freshwater varve-like 
rhythmites containing a freshwater ostracode fauna were 
observed at the Bearbrook site (Map 1, in pocket and Table 
4) and at the Casselman site (Map 1, in pocket and Table 5). 
High salinity water (25 to 347>o) characterized by Ca&^tdattna
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n.cnZ^on.mc, EZpkZdZum eZavatum, Ha.ijno.4 4.na. 0n.bZcuZan.Z4 ,
EZpkZdZum sp., and EZpkZdZum Znccn.tumfa4 kZundZ-dominant 
Associations 5, 6, 7, and 8 was present in the deeper parts of 
the study area (Table 13 and Fig. 7). Lower-salinity water 
(15 to 257,°) characterized by Ha.ijne.4Zna on.bZauZan.Z4, EZpkZdZum 
eZavatum, EZpkZdZum sp. , and EZpkZdZum Znccn.tum/a4 IzZundZ- 
dominant Associations 1, 2, 3, and 4 was present in. the shallower 
parts of the study area (Table 13, and Fig. 7). The boreal, low-salinity 
«207oo) Mcja ancnanJ.a was reported from beach deposits in 
the Cornwall and Alexandria map areas (Maps 2 and 4, in 
pocket) by Rodrigues and Richard (19 83). The Post-Champlain 
Sea freshwater pelecypod Lamp4ZZZ4 was reported in the 
Russell map area by Gadd (1976) and in the Cornwall map area 
by Terasmae (1965) and Rodrigues (1987).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The distribution of the marine invertebrate macrofossils 
and microfossils of the Russell, Alexandria, Winchester and 
Cornwall map areas is related to salinity and temperature of 
the, Champlain Sea. The marine BaZanu.i kamcaZ, HZa.te.ZZa 
aactZca, Macoma baZthZca, HZatcZZa aactZca-Macoma baZthZca, 
illijtZZu4 cduZZi and Pon.tZandZa an.ctZca macrofaunal associations 
are present in marine deposits of the study area. The 
Pon.tZand.Za anetZea association was observed only in clay, 
the BaZanu4 kamcnZ association (based on one sample) in pebbly 
sandy clay, the MytZZu4 cduZZ4 association (based on one 
sample) in clay, and the other macrofaunal associations 
occurred in coarse—and fine-grained substrates. The BaZanu4
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kamzAZ association inhabited the deeper parts of the basin 
where the water was cold C^ 4:°c ) with, a salinity of 30 to 34%0 .
The other macrofaunal associations colonized water with a 
wider salinity range, z.g. PoA.tZand.ZcL aActZca association 
(25 to 34%„), HZatzZZa aActZea association (15 to 30%o) ,
MytZZuA zduZZA association (25 to 30%») , and Macoma. 
baZtkZea association (15 to 25%0) .
Weighted pair group cluster analysis for 33 samples 
yielded eight foraminiferal associations. The most abundant 
foraminiferal species of the associations were CaAAZduZZna 
AznZfioAmz, EZpkZdZum eZavatum, and Hayn&AZna 0A.bZeuZaA.ZA.
The CaAAZduZZna AznZfioAmz-dominant Association (No. 6) occupied
i
the deeper parts of the basin where the water was cold j
(^4°C ) and salinity ranged from 30 to 34%o. The abundance 
of lAZandZzZZa hzZznaz was highest in Association 6. The 
CaAAZduZZna AznZfioAmz-EZpkZdZum eZavatum-HaynzAZna oAbZc- 
uZu aZa -dominant (No. 7), the HaynzAZna oAbZeuZaAZA-CaAAZd­
uZZna xznZ&oAmz-EZpkZdZum eZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp.-dominant 
(No. 5) and the EZpkZdZum eZavatum-HaynzAZna oAbZeuZaAZA- 
CaAAZduZZna AznZ{oAmz-EZpkZdZum ZnezAtumfaAkZundZ-dominant 
(No. 8) also occupied the cold (0° to 13°C) , deeper parts 
of the basin where the salinity was 25 to 30%<>. The 
EZpkZdZum eZavatum-dominant (No. 1), the HaynzAZna oAbZe- 
uZaAZA- dominant (No. 2), the HaynzAZna oAbZeuZaAZA- 
EZpkZdZum eZavatum-dominant (No. 3), and the HaynzAZna 
oAbZeuZaAZA-EZpkZdZum eZavatum-EZpkZdZum sp.-EZpkZdZum 
ZnezAtum/aAkZundZ-dominant (No. 4) associations colonized
I
I
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the shallower parts of the study area where the water was 
cold (0° to 13°C) and salinity ranged from 15 to 25%*.
used in this study ranged from 0.25 to 1.93. Diversity 
for Association 6, salinity 30 to 34%*, range from 0.46 to 
1.43 and diversity for Association 4, salinity 15 to 25%*, 
range from 1.32 to 1.53. Therefore, foraminifer species 
diversity does not appear to be directly related to salinity.
Ostracodes:were not abundant in the samples used in this 
study. The ostracodes which commonly occurred in the samples 
include He.te.fioc.ypfiide.it> tofibyana, Safit>icythe.fiide.a bfia.dA.-i,
S. punctiZZata, Cythe.fiopte.fion. aficuatum, C. ahampZainum,
C, iniZatum, C. nodosum, and Cythe.fiomon.pha macc.he-6 nzyi. 
Cogeners of Cythe.fiopte.fion occurred in the deeper parts of 
the study area where the water was cold (0° to 13°C) and 
salinity was 25 to 30%©. Cythenoptefion Zatit>t>imu.m and 
Cythzfiomofipha macc.he.6ne.yi were abundant in shallower parts 
of the study area (temperature 0° to 13°C) and salinity 15 
to 25%0).
Foraminiferal species diversity for the samples
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TAXONOMY 
PART A FORAMINIFERIDA
Introduction
Foraminifers are assigned to the Kingdom Protista,
Phylum Protozoa, Subphylum Sarcodina, Class Rhizopodea, and 
Order Foraminiferida. Foraminiferida are single-celled 
organisms which almost entirely live in marine to brackish 
waters. The protoplasm or soft tissue is enclosed within 
a shell or test. The test is commonly composed of secreted 
calcite however, some may be composed of organic matter, 
agglutinated particles or other secreted minerals such as 
aragonite. The test may consist of a single chamber or 
several interconnected chambers. One or more large openings 
called apertures and smaller wall perforations may be present. 
These openings allow the extension of the thread-like or 
branching pseudopodia through the test, allowing for locomotion 
and feeding. Reproduction is characterized by alteration of 
asexual and sexual generations. The gamont generation reproduces 
sexually and the schizont generation reproduces asexually.
Over thirty-five classifications have been proposed for. 
this group of organisms. The classifications are summarized 
in Loeblich and Tappan (1964). The early classifications were 
based mainly on test morphology. More recent schemes attempt 
to use as many criteria as possible. One of the most complete 
and widely used classifications is the Treatise on Inverte­
brate Paleontology (Loeblich and Tappan, 1964). Since 1964, 
there have been some modifications to the Treatise classifi­
cation. Some of the references with updates on the Treatise 
classification are listed in Loeblich and Tappan (1984).
Loeblich and Tappan recently revised their classification and 
the material is being prepared for publication.
The taxa presented in this paper are arranged according 
to the classification of Loeblich and Tappan (1964). Their 
classification recognizes five suborders based on wall 
composition of the tests. Seventeen Superfamilies are 
distinguished within these suborders on the basis of the 
unilocular or multilocular nature of the tests and the char­
acter of the wall microstrueture. The specimens from this 
study belong to the Suborders Miliolina and Rotaliina. The . 
fifty-three taxa identified in this study represent six super­
families and fifteen families. Thirty-eight taxa have been 
identified to the species level, and ten to the generic level. 
Specimens belonging* to the Family Polymorphinidae were commonly 
found in the samples collected, but were few in number. This 
group of foraminifera is highly variable morphologically. 
Identification to the generic and species level was difficult
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and therefore, are grouped together under the general name 
polymorphinid. A few other specimens, which were not assigned 
to a generic or species level, were named -^tiscorbid, glandulinid 
1, glandulinid 2, and notalid 1. These specimens were very 
rare and only-occurred at a few sites (three or less) in this 
study. The genera GZa.ndaZ-inoZd.z6 Hu and HaynzAZna. Banner and 
Culver were not recognized by Loeblich and Tappan (1964).
Each of these genera are discussed in the Systematic Descript­
ions. The genus ?6Zudopan.nzZZa Cushman and ten Dam was placed 
in synonymy with EpZAtomZnzZZa Husezima and Maruhasi by 
Loeblich and Tappan (1964).
Systematic Descriptions
Kingdom: PROTISTA 
Phylum: PROTOZOA 
Subphylum: SARCODINA Schmarda, 1871 
Class: RHIZOPODEA VonSiebold, 1830 
Order: FORAMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1830 
Suborder: MILIOLINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily: MILIOLACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family: MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus: QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826
QUINQUELOCULINA SEMINULUM (Linne)
SznpuZa AzmZnuZum LINNE, 17 85, p. 786, pi. 2, fig, 1. 
OuZnquzZocuZZna AzmZnuZum (Linne), FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL.,
1971, p. 194, pi. 1, figs. 18-20.-— MURRAY and WRIGHT,
1974, p. 121, pi. 3, figs. 19-21.— CRONIN, 1977b, p.113, 
pi. 1, fig. 16.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 791, pi. 1, fig. 3.
Description. Test ovate in outline, round to subtriang- 
ular in section, length about twice the width, periphery 
rounded; chambers quinqueloculine in plan, elongate; sutures 
distinct, depressed; wall calcareous, imperforate, opaque, 
smooth; aperture terminal, semicircular, a simple elongate 
tooth projects into the center of the aperture.
Genus: PATEORIS Loeblich and Tappan, 1953
PATEORIS HAUERINOIDES (Rhumbler)
QuZnquzZozuZZna tub,rotunda (Montagu) forma hauznZnoZdzA
RHUMBLER, 1936, p. 206, 217, 226, text-figs. 167, 208-212, 
Va.Zzon.Z6 hauznZnoZdzA (Rhumbler) . LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953.
■ p. 42, pi. 6, figs. 8-12.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971,
p. 198, pi. 2, figs. 13-16, CRONIN, 1979a, p. 792, pi. 1,
fig. 9. RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p.21, pi. 1, fig.14.
' Description. Test circular to ovate in outline, compressed, 
length about equal to width, periphery rounded; final .chambers 
' ■ added-‘bisefiaTly "in a • single- plane , final chambers overlap 
earlier chambers, all chambers elongate; sutures distinct,
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slightly depressed; wall calcareous, imperforate, smooth, 
translucent; aperture a low arch at the end of the final , 
chamber.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1953) described the 
chambers as quinqueloculine in the early portion of test.
The quinqueloculine arrangement could not be seen from 
specimens observed from this study.
Genus: PYRGO Defrance, 1824
PYRGO WILLIAMSONI (Silvestri)
BA.-toc.uZ.ina. wZZZ.La.m6 a n-i SILVESTRI, 1923, p. 73.
Pystgo wZZZ.ia.m6 a nZ (Silvestri). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, 
p. 48, pi. 6, figs. 1-4.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, 
p. 196, pi. 2, figs. 8, 9, pi. 15, fig. 9.— -CRONIN,
1979a, p. 792, pi. 1, fig. 8.
Description. Test ovate in outline, rounded in section, 
length about twice the width, periphery rounded; chambers 
biloculine in plan, oval, inflated; sutures distinct, 
depressed; wall calcareous, imperforate, smooth, porcelaneous; 
aperture at the end of the final chamber, oval, a bifid tooth 
at the base of the aperture projects into the center of the 
aperture.
Genus: TRILOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826
TRILOCULINA TRIHEDRA Loeblich and Tappan
T.tZZo cuZZna -t-'iZiio.d-xa LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 45, pi. 4, 
fig. 10.—  FEYLING -HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p, 196, pi. 2, 
fig. 7, pi. 15, fig. 8,—  CRONIN, 1977b, p. 113, pi, 1 
fig. 15. CRONIN, 1979a, p, 792, pi. 1. figs. 5, 6,
Description. Test small, ovate in outline, triangular 
in section with subacute angles, sides of test are slightly 
convex; chambers triloculine in plan, moderately inflated; 
sutures distinct, slightly depressed, wall calcareous, 
imperforate, smooth, translucent; aperture terminal, ovate, 
with a short bifid tooth projecting into the aperture,
Suborder: ROTALIINA Delage and Hdrouard, 1896 
Superfamily: NODOSARIACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
*Familv: NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus: DENTALINA d'Orbigny,1839
DENTALINA sp.
Description. Test large, elongate, slightly arcuate, 
round in section, distinct basal spine on the proloculus; 
chambers 2 to 3 in number, uniserial, nearly equal in width
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and height, final chamher inflated and tapering towards the 
aperture; sutures nearly horizontal and flush; wall calcar­
eous, smooth, translucent to opaque; aperture terminal, not 
centered and radiate.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1953)^described and illus- 
trated VontaZZna pa.u.pQ.H.a.£a. (d'Orbigny) which is similar to 
Vo.nta.Ztna. sp. found in this study. Barker (1960) assigned 
Vo.nta.ZZna. pa.u.pQ.xata. (d'Orbigny) to StZZottomoZZa paupoxata and 
concluded that V. paupoxata of Loeblich and Tappan (1953) was 
not synonymous with S. paupoxata. VontaZZna paupoxata of 
Loeblich and Tappan (195 3) should therefore, be assigned to a 
new species of VontaZZna.
Genus: LAGENA Walker and Jacob, 1798
LAGENA SEMILINEATA Wright
Lagona AomZZZnoata WRIGHT, 1886, p. 320, pi. 20, fig. 7.--
LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 64, pi. 11, figs. 14-22.—  
FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p. 209, pi. 4, fig. 3.—  
CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, fig. 24.-— CRONIN, 1979a, 
p. 793, pi. 2, fig. 6.-— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p.
21, pi. 3, fig. 4.
Description. Test unilocular, flask-shaped, widest near 
the apiculate base and tapering to a long slender neck, wall 
calcareous, hyaline, lower half ornamented with grooves; 
aperture terminal at the end of a long slender neck, surrounded 
by a phialine lip.
Family: POLYMORPHINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
POLYMORPHINID
Description. Loeblich and Tappan (1964) described the 
Family Polymorphinidae as follows: Test multilocular, chambers
in spiral or sigmoidal coil about longitudinal axis of growth, 
or biserial or uniserial, typically somewhat overlapping; 
aberrant forms may be irregular and attached; apertures all 
develop in same direction, terminal, radiate.
Discussion. The Polymorphinids observed in this study 
usually accounted for less than one per cent of the total 
percent abundance in any one sample. The highest percentage 
was 2.0 % in sample R-2C-1.
The chamber arrangement of the initial portion of the 
tests were difficult to determine. Juvenile specimens were 
easily confused with other species in this group. Descript­
ions and determinations to the generic and species levels 
Were therefore not completed.
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Further study of this group is necessary in order to 
assign' specific names to these specimens. It would be help­
ful to examine the descriptions and plates of the Polymor- 
phinids from Cushman and Ozawa (1930). This reference was 
not available to the author for review.
Comparison of the Polymorphinids from this study with 
the plates from Feyling-Hanssen <l£ aZ. (1971) and Cronin^ (1979a) 
reveal that the following species may be present from this 
study: Gu.tZu.ZZna aasZoZaaa, Gu.ZZu.ZZna dawsonZ, Gu.ZZu.ZZna 
gla.cL. ia.LZs, Gu.ZZu.ZZna ZacZza, Gu.ZZu.ZZna paobZzma, PszudopoZy- 
moapkZna soZdanZ, PszudopoZymoapkZna sabobZonga, and Py.tuZZna 
cyZZndsioZdzs.
Family: GLANDULINIDAE Reuss, 1860 
Genus: ENTOLINGULINA Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
ENTOLINGULINA TRANSLUCIDA (Heron-Alien and Earland)
LZnguZZna ZnansZu.cZ da HERON-ALLEN and EARLAND, 1932, p, 387, 
pi. 12, figs. 9-11.
En.tciZZnau.ZZna ZnansZucZda (Heron-Alien and Earland) ,
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986," p. 20, pi. 3, fig. 3.
Description. Test ovate in outline, tapering slightly 
towarHi initial chamber, rounded at base and apertural end, 
compressed in section, periphery sub-rounded; chambers 2 to 
3 in number, uniserially arranged, overlapping and increasing 
in size as added; sutures distinct, horizontal to slightly 
curved, depressed; wall calcareous, finely perforate, trans­
parent, smooth; aperture a small, terminal, elongate slit, 
with a thin, curved entosolenian tube which extends about 
three-quarters the length of the final chamber.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1964) described the 
genera LinguZ-tna d'Orbigny and EnZoZZnguZZna Loeblich and 
Tappan. LinguZZna has no entosolenian tube and EnZoZZnguZZna 
has an entosolenian tube.
Genus: ESOSYRINX Loeblich and Tappan, 1953
ESOSYRINX CURTA (Cushman and Ozawa)
PszudopoZymonphZna cuA-ta'CUSHMAN, 1948, p. 52, pi. 5, 
f  i  erg # 17—19 .
os uaZlnx. cua-ta (Cushman and Ozawa), LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, 
p. 85, pi. 15, figs. 1-5,—  FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL, , 1971, 
p. 221, pi. 5, figs. 13-15.— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2 
fig. 20.
DescriDtion. Test ovate in outline, slightly compressed, 
rounded margins; chambers two to four in number, biserial in 
Plan, overlapping earlier chambers; sutures distinct, slightly
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depressed, oblique; wall calcareous, smooth, translucent; 
aperture terminal, radiate, with a straight entosolenian 
tube which is about one-fifth the length of the test, some 
specimens have a slightly longer entosolenian tube which is 
curved and attached to the wall of test.
GLANDULINA LAEVIGATA (d'Orbigny)
Uoda&atiZa {GZa.ndu.ZA.ncL) Za.zvZga.ta. d’ORBIGNY, 1826, p, 252, 
pi. 10, figs. 1-3.
GZa.ndu.ZZna. ZazvZgata (d'Orbigny). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, 
p. 81, pi. 16, figs. 2-5.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 19 71, 
p. 220, pi. 15, fig. 12.— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, 
fig. 6.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 797, pi. 2, fig. 9.-— TAYLOR 
ET Al., 1985, p. 20, pi. 1, figs. 1-4.
Description. Test ovate to fusiform in outline, circular 
in section; initial four chambers biserial, last two chambers 
uniserial, final chamber one-half to two-thirds the total 
length of test; sutures distinct, flush; wall calcareous, 
smooth, translucent to opaque, transparent just below aperture; 
aperture terminal, central, radiate, with a short, straight 
entosolenian tube.
Genus: GLANDULINOIDES Hu, 1977
GLANDULINOIDES ITTAI (Loeblich and Tappan)
VzntaZZna ZttaZ LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 56, pi. 10, 
figs. 10-12.-— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, fig, 2.—  
CRONIN, 1979a, p. 792, pi. 1, fig. 13.
"VzntaZZna." ZttaZ Loeblich and Tappan. RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 
1986, p. 20, pi. 3, fig. 7,
Description. Test elongate, slightly arcuate, round in 
section; chambers uniserial, two in number, -inflated, height 
greater than width, final chamber more elongate than initial 
chamber; sutures distinct, horizontal, slightly depressed; 
wall calcareous, smooth, translucent; aperture terminal, 
central, radiate, with a short entosolenian tube,
Discussion. Rodrigues and Richard (1986) pointed out that 
VzntaZZna ZttaZ Loeblich and Tappan lacks the radiate aperture 
of VzntaZZna but has an entosolenian tube. They concluded 
that VzntaZZna ZttaZ Loeblich and Tappan should be assigned 
to a new genus.
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Taylor zt aZ. (1985) described GZanduZZnoZdz* 
yanna.yie.n6Z6 Hu as having horizontal sutures and a terminal, 
radiate aperture with a short, centrally positioned 
entoso-lenian tube. Specimens observed in this study have 
horizontal sutures and a terminal aperture with a short 
entosolenian tube. The present author concludes that VzntaZZna 
ZttaZ Loeblich and Tappan (1953) are similar to the genus 
GZanduZZnoZdzs Hu and therefore should be assigned to 
GZanduZZnaZdzb .
GLANDULINID 1
Description. Test small, ovate in outline, compressed, 
periphery rounded; chambers few in number and increase rapidly 
in size as added, early chambers planispiral, later chambers 
uncoiled extending back towards the base on the inner margin; 
sutures distinct, flush; wall calcareous, transparent, sur­
face smooth; aperture at the dorsal margin, radiate, with a 
long, curved, attached entosolenian tube which is widest near 
the aperture.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1953) described and 
illustrated AstazoZas hyaZaciaZu.6 and A^tacoZa-i sp, which 
are similar to Glandulinid 1 from this study, Glandulinid 
1 differs from A^tacoZu.6 lujaZacTu.Zu.6 and A<stazoZu.A sp, by 
having a long, attached entosolenian tube. The specimens 
described by Loeblich and Tappan (1953) do not have entosol­
enian tubes.
GLANDULINID 2
Description, Test elongate, slightly arcuate, round in 
section; six cnambers present, uniserial, increasing uniformly 
in size as added, sub-rectangular in shape, the final three 
chambers inflated; sutures distinct, slightly oblique, more 
depressed on the final chambers than the earlier ones; wall 
calcareous, perforate, smooth, translucent; aperture radiate, 
terminal, not centred,with an entosolenian tube.
Discussion. Glandulinid 2 is similar to VzntaZZna 
d'lobZz liZ'tznAZs of Loeblich and Tappan (1953) .
Genus: LARYNGOSIGMA Loeblich and Tappan, 1953 
LARYNGOSIGMA HYALASCIDEA Loeblich and Tappan
' L'-i-'zyngciZgina hyaiaz cZdza L0E3LICH AND TAPPAN, 1953, p. 83, pi.
15, figs.*6-8.-— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971, p, 221, pi. 
5, fig. 16.— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, fig. 7,
CRONIN, 1979a, p. 798, pi. 2, fig. 11.
Description. Test elongate, tapering at both ends,
°vate in section, p e r i p h e r y ,.rounded; chambers... bi serially
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arranged but not in a single plane, chambers elongate, . 
slightly inflated, final two chambers larger than initial 
chambers and also overlapping initial chambers; sutures 
distinct, oblique, slightly depressed; wall calcareous, per­
forate, translucent to opaque, smooth; aperture terminal, 
rounded, radiate, with a short, straight entosolenian tube.
Discussion. See discussion for L a a y n g o ^ Z g m a  wZZZZam* o n Z .
LARYNGOSIGMA WILLIAMSONI (Terquem)
P o Z y m o a p k Z n a  wZZZZam&onZ TERQUEM, 1878, p. 37.
LaJiyngo-bZgma w Z Z Z Z a m to n Z (Terquem). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, 
p. 84, pi. 16, fig. 1.
Description. Test elongate, tapering at both ends, 
slightly compressed in section, periphery rounded; chambers 
biserially arranged but not in a single plane, chambers long 
and narrow, initial chambers small, final two chambers large 
and overlap earlier chambers; sutures distinct, depressed, 
very oblique to nearly vertical; wall calcareous, perforate, 1
translucent, smooth; aperture terminal, rounded, radiate, with 
a short entosolenian tube.
Discussion. A few juvenile specimens from this study have 
longer entosolenian tubes which are curved, and the lower i
extremity of the tubes are attached to the test wall.
This species is very similar to L a a y n g o ^ Z g m a  h yaZa.b c Z d c a , 
LcLH.yngo-b.igma wZZZZamAonZ is slightly more compressed and the 
sutures are nearly vertical. Distinction between these two 
species was very difficult and therefore, they were grouped 
together as La- iyngo-bZgma sp.
Genus: OOLINA d'Orbigny, 1839
OOLINA ACUTICOSTA (Reuss)
L a g u n a  a a a t Z a o - b t a REUSS, 1862, p. 305, pi. 1, fig. 4.---
CUSHMAN, 1923, p. 5, pi. 1, figs. 1-3.
L a g z n a  ap.L0p Z2.aHa LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 195 3, p. 59, pi. 10, 
figs. 14, 15.
O oZZna  a p Z o p Z e u a a (Loeblich and Tappan) TODD and LOW, 196 7, 
p. A28, pi. 3, fig. 24.
OoZZna. a c . n t Z c .o b ta (Reuss). FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971, p.
222, pi. 6, fig. 1, pi. 17, fig. 1.— -CRONIN, 1977b, p.
115, pi. 2, fig. 15.---CRONIN, 1979a, p. 799, pi. 3, fig.
9.-— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 21, pi. 1, fig. 7.
Description. Test unilocular, pear-shaped in outline, 
round in section, rounded base; wall calcareous, translucent, 
surface ornamented with eight distinct longitudinal costae 
which extend up from a small ring at the base to about half 
way up the apertural neck; aperture terminal, rounded, at the
j
I
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end of a short smooth, apertural neck, with a short entosol­
enian tube.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1953) referred to this 
species as Lagzna apZopZznna. Todd and Low (1967) recognized 
the presence of a short entosolenian tube, and assigned
L. apZopZzuAa to OoZZna apZopZzuJia. Feyling-Hanssen zt at ,
(1971) considered Lagzna apZopZzuA.a synonymous with Lagzna 
acutZcoAta and also recognized^the presence of an entosolenian 
tube. They concluded that OoZZna apZopZzu.A.a should be refer­
red to as OoZZna acu.tZc.06ta.
OOLINA CAUDIGERA (Wiesner)
Lagzna (Ento6oZznZa) gZobosa (Montagu) var. caudZgzxa WIESNER, 
1931, p. 119, pi. 18, fig. 214.
OoZZna caadZgzxa (Wiesner). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 67, 
pi. 13, figs. 1-3.— -FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. 1971, p. 224, 
pi. 6, fig. 3.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 709, pi. 3, fig. 7.
Description. Test unilocular, ovate, with a short basal
spine; wall calcareous, smooth, translucent, finely perforate; 
aperture terminal, rounded, radiate, with a slightly curved 
entosolenian tube which is about 'three-quarters the length of 
the test, the entosolenian tube gradually widens away from 
the aperture and the lower extremity is flaring.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1953) described this spec­
ies as having a long basal spine. The basal spine on the 
one specimen observed in this study was broken.
OOLINA HEXAGONA (Williamson)
EntoAoZznZa 6quamo6a (Montagu) var. hzx.agona WILLIAMSON, 1848, 
p. 20, pi. 2, fig. 23.
Lagzna kzxagona (Williamson). CUSHMAN, 1923, p. 24, pi-. 4, 
fig. 6.
OoZZna kzxagona (Williamson). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p, 
69, pi. 14, figs, 1, 2.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL, 1971, 
p. 224, pi. 17, fig. 6.— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, 
figs. 16, 18.- — CRONIN, 1979a, p. 799, pi. 3, fig. 7.—  
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 21, pi. 1, fig. 12.
DescriDtion, Test unilocular, globular in outline, with 
a short, smooth neck, surface ornamented with irregular six 
sided reticulations giving a honey combed appearance; wall 
calcareous, translucent to opaque; aperture rounded, at the 
end of a short neck, with a short, straight entosolenian tube.
Discussion. The entosolenian tube cannot be seen through 
the test wall. One specimen was carefully broken to observe 
the tube.
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OOLINA LINEATA (Williamson)
EntoA oZdnZa Lin.da.ta. WILLIAMSON, 1848, p. 18, pi. 2, fig. 18.
— CUSHMAN, 1948, p. 64, pi. 7, fig. 5.
Lagena. ZLn.da.ta. (Williamson). CUSHMAN, 1923, p. 31, pi. 5, 
fig. 10, pi. 6, figs. 5-8.
OoZZna ZZndata (Williamson). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 70, 
pi. 13, figs. 11, 13.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p.
225, pi. 17, figs. 7, 8.—  CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, 
fig. 12.---CRONIN, 1979a, p. 800, pi. 3, fig. 13.—
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 21, pi. 1, fig. 5.
Description. Test unilocular, globular to ovate, with 
a small basal spine, surface ornamented with very faint, 
numerous and closely spaced longitudinal striae which extend 
along the entire length of the test; wall calcareous, finely 
perforate, translucent to opaque; aperture rounded, radiate 
with a long, straight entosolenian tube which extends almost 
the entire length of the test, the entosolenian tube is 
flaring at the lower extremity.
I
Discussion. This species differs from OoZZna. caaciZg dA.a 
(Wiesner) by having an ornamented surface, a shorter basal 
spine and an entosolenian tube which is straight and centrally 
positioned within the test chamber. The entosolenian tube 
of 0. caudZgd-ia is slightly curved and situated closer to one i
side of the test wall.
OOLINA MELO d'Orbigny
PI. 2. Fig. 12
OoZZna mdZo d'Orbignv, 1839, p.20, pi. 5, fig. 9. LOEBLICH
and TAPPAN, 1953', p. 71, pi. 12, figs. 8-15.--FEYLING- 
HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p. 226, pi. 6, fig. 5, pi, 17, fig.
9. CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, fig. 14.---CRONIN,
1979a, p. 800, pi. 3, fig. 6. RODRIGUES and RICHARD,
1986, p. 21, pi. 1, fig. 6.
Description. Test unilocular, globular to ovate in 
outline, with a short smooth neck, surface ornamented with 9 
to 16 longitudinal ridges, 4 to 8 horizontal ridges are found 
between the longitudinal ridges, the horizontal ridges are 
straight to convex towards the aperture; wall calcareous, 
finely perforate, translucent; aperture terminal, rounded, 
at the end of a short neck, with a straight entosolenian 
tube which extends about one half the length of the test.
Discussion. One twinned specimen of this species was 
observed1in sample R-2. The entosolenian tube is not visible 
through the test wall in most - specimens.
OOLINA SQUAMOSA-SULCATA (Heron-Alien and Earland)
Lagdna AquamoAa-AuZcata HERON-ALLEN and EARLAND, 1932, p. 151, 
pi. 5, figs. 15, 19.
j
I
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OoZZna Aquamasa-AaZzaZa (Heron-Alien and Earland). LOEBLICH 
and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 74, pi. 12, figs. 6, 7.- — CRONIN, 
1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, fig. 13.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 800, 
pi. 3, fig. 5,— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p.21, pi. 1, 
fig. 11.
Description. Test unilocular, globular to ovate in out­
line, with a short smooth neck, surface ornamented with 11 to 
12 longitudinal ridges, 4 to 6 horizontal ridges between the 
longitudinal ridges and only on the upper part of the test; 
wall calcareous, finely perforate, translucent; aperture 
terminal, rounded, at the end of a short neck, with a straight 
entosolenian tube which extends about one-third the length of 
the test.
Discussion. This species differs from OoZZna mzZo d ’Orbigny 
by having horizontal ridges only on the upper part of the test.
OOLINA WILLIAMSONI (Alcock)
EnZo-6 oZznZa loZZZZamA a nZ ALCOCK, 1865, p. 193 
Lagzna loZZZZamAonZ (Alcock). CUSHMAN, 1923, p.61, pi. 11, 
fi§9. B , 9 o
Lagzna (EntoA oZznZa) 6 c.aZa&Z6oarrrz-A uZcata WIESNER, 1931, p.
120, pi. 18, fig. 219.
OoZZna a zaZaJtZ oamz-6 aZzata (Wiesner). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 
1953, p. 72, pi. 13, fig. 7.
OoZZna wZZZZamAonZ (Alcock). FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, 
p. 227, pi. 18, figs. 1, 2.- — CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi.
2, fig. 19.—  -CRONIN, 1979a, p. 800, pi. 3, fig. 8.—  
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 21, pi. 1, fig. 8,
Description. Test unilocular, globular to ovate in out­
line, tapering towards the aperture, surface ornamented with 
6 to 10 longitudinal ridges which extend up from a small ring 
at the base to about three-quarters the length of the test, 
adjacent to the aperture the test is pitted; wall calcareous, 
finely perforate, translucent; aperture terminal, rounded, at 
the end of a very slight neck, with a straight entosolenian 
tube which extends about one-third the length of the test.
Discussion. Loeblich and Tappan (1953) assigned an arctic 
species to OoZZna a caZaaZfioamz-AuZcaZa (Wiesner). Cronin 
(19 79a) pointed out that OoZZna ivZZZZamA onZ and 0. A zaZaftZ^ofimz 
-AuZzaZa were very similar and possibly conspecific.
Genus: FISSURINA Reuss, 1850
FISSURINA CUCURBITASEMA Loeblich and Tappan
FZAAuaZna zucuabZtaAzma LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p, 76, pi. 
14, figs. 10, 11.— -TODD and LOW, 1967, p. 28, pi. 3,fig.
f
I
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23.— -CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, pi. 2, fig. 10.-— RODRIGUES 
and RICHARD, 1986, p. 20, pi. 3, fig. 8.
Description. Test unilocular, ovate in outline, 
compressed in section, base rounded to slightly tapering, 
narrow marginal keel extending along entire periphery; wall 
calcareous, perforate, translucent to opaque; aperture 
terminal, ovate, with a straight entosolenian tube which 
extends about one-half the length of the test.
Discussion. One larger specimen of this species had a 
longer entosolenian tube which gradually widened towards 
the lower end and was attached to the test wall.
FISSURINA LAEVIGATA Reuss
ZcLe.vZga.ta. REUSS, 1849, p. 366, pi. 46, fig. 1.
La.ge.Yia. ZazvZgata (Reuss), CUSHMAN, 1923, p. 28, pi. 5, figs.
1, 2.
EntoA oZznZa ZazvZgata (Reuss). CUSHMAN, 1944, p. 28, pi. 4, 
fig. 12.— -CUSHMAN, 1948, p. 63, pi. 7, fig. 4.
PZAAuAZna Za.zvZga.ta Reuss. FEYLING-HANSSEN, 1964, p, 314, 
pi. 15, figs. 17, 18.— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p.
20, pi. 1, fig. 3.
Description. Test unilocular, ovate in outline, tapering 
towards aperture and rounded to slightly tapering at base, 
slightly compressed in section, periphery rounded and trans­
parent; wall calcareous, perforate, translucent to opaque; 
aperture terminal, a narrow elongate slit, with an entosolen- 
ien tube which extends about one-third the length of the test.
FISSURINA MARGINATA (Montagu)
\!zfimZcuZum ma,igZnatu.m MONTAGU, 1803, p. 524.
FZA&uttZna matigZnata (Montagu), LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 
77, pi. 14, figs. 6-9.— CRONIN, 1977b, p, 115, pi. 2, 
fig. 9.---CRONIN, 1979a, p. 798, pi. 2, figs.- 16, 17.—  
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 20, pi. 1, fig, 13.
Description. Test unilocular, ovate to nearly circular 
in outline, compressed in section, periphery keeled, keel 
narrow, extending along the entire periphery; wall calcareous, 
perforate, translucent to opaque; aperture terminal, slit like 
surrounded by a small clear collar, with a long entosolenian 
tube which is flared and attached at the lower end, the length 
of the entosolenian tube is about three-quarters the length 
of the test, in' some specimens the tube almost reaches the 
base.
FISSURINA RENIFORMIS (Sidebottom)
Lagzna /iznZ&on.mZ* SIDEBOTTOM, 1913, p. 204, pi. 18, fig, 15.---
CUSHMAN, 1923, p. 49, pi. 9, figs. 7-11.
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. FZAALVu.na. vcznZ$0A.mZ4 (Sidebottom). RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 
1986, p. 20,'pl. 1, fig. 9, pi. 3, fig. 11.
Description. Test small, unilocular, rounded to sub- 
rounded in outline, compressed in section, width slightly 
larger than length, periphery rounded and without a keel; 
wall calcareous, translucent, smooth, aperture terminal, 
slitlike, with a short entosolenian tube which tapers toward 
the lower extremity.
FISSURINA SERRATA (Schlumberger)
Lagzna <szaaata SCHLUMBERGER, 1894, p. 238, pi. 3, fig. 7.
Eh £ o a oZznZa &zxxa£a (Schlumberger). CUSHMAN, 1948, p, 63, 
pi. 7, fig. 3.
Ff.44 anJ.na bzxxata (Schlumberger). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, 
p. 78, pi. 14, fig. 5.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL, , 1971, p. 
231, pi. 6, fig. 9, pi. 18, figs. 4, 5.— CRONIN, 1977b, 
p. 115, pi. 2, fig. 8.— CRONIN, 1979a, p, 798, pi. 2, 
figs. 19, 20.— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 20, pi. 3, 
fig. 15.
Description, Test unilocular, ovate in outline, com­
pressed in section, periphery keeled, keel perforate at 
regular intervals; wall calcareous, perforate, translucent; 
aperture terminal, rounded, at the end of a short neck, test 
is smooth and transparent around the apertural neck, aperture 
with a thin entosolenian tube which extends just less than 
one half the length of the test.
FISSURINA VENTRICOSA (Wiesner)
Lagzna {En.toAoZzn-La} maag-Lnata var. vznZ'iZzo^a WIESNER, 1931 
p. 120, pi. 19, fig. 22.
uaZna vznta.ico6a (Wiesner), LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953,
p. 79, pi. 14, fig, 15. CRONIN, 1977b, p, 115, pl„ 2,
figs, 11, 17.---CRONIN, 1979a, p. 799, pi. 2, fig, 18.-- • 
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 20, pi. 3, fig. 14.
Description, Test unilocular, ovate in outline, com­
pressed, winn a very short basal spine, periphery without keel; 
wall calcareous, perforate, translucent to opaque, aperture 
terminal, slitlike, aperture with an entosolenian tube which 
extends just less than one half the length of the test, the 
lower extremity of the entosolenian tube is flared.
Genus: PARAFISSURINA Parr, 1947
PARAFISSURINA sp. A
Description. Test unilocular, ovate in outline, oval in 
section, s iigntiy tapered and curved towards apertural end, 
Periphery rounded; wall calcareous, coarsely perforate, trans­
lucent, smooth; aperture a terminal, eccentric, arched slit
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with a hood or flap along one margin, aperture with an 
attached entosolenian tube which almost reaches the base of 
the test.
PARAFISSURINA sp. B
Description. Test unilocular, curved and ovate in 
outline, distinctly tapering towards apertural end, rounded 
in section, periphery rounded; wall calcareous, perforate, 
smooth, translucent to transparent in the upper half of the 
test and translucent to opaque in the lower half of test; 
aperture a terminal, eccentric, small rounded opening with 
a flap or hood along one margin, aperture with a thin 
entosolenian tube which extends just less than one half the 
length of the test.
Discussion. Pa..‘icL^4 4u^ i-ina sp. A differs from P a.ta. ^14 4 nfi- 
*Lna. spT B by having a coarser perforated test and a longer 
entosolenian tube. The lower half of the test in Pa.xa.fc44u-Una 
sp. B is opaque, and the entire test of Pa.Aa^44 u-'Ltna. sp, A 
is translucent.
Suborder: ROTALIINA Delage^ and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamilv: BULIMINAGEA Jones, 1875 
Family: TURRILINIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus: BULIMINELLA Cushman, 1911
BULIMINELLA sp.
Description. Test snail, trochospiral, high-spired, tapering 
towards both extremities; spiral side high-spired with about 
two and one half whorls; chambers numerous, slightly inflated, 
long and narrow, increase in size as added, sutures oblique, 
slightly depressed to flush; spiral suture not very distinct, 
slightly depressed; umbilical side convex, 1 to 2 chambers in 
the last whorl visible; wall calcareous, perforate, translucent 
to opaque, smooth; aperture is circular, found in the face 
of the final chamber.
Family: BOLIVINITIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus: BOLIVINA d'Orbigny, 1839
BOLIVINA sp.
Description. Test small, elongate, widest at the final 
chamber ana tapering towards initial chamber, straight or 
arcuate, oval in section, periphery rounded; chambers 10 to 12 
in number, biserially arranged, increasing uniformly as added, 
final 2 to 3 pairs of chambers are inflated; sutures 
slightly depressed, almost horizontal on initial portion of 
Jest and more oblique on later portion; wall calcareous, 
nyaline, coarselv perforate; aperture basal, loop-shaped, 
extending up from the base of the final chamber.
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Family: ISLANDIELLIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1964 
Genus: ISLANDIELLA N^rvang, 1958
ISLANDIELLA HELENAE Feyling-Hanssen and Buzas
PI. 1. Figs. s. 9
CaAAZduZZna Ze.-te.ZZA Tappan, LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 121, 
pl« 24, figs, 3, 4, (not CaAAZduZZna te.ae.tZA Tappan, 1951) 
UZandZzZZa tzaztZA (Tappan), FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971, 
p, 249, pi, 8, figs, 3-6 , pi, 18, fig, 13. 
lAla.ncU.zZZa. hzZznaz FEYLING-HANSSEN and BUZAS, 1976, p, 155, 
figs, 1-4.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 802, pi. 4, figs, 14, 15. 
— RODRIGUES ET AL. , 1980, p. 49, pi. 1, figs. 1, 3, 5,
pi. 4, figs. 3, 6, 9, pi. 6 , figs. 1, 2.— RODRIGUES and
RICHARD, 1986, p. 21, pi. 3, figs. 5, 6.
Description. Test biconvex, biumbonate, with a clear 
to opaque central boss, periphery even to slightly lobate 
on initial chambers and lobate on later chambers, periphery 
with a narrow, acute keel, keel absent on last two chambers; 
chambers biserial and enrolled, each chamber extends from 
the central boss on one side of the test across the periphery
to about halfway to the boss on the opposite side, chambers
are rectangular" in outline on the side where they reach the 
umbilicus and are small triangular shaped on the opposite 
side, the rectangular and triangular portions of the chambers 
alternate from side to side so that each side of the test 
consists of 4 to 5 pairs of alternating rectangular and tri­
angular shaped chambers; sutures distinct, flush, straight to 
gently curved; wall calcareous, radial in polarized light, 
perforate, smooth, translucent to opaque; aperture forms an 
elongate opening parallel to the periphery; along the outer 
margin of the aperture is a lip which is formed by the infolded 
chamber wall, along the opposite margin of the aperture is a 
narrow ridge, this ridge does not extend into the aperture; 
on the same margin as the ridge there is a tongue which 
projects into the aperture from the posterior com e r  and a 
plate which projects into the aperture from the anterior 
comer,
Discussion. Rodrigues eA at. (1980) described and 
illustrated the apertures of the genera lAZand.Ze.ZZa and 
CaAAZduZZna, Their descriptions of the apertural structures 
have aided in the identification of these genera.
The aperture of lAZandZzZZa has a lip along one margin 
of the aperture. The lip is formed by the infolding of the 
chamber wall. A long narrow ridge extends along the opposite 
margin of the aperture. This ridge does not extend into the 
aperture. Along the same margin as the ridge, there is a 
tongue which projects from the posterior c o m e r  of the 
aperture, and a plate which projects from the anterior c o m e r  
°f the aperture.
i
I
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ISLANDIELLA NORCROSSI (Cushman)
PI. 1. Figs. 5. 6
CcuiZdaZZna. ioA.cx.o66j. CUSHMAN, 19 33, p. 7, pi. 2, fig. 7.--
LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 195 3, p. 120, pi. 24, fig. 2.
l&Za.ndLLeZZa. CCushman) . FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. ,
1971, p. 248, pi. 8, figs. 1, 2.— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 113, 
pi. 1, fig. 14.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 802, pi. 4, figs. 16, 
17.— RODRIGUES ET AL. , 1980, p. 49, pi. 4, figs. 1, 4, 7, 
10, pi. 6 , figs. 8, 9.-— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. •
21, pi. 3, figs. 1, 2.
Description. Test biconvex, biumbonate, with a clear to 
opaque central boss, periphery even on initial chambers and 
slightly lobate on later chambers, periphery with an acute 
keel, keel absent on last chamber; chambers planispirally 
coiled, 7 to 9 in number,in side view chambers are triangular 
in shape and increase in size as added; sutures distinct, flush, 
slightly curves; wall calcareous, radial in polarized light, 
finely perforate, translucent, smooth; aperture is an elongate 
opening parallel to the periphery; on one side of the aperture 
the infolding of the chamber wall forms a lip, on the opposite 
side a narrow ridge, a tongue and a plate are present, the 
tongue projects into the aperture from the posterior c o m e r  
and the plate projects from the anterior comer,
Discussion. The tongue and plate structures of this 
species are not as distinct as those found in the aperture of 
l4a.ndj.eZZa. keZe.na.Zo
Family: UVIGERINIDAE Haeckel, 1894 
Genus: TRIFARINA Cushman, 1923
TRIFARINA HUGHESI (Galloway and Wissler)
UvZgestZna. hughesZ GALLOWAY and WISSLER, 1927, p, 76, pi. 12, 
fig. 5.
AnguZoge.Ju.na fZuenA TODD in Cushman and Todd, 1947, p, 67, 
pi. 16, figs. 6, 7.---LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 112, 
pi. 20, figs. 10-12.
TsiZfia.stj.na. fiZuenA (Todd), FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p,
242, pi. 7, figs, 12-15, pi. 18, fig. 10, CRONIN,
1979a, p. 801, pi. 4, fig. 10.
Tnj fcaJiZna. kngkebZ (Galloway and Wissler), RODRIGUES and
HOOPER, 1982b, p, 348, pi. 2, figs. 1, 5, 13-15,---
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 21, pi. 1, fig. 10.
Description. Test triserial, elongate, earlier portion 
of test circular to ovate in-section, later portion of test 
sub triangular in section; chambers 9 in number, earlier 
chambers inflated, later chambers compressed and have sub- 
rounded margins; chambers smooth except for earlier chambers 
which have very faint longitudinal costae, the costae do not 
e^tend across the sutures; sutures distinct and depressed,
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sutures in the earlier portion of the test are not very- 
distinct; wall calcareous., perforate; aperture terminal, 
rounded, on a short neck, the rim of the neck has a thickened 
lip.
Discussion. Rodrigues and Hooper (1982b) placed 
TJUficuUncL ^ZllzhS (Todd) in synonymy with T. hug Iiz&Z.
Rodrigues and Hooper (19 82b) recognized seven recent 
benthonic foraminiferal associations in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. The associations were primarily related.to the 
water mass. The water mass layers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
are: Zone A of the Upper Layer (Om to 60m), Zone B of the
Upper Layer (60m to 125m) , the Transitional Zone (125m to 200m), 
Zone A of the Deep Layer (200m to 400m) and Zone B of the 
Deep Layer (below 400m) . The ku.gh.zL-L association
ranged from the upper part of the Transitional Zone to the 
upper part of the Deep Layer. Specimens of T. kugkziZ in 
the Upper Layer had costate ornamentation which varied from 
poorly to well-developed and the chambers in the latter part 
of the test were moderately compressed on one side with 
subrounded margins. Specimens from the Transitional Zone 
and Deep Layer had well-developed costae and chambers which 
were compressed on one side and had angular margins in the 
latter part of the test.
Specimens of Lujja/Ufta kughzi-L from this study have 
poorly developed costate ornamentation and are very similar 
to the specimens found in the Upper Layer of the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence.
SuDerfamily: DISCORBACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family: DISCORBIDAE Ehrengberg, 1838 
Genus: BUCCELLA Andersen, 1952
BUCCELLA CALIDA (Cushman and Cole)
Epon-Ldzs jJ/uigZda. (Cushman), var. zaZ-ida. CUSHMAN and COLE, 1930, 
p. 98, pi. 13, fig. 13.
BuzzzZZa. .Lg.Lda (Cushman) forma zaZ-Lda. (Cushman and Cole) , 
FEYLING-HANSSEN, 1976, pi. 1, figs. 6, 7, pi. 2, figs. 7-
9.
BuzzzZZa za.Z.Lda. (Cushman and Cole). FEYLING-HANSSEN, 1980, p. 
275, pi. 2, figs. 6-10.— -RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p.
20, pi. 1, fig. 15.
Description. Test trochospiral, periphery rounded, 
gently lopate on earlier chambers, later chambers more dist­
inctly lobate; umbilical side flat, 5 to 8 chambers visible; 
sutures depressed, radial and straight to gently curved; a 
Pustulose coating covers the umbilical area, sutures and 
chambers; spiral side convex, about two and one half to three 
whorls and 7 to 16 chambers visible, chambers increase in size 
-added4 .chambe.r.ai»ivSuturas . flush f iOn.?‘;earlier - portion ;;,of stes t 
and depressed on the later portion, spiral suture flush in
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initial whorls and depressed in the outer whorl; wall 
calcareous, finely perforate, smooth on spiral side; primary 
aperture extraumbilical interiomarginal, often obscured 
by pustulose coating, supplementary sutural apertures on 
the umbilical side are situated about halfway between the 
umbilical area and the periphery, the supplementary apertures 
are often obscured by pustulose coating.
Discussion. The supplementary sutural apertures are 
often obscured by a pustulose coating and therefore were not 
observed in all specimens from this study.
BUCCELLA FRIGIDA (Cushman)
PaZvZnaZZna. ^xZgZda CUSHMAN, 1922, p. 144.
EponZde.! ^tZgZda CUSHMAN, 1941, p. 37, pi. 9, figs, 16, 17.—  
CUSHMAN, 1948, p, 71, pi. 8, fig. 7.
BucczZZa ^'iZgZda. (Cushman). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 115, 
pi. 22, figs. 2, 3.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p. 253,
pi. 8, figs. 12-14. CRONIN, 1977b, p. 113, pi. 1, fig. 8.
--CRONIN, 19 79a, p. 803, pi. 5, figs. 4, 7, 8.
Description. Test trochospiral, periphery rounded, even 
on earlier chambers, later chambers lobate; umbilical side 
convex, 6 to 8 chambers visible; sutures flush to slightly 
depressed, thickened, radial and gently curved, a pustulose 
coating covers the umbilical region and sutures but does not 
extend up the entire length of the sutures; spiral side more 
convex than umbilical side, about two and one half whorls 
and 9 to 16 chambers visible, chambers increase in size as 
added; chamberal sutures flush on earlier portion of test 
and slightly depressed on the later portion, spiral suture 
flush in initial whorls and depressed in the outer whorl; 
wall calcareous, finely perforate, smooth on the spiral side; 
primary aperture extraumbilical interiomarginal, often 
obscured by pustulose coating, supplementary sutural apertures 
on the umbilical side are situated about halfway between the 
umbilical area and the periphery, supplementary apertures are 
often covered by pustulose coating.
Discussion. This species differs from 8aczzZZa. zaZZda. 
by having a biconvex test and a pustulose coating covering 
the umbilical area and sutures on the umbilical side of the 
test. BuzzzZZa za.ZZaa has a flat umbilical side and a pustul­
ose coating which covers most of the umbilical side of the 
test.
DISCORBID
Description. Test small, trochospiral, periphery sub- 
roundea to acute, even on earlier chambers and becoming 
slightly lobate on later chambers; umbilical side flat to 
concave, 11 to 12 chambers visible, chambers gradually 
increase in size, as, added;, chamber.#.!.. s.ut:ur.es .distinct., .straight
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to very slightly curved, flush in the initial portion of the 
test and slightly depressed in later portion; spiral side 
very 'slightly convex, involute, about two whorls and 11 to 12 
chambers visible, chambers gradually increase in size as 
added, final two chambers slightly inflated; chamberal sutures 
distinct, straight to very slightly curved, flush, spiral 
suture flush; wall calcareous, perforate, transparent, smooth; 
primary aperture an extraumbilical interiomarginal slit, supple­
mentary sutural apertures on the later chambers can be seen 
on the umbilical side of the test, the sutural apertures are 
curved slitlike openings which do not reach the periphery.
Genus: EOEPONIDELLA Wickenden, 1949
EOEPONIDELLA PULCHELLA (Parker)
? pa2.di2.ZZa. PARKER, 1952, p. 420, pi. 6, figs. 18-
20.
A& £zn.zZZZna. puZchzZZa. (Parker). LESLIE, 1965, p. 156, pi. 9, 
figs. 9a,b,c.
E02.ponA.cL2.ZZa. puZchzZZa (Parker). RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986,
P. 20, pi. 1, fig. 4.
Description. Test small trochospiral, periphery sub­
rounded, even on earlier chambers and even to very slightly 
lobate on later chambers, umbilical side flat, may be slightly 
depressed in centre, 4 to 6 chambers visible, each chamber 
has an ovate to sub-triangular supplementary chamber which 
radiates from the umbilical region out towards the periphery*- 
but not quite reaching it, the 4 to 6 supplementary chambers 
form a stellate arrangement; sutures thin, depressed; spiral 
side convex, about three whorls and 12 to 14 chambers visible, 
chambers sub-triangular in shape, increase in size as added, 
chamberal sutures oblique, thin, flush on earlier portion of 
test and slightly depressed on later portion, spiral suture 
flush in initial whorls and slightly depressed in final whorl; 
wall calcareous, coarsely perforate, transparent, smooth; 
aperture forms a broad extraumbilical interiomarginal arch.
Genus: PSEUDOPARRELLA Cushman and ten Dam, 1948
PSEUDOPARRELLA TAKAYANAGII (Iwasa)
EpZAtomZnzZZa takauanagZZ Iwasa, 1955, p. 16, text-fig. 4.--
LESLIE, 1965, p. 160, pi. 9, fig. 10.— SCHAFER and COLE, 
1978, p. 27, pi. 8, fig. 3. 
p*zadopan.n.zZZa. takaijanagZZ (Iwasa). RODRIGUES, 1980, p. 310, 
pi. 3-18, figs.2,3.
Description. Test small, trochospiral, periphery rounded, 
syen on earlier chambers and lobate on later chambers; umbilical 
side convex, 7 to 9 chambers visible; sutures flush to very 
slightly depressed, thickened, radial and straight; spiral side 
niore convex than umbilical side, about three whorls and 14 to 21
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chambers visible, chambers increase in size as added; chamberal 
sutures oblique, thickened, flush on earlier portion of test 
and depressed on the later portion; spiral suture flush; wall 
calcareous, finely perforate, transparent and smooth; aperture 
a narrow elongate opening parallel and close to the periphery.
Discussion. P^ziLdopa^tzZZa. was placed in synonymy with 
EpZ*ZamZnzZZa by Loeblich and Tappan (1964).
Genus: ROSALINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
ROSALINA sp. A
Description. Test trochospiral, periphery rounded, 
slightly lobate, umbilical side flat, depressed in centre, four 
inflated chambers visible; sutures radial, straight to 
slightly curved, depressed; spiral side convex, about three 
whorls and 9 to 14 chambers visible, chambers increase in 
size as added; chamberal sutures thin, slightly depressed, 
spiral suture flush in initial whorls and depressed in final 
whorl; wall calcareous, coarsely perforate, translucent to 
opaque; primary aperture a low arch which is extraumbilical 
interiomarginal, a supplementary sutural aperture on the 
umbilical side is adjacent to the primary aperture and it 
extends into the umbilicus.
ROTALID 1
Description. Test small, trochospiral, periphery 
rounded, distinctly lobate; umbilical side flat with a very 
small depressed umbilical region, 4 to 5 inflated chambers 
visible; sutures radial, depressed, slightly curved; spiral 
side slightly convex, two whorls and 6 to 8 chambers visible, 
chambers increase in size as added; chamberal sutures thin, 
flush in earlier portion of test and depressed in later portion, 
spiral suture flush in initial whorl, and depressed in final 
whorl; wall calcareous, coarsely perforate, translucent, 
smooth; primary aperture a small, low arch, extraumbilical 
interiomarginal.
Discussion. Only six specimens were observed in this 
study. The specimens were found on the Russell Map Sheet 
Area at Site R-2. The literature review did not lead 
bo a generic and species level determination. These specimens 
are assigned to the Rotalid group,
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Superfamily: SPIRILLINACEA Reuss, 1862 
Family: SPIRILLINIDAE Reuss, 1862 
Genus: PATELLINA Williamson, 1858
PATELLINA CORRUGATA Williamson
PaZzZZZna. ca si.tug a.Za. WILLIAMSON, 1858, p. 46, pi. 3, figs. 
86-89.— -LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 114, pi. 21, 
figs. 4, 5.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 803, pi. 4, fig. 11.
Description. Test trochospiral, round in outline, 
periphery even, acute, with a narrow keel; spiral side 
convex, about two to three whorls and 2 chambers visible; 
initial chamber (proloculus) globular, final chamber tubular 
and trochospirally coiled, the final chamber is partially 
subdivided by internal secondary transverse septa, the 
secondary septa are commonly present only in the last whorl 
but some specimens may have secondary septa throughout the 
final chamber; spiral suture distinct, flush to very slightly 
depressed; umbilical side flat to slightly concave, secondary 
septa visible in last whorl; wall calcareous, translucent, 
smooth; aperture on the umbilical side test, forms a low 
arch near the centre of the test.
Discussion. The aperture of this species is very 
difficult to observe with the binocular microscope. Loeblich 
and Tappan (1964) described the aperture of P. c.o fin.uga.ta. as a 
low arch under exterior margin of scroll-like median septum 
of final chamber at center of test.
Superfamilv: ROTALIACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
FamilyELPHIDIIDAE Galloway, 1933 
Genus": ELPHIDIUM De Mont fort, 1808
ELPHIDIUM ASKLUNDI Brotzen
PI. 1. F t g a . 1, 2, PI. 2, Fig. 11
EZpkZd.Lu.rn a^kZundZ BROTZEN in Hess land, 1943, p, 26 7, figs.
109, 110.- —  FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p.- 270, pi. 10, 
figs. 20, 21, pi. 11, figs. 1-5.---HANSEN and LYKKE- 
ANDERSEN, 1976, d. 15, pi. 12, figs. 10-12, pi. 13, fig.
1.—  FEYLING-HANSSEN, 1980, p. 279, pi. 2, figs, 21, 22. 
EZpkZdZu.m cf. E. atkZundZ Brotzen. CRONIN, 1979a, p. 804, 
pi. 5, fig. 12.
Descriotion. Test planispiral, involute, periphery 
rounded to sub-rounded, even to slightly lobate in initial 
chambers and lobate on later chambers, umbilicus not depressed 
or slightly depressed, covered with fine tuberculation; 
chambers 8 to 10 visible, increase uniformly in size as added, 
chambers become more inflated as added; sutures distinct, 
depressed, gently curved but less distinct and not as depressed 
at periphery, sutures with 3 to 5 ponticuli, ponticuli do not
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occur at periphery, depressed parts of sutures often covered 
with fine tuberculation; wall calcareous, perforata, opaque, 
granular in polarized light; aperture interiomarginal, a 
row of pores at the base of the apertural face, aperture often 
obscured by tuberculation.
ELIFHIDIUM INCERTUM (Williamson)
VaZyAZamzZZa. umbZZZc.uZuZa. var. ZnzZ'tZa. WILLIAMSON, 1858, p. 41, 
pi. 3, fig. 82a..
EZpkZcLLum ZncztZum (Williamson). CUSHMAN, 19&3, p, 56, pi. 6 ,
fig. 7. 3UZAS, 1966, p. 592, pi. 72, figs, 1-6.—
FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p. 277, pi. 12, figs. 11, 12, 
pi. 21, figs. 8, 9.— -HANSEN and LYKXE-ANDERSEN, 19 76, p,
15, pi. 12, figs, 5-9.— CRONIN, 1977b, p, 113, pi. 1, figs. 
1, 2.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 808, pi. 6, figs, 12, 13.
Description. Test planispiral, involute, periphery 
roundea to suo-rounded, even to slightly lobate in initial 
chambers and lobate on later chambers, test compressed in 
section; umbilicus not depressed or very slightly depressed, 
covered with fine tuberculation, chambers 8 to 10 visible, 
increase uniformly in size as added, chambers become more 
inflated as added; sutures distinct, depressed, gently curved, 
suture less distinct and not as depressed at periphery, some 
specimens have flush sutures on the initial portion of the 
test, suture with 3 to 5 ponticuli, ponticuli do not occur 
at periphery, depressed parts of the sutures often covered 
with fine tuberculation; wall calcareous, perforate, trans­
lucent to opaa.ua, granular in polarized light; aperture 
interiomarginal, a row of pores at the base of the apertural 
face, aperture often obscured by tuberculation.
Pis cussion. Buzas (1966) described transparent- 
trans lucent forms and opaque forms of EZpkZdLLum Znczttum.
He mentioned that some of the transparent-translucent forms 
had opaque bands along both sides of the sutures. EZvhZdZum 
uicc‘i.turn could be confused with E. 6uba.ta.tZcLum' Cushman, 
however E. 6 u has optically radial walls and E. 
inco.xZum has optically granular walls.
Feyling-Hanssen ET AL. (1971) illustrated E. ZnczxZum 
and E. a&kZundZ, but complete descriptions were not given.
They described E. askZundZ as being milk-white in colour 
and having sutures with irregular double rows of pores, E. 
Znc.Q.x.tum was described as resembling E. cuLtzZundZ and that 
sometimes it was difficult to separate the two species.
Hansen and Lykke-Andersen (19 76) mentioned that E.
Q-LkZundZ appears to be identical to E. ZncLQ.xT.um, They tent­
ative 13/ regarded these two species separate because E.
QAliZundZ, is larger in size compared to E. ZnazxZum.
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Cronin (1979a) identified specimens that he compared to 
E. a.AkZu.ncLL but mentioned that the double row of pores were 
not always visible, He described E. Znc.zn.tu.rn as being quite 
variable morphologically and that it could be confused with 
E. aAkZundZ.
Specimens examined from this study are translucent or 
opaque. The opaque specimens are milk-white in colour and 
have single rows of pores along the sutures. A few opaque 
specimens have double rows of pores along- the sutures, which 
is said to be characteristic of E. aAkZundZ. The translucent 
forms appear to be identical to the opaque specimens, The 
only difference observed between these two species is the 
translucent specimens are compressed in section and the 
opaque specimens are more rounded in section.
The above discussion indicates that there is no clear 
distinction between these two species. The present author 
has followed Rodrigues and Richard (1986) and referred the 
species to the ELpkZdZum Lncz itum/aA kZundZ complex.
ELPHIDIUM CLAVATUM Cushman
PI. 1. Figs. X, 4, PI. 2, Figs. 3, 6
EZpkZdZum Znzzi.tum (Williamson) var. zZa.va.tum CUSHMAN, 1930, 
p. 20, pi. 7, fig, 10,
EZpkZdZum zZavatum Cushman. LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p, 98, 
pi. 19, fiss. 8-10,-— BUZAS, 1966, p, 591, pi. 71, figs, 
1-8.---FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971, o. 273, pi, 11, figs.
10.-13, pi. 20, figs. 5-8. RODRIGUES" and HOOPER, 1982a, p
411, text-figs, 2, 3.— -RODRIGUES and HOOPER, 1982b, p. ' 
343, pi. 3, figs, 1-16,---RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 
20, pi. 2, figs, 1, 2, 5, 6 , 9, 10,
EZpkZdZum zx.zava.ium (Terquem). HANSEN and LYKKE-ANDERSEN, 
1976, p. 10, pi. 6, figs. 1-6.
EZpkZdZum zxzavatum (Terquem) forma zZavata Cushman. FEYLING- 
HANSSEN, 1972, p, 339, pi. 1, figs. 1-9, pi. 2, figs.- 1-9,
‘  MILLER ET AL. , 1982, p. 124, pi. 1, figs.- 5-8, pi. 2,
figs. 3-8, pi. 3, figs. 3-8, pi. 4, figs. 1-6, pi. 5, figs 
4-8, pi. 6, figs. 1-5.
EZpkZdZum zZavatum ziava.tum Cushman. WILKINSON, 1979, p. 634, 
pi. 1, fig. 1.
Description. Test planispiral, involute, periphery 
founded to sub-acute, even in initial portion of test and 
lobate on the later part; umbilicus has one rounded boss or 
the umbilicus is covered by extensions of-the chamber wall;
8 to 12 chambers visible, increase uniformly'in size as added; 
sutures slightly depressed, gently curved, thickened, extend 
across periphery; in smaller specimens the sutures do not 
axtend across the periphery in the earlier portion of the
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test; ponticuli 2 to 3, thin; test yellowish-brown or white 
in colour, translucent to opaque; wall calcareous, perforate, 
radial in polarized light; aperture interiomarginal, a row of 
pores at the base of the apertural face, often obscured by 
tuberculation.
Discussion. This species has been reported in the 
literature as being highly variable morphologically, Feyling- 
Hanssen (1972) considered PoZy6ZomzZZa zx.za.va..ia. Terquem, P. 
6ZnZaZapunzZaZa var. 6 zZ6 zyzn6Z6 Heron-Alien and Earland, 
EZpkZdZum zZa.va.Zu.rn and E. ZZdozn6z Cushman to be conspecific.
He used the name EZpkZdZum zxza.va.Zu.rn for these species and 
described four different forms (E, zxza.va.Zum forma zZa.va.Za.,
E. zxza.va.Zum forma aZba, E. zxzavaZum forma i zZ.i zyzn6Z6 
E, zxza.va.Zum forma ZZdoznAG.) . Miller zZ aZ. (1982) also 
considered E. zZa.va.Zum to be E. zxza.va.Zum and they recognized 
five forms (E. zxzavaZum forma magna, E. zxzavaZum forma 
zxzavaZa, E. zxzavaZum forma 6zZ6zyzn6Z6, E. zxzavaZum forma 
zZavaZa and E. zxzavaZum forma ZZdozn6Z6) .
Wilkinson (1979) considered that PoZy6ZomzZZa zxzavaZa 
Terquem (1875, pi. 2, figs, 2a-b, 2c-d, and the neotype 
described by Levy zt aZ. 1975) and EZpkZdZum ziava.ium 
Cushman were distinctly different. He described P. zxzavaZa 
as having an excavated umbilicus and non-granular sutures,
Eo cZavaZum was characterized by possessing one or more 
umbilical bosses and heavily granular sutures and umbilicus, 
Wilkinson (19 79) concluded that PoZysZamziZa zxzava.ta Terquem 
(1875, pi. 2, figs, 2e-f) , P. 6Zn.ZaZopuiizta.ta var, izt6zyzn6z 
Heron-Alien and Earland, EZpkZdZum ZZdozn6 z Cushman and E. 
6ubzZava.tum Cushman were conspeficic. He subdivided the 
species E. zZavaZum into eight subspecies (EZpkZdZum zZava.tum 
zZavaZum Cushman, E. cZavaZum 6ubzZavaZum Gudina, E. zZavaZum 
ZobaZuZum, E. zZavaZum ZZdozn6Z Cushman, E. zZavaZum 6ztizyzn6z, 
E. zZavaZum nudum, E, zZavaZum Zzn.mZn.aZum and E. zZavaZum 
aZbum Feyling-Hanssen.
Rodrigues and Hooper (1982a) examined illustrations of 
PoZy6ZomzZZa zxzavaZa from Terquem (1875) and concluded that 
two forms were present. One form (Terquem 1875, pi, 2, figs, 
2a-b, 2e-f) was characterized as having an umbilical boss or 
an open umbilicus and ponticuli on the peripheries. They 
considered this form as EZpkZdZum toZZZZam6onZ Haynes, The 
second form (Terquem 1875, pi. 2, figs. 2c-d) was characterized 
as having a small umbilicus and no ponticuli on the perinhery. 
This form was considered to be PoZi]6ZomziZa 5Zn.Za.topunzZaZa 
var. 6zZ6zyzn6z Heron-Alien and Earland.
Rodrigues and Hooper (19 82a) considered the subspecies 
described by Wilkinson (1979) as the EZpkZdZum zZavaZum 
complex and divided it into two groups. Group one included 
EZpkZdZum zZavaZum ztavaZum, E.- zZavaZum Zzn.mZna.tum, E. 
zZavaZum ZZdozn6z, E. cZavaZum ZobaZuZum and E. zZava.tum 
6ubzZavaZum. Specimens belonging to Group 1 were character-
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ized by having 2 to 3 ponticuli on the last two to three 
sutures. Group two included E. zZavatum alburn and E. zZavatum 
nudum0 Specimens belonging to this second group have ponticuli 
on each suture.
Rodrigues and Hooper (1982a) did not observe the Group 1 
forms from the Gulf of St. Lawrence. They described the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence specimens as being most similar to 
EZpkZdZum zxc.cLva.tum forma zZa.va.ta. and E. zxzavatum forma aZba ■ 
which were described by Feyling-Hanssen (1972) . Rodrigues and 
Hooper (1982 a) concluded that their forms could not be different­
iated into Feyling-Hanssen' s formae and therefore, named their 
specimens as EZpkZdZum zZa.va.tum.
Specimens from this study are named EZpkZdZum zZa.va.tum 
after Rodrigues and Hooper (1982a). They most resemble the 
Group 1 forms from Rodrigues and Hooper (1982a), EZpkZdZum 
zxzavatum forma zZa.va.ta. (pi. 1, figs. 5-6, pi. 2, figs. 3-8, 
pi. 4, fig. 3 from Miller zt aZ. 1982) , E. zZa.va.tum iubzZa.va.tum 
(pi. 1, fig. 2, pi. 2, figs. 1-3, from Wilkinson, 1979), E. 
zZavatum tzimZuatum (pi. 1, fig. 7, pi. 2, fig. 4, from 
Wilkinson, 1979), and E. zxzavatum forma zZavata (pi. 1, fig.
7, pi. 2, figs. 4, 8 from Feyling-Hanssen, 1972),
ELPHIDIUM SUBARCTICUM Cushman
PI. 2, Fig. 4
EZpkZdZum iubaaztczum CUSHMAN, 1944, p. 27, pi. 3, figs, 34,
35.---LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 139, pi. 19, figs, 5-
7. FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971, p, 280, pi. 13, figs,
3-7, pi. 22, fig, 9.---CRONIN, 1977b, p. 113, pi, 1, figs,
1, 2.---CRONIN, 1979a, p, 808, pi. 6, figs, 8, 9.—
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 20, pi. 2, figs, 3, 4.
Description. Test planispiral, involute, slightly com­
pression peripnery rounded, lobate; umbilicus slightly 
depressed, opaque; chambers 6 to 8 visible, increase uniformly 
in size as a*dded, earlier chambers slightly inflated and later 
chambers inflated; sutures distinct, depressed, gently curved,' 
extend across periphery, a wide opaque band on both sides of 
sutures, the opaque band extends across the periphery, 6 to 8 
ponticuli on the sutures, ponticuli also on the periphery; wall 
calcareous, perforate, translucent, radial in polarised light; 
aperture a low interiomarginal equatorial arch often obscured 
by tuberculation.
ELIPHIDIUM sp.
PI. 2, Fig. 5
EZpkZdZum so, RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 25, pi. 2, figs,
13, 14.*
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Description, Test planispiral, periphery rounded, even 
on earlier portion of test and slightly lobate on later 
portion,, umbilicus depressed and covered with a pustulose 
coating; chambers 8 to 10 visible, compressed in section, very 
slightly increasing in size as added; sutures distinct, curved, 
depressed but even to slightly depressed at periphery, sutures 
covered with a pustulose coating which is widest near the 
umbilical region and tapering towards the periphery; wall 
calcareous, perforata, translucent to opaque, radial in polar­
ized light; aperture an interiomarginal slit, often obscured 
externally by tuberculation.
Discussion. Weiss (1954) described \lonZon 
pern.cZZa cuZurn Cushman subsp, aZbZumbZZ.Lca.Lum. This species is 
characterized by having many ponticuli along the sutures. 
Feyling-Hanssen ET AL. (1971) , Hansen and Lykke-Andersen (1976) . 
and Cronin (19 79a) described the species EZpkZdZum aZbZumbZZL- 
ca..tum (Weiss) and placed it in synonymy with .V. paacclacalM 
Cushman subsp, aZblu.moif.ica.tum Weiss. The specimens identified 
as E. aZbZumbZZLca.tum in the above studies differ from the 
specimens described by Weiss (195 4) by having few or no 
ponticuli. E„ aZb.LumoZZZca.tum (Weiss) should therefore, not 
be placed in synonymy with M. pa.tic.LZocuium Cushman subsp. 
aibiumbii.cca.tum Weiss,
Specimens observed in this study are characterized as having 
many ponticuli along the sutures. Rodrigues and Richard (1986) 
described and illustrated EZpkZdZum sp. from their Champlain Sea 
deposits which are the same as the specimens from this study.
The present author has followed Rodrigues and Richard (1986) and 
referred the species to EZpkZdZum sp.
Genus: HAYNESINA Banner and Culver, 1978 
HAYNESINA ORBICULARIS (Brady)
PI. 1, Fig. 7. PI. 2, F i g s . 7. 8
Mouloftina oabZcuZa.t.c-i BRADY, 1881, p, 415, pi. 21, fig, 5.
EZpkZdZum oabZcuZaxc (Bradv). LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p, 
102,-pi. 19, figs, 1-4.
Pzo.te.ZpkZdZum oabZcuZa.tc (Brady), FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. ,
1971, p. 239, pi. 14, figs. 8-11, pi. 24, figs, 6-8 ,---
CRONIN, 19 77b, p, 113, pi. 1, fig, 5,— CRONIN, 19 79a, p, 
808, pi. 6 , figs, 1-3.
Ha.ijnc.sZna 0A.bZcuZa.tZs (Brady), RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, 
p. 21, pi. 2, figs. 15, 16.
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Description. Test planispiral, involute, slightly 
compressed in section, periphery rounded, even to slightly 
lobate on earlier portion of test and lobate on later portion; 
umbilicus narrow, opaque,, often covered with tubercles, may be 
depressed in some specimens, chambers 7 to 11 visible,, increase 
uniformly in size as added, slightly inflated in earlier 
portion of test and inflated in later portion; sutures distinct, 
gently curved (convex towards aperture), slightly depressed in 
the earlier portion of test and depressed in the later portion,, 
sutures extend across periphery, tubercles may be found around 
and in sutures; test white in colour, translucent to opaque; 
wall calcareous, perforate, radial in polarized light; 
aperture interiomarginal, a row of pores at the base of the 
apertural face, often obscured by tuberculation.
Discussion. Banner and Culver (1978) described 
VxotztpiiA.cu.mm Haynes as having a large and heavily tuberculate 
umbilicus, The umbilicus is also filled with imperforate 
umbilical flaps. Haynzitna has a smaller umbilicus and true 
supplementary latero-umbilical apertures.
The genus Elpktd.Lum de Montfort is characterized by 
having a cribrate interiomarginal aperture, and intercameral 
lacuna which is closed to the exterior of the test. Etpktdtam 
also has ponticuli along the sutures. The intercameral 
lacuna in Haynzitna is open to the exterior of the test, and 
no ponticuli are present on the sutures.
Banner and Culver (1978) reported the primary aperture 
of Haynzitna as being a single interiomarginal low arch 
which is symmetrical about the equatorial plane, Specimens 
of Haynzitna oxbtcu.Za.xti examined from this present study 
have apertures which are interiomarginal, a row of pores at 
the base of the apertural face.
Rodrigues and Richard (19 86) identified specimens from 
the Champlain Sea as Haynzitna oxbtcutaxtl. Specimens from 
this stu'dv are identical to the ones described by Rodrigues 
and Richard (1986).
Suoerfamilv: ORBITOIDACEA Schwager, 1876 
‘FamilyCIBICIDIDAE Cushman, 192 7 
Genus: CIBICIDES de Montfort, 1808
CIBICIDES LOBATULUS (Walker and Jacob)
Hau.Jtitu.1 Zobatutui WALKER and JACOB in Adams, 1798, p, 642, 
pi. 14, fig. 36,
Ctbtctdzi Zobatu.Zu.1 (Walker and Jacob). CUSHMAN, 1948, p. 78, 
pi. 8, fig. 14.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL, , 1971, p. 260,
pi. 9, figs, 9-14. CRONIN, 1977b, p, 113, pi. 1, fig. 9.
—  CRONIN, 1979a, p. 803, pi. 5, figs. 1-3.
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Description. Test trochospiral, periphery sub-rounded 
with an imperforate keel, even on initial chambers and lobate 
on later chambers; umbilical side convex, involute, 8 to 10 
chambers visible, gradually increase in size as added, later 
chambers slightly inflated; sutures gently curved, flush in 
initial part of test and slightly depressed in later part of 
test; spiral side flat, about two whorls and 10 to 18 chambers 
visible, chambers gradually increase in size as added; 
chamberal sutures gently curved, limbate, flush to raised, 
sutures on the later portion of test may be slightly depressed; 
spiral suture thickened, flush to slightly raised; wall 
calcareous, coarsely perforate on spiral side and finely 
perforate on umbilical side, translucent to opaque; aperture 
an extraumbilical interiomarginal slit which extends along 
the spiral suture on the spiral side of the test.
Superfamily: CASSIDULINACEA d ’Orbigny, 1839 
Family: CAUCASINIDAE Bykova, 1959 
Genus: FURSENKOINA Loeblich and Tappan, 1961
FURSENKOINA LOEBLICHI (Feyling-Hanssen)
PI. 2. Fig. 13
Bu.JLLmA.na. zxttts Bradv. CUSHMAN, 1948, p. 62, pi. 7, fig. 1.---
LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 110, pi. 20, figs. 4, 5 
(not 8altmlna zlzgan6 d'Orbigny var„ zxtLL^b Brady, 1884).
IlA.tiQu.LLna. Zoe.bZ.LchZ FEYLING-HANSSEN, 1954, p. 191, d1. 1, figs. 
14-18, text-fig. 3.---FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, p. 238, 
pi. 7, figs, 1-5.---CRONIN, 1977b, p. 115, d1. 2, fig. 23. 
—  CRONIN, 1979a, p. 801, pi. 4, figs. 1-3, 5,
FusU znkoA.no. ZozbZZckZ (Fevling-Hanssen) . RODRIGUES and
HOOPER, 1982b, p. 344' pi. 1, figs. 13-15. — -RODRIGUES and 
RICHARD, 1986, p. 21, pi. 3, figs. 12, 13.
Description. Test elongate, straight to-arcuate, tapering 
towards initial chamber, final chamber tapering towards aper­
tural end, oval to rounded in section; chambers numerous, 
inflated, biserially arranged throughout test and twisted in 
early portion of test; initial chambers about equal in width 
and height, later chambers greater in height than width, 
chambers increase rapidly in size as added; sutures depressed, 
slightly oblique in initial part of test and distinctly 
oblique in later part of test; wall calcareous, finely perfor­
ate, translucent to opaque, surface smooth, may have one or two 
short spines on the proloculus; aperture an elongate opening 
which extends up from the base of the final chamber to the top 
of the final chamber, a lip formed by the infolding of the 
final chamber surrounds the aperture.
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Discussion. Loeblich. and Tappan (.1964) reported that 
Fusla znkoZna is synonymous with Vj.SLgu.ZZna. d'Orbigny.
They also pointed out that many authors have erroneously 
reported that VZstguZZna (~Fu.SLAe.nk.oZna.) has a triserial initial 
stage.
Family: CASSIDULINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Genus: CASSIDULINA d'Orbigny, 1826
CASSIDULINA RENIFORME Njzfrvang
PI. 1. Figs. 10. 11, PI. 2, FIga . 1 , 2
CaAAZduZZna caaAAa d'Orbigny var. stznZ^ostmz N0RVANG, ■ 1945, p, 
41, text-fig. 6, e-h.
Ca.AAZcLu.ZZna. ZAZandZca N0rvang. LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953,
p. 118, pi. 24, fig. 1 (not Ca.AAZdu.ZZna. ZAZandZca Njzfrvang, 
1945).
CaAAZduZZna caaAAa d'Orbigny. FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL. , 1971, 
p. 245, pi. 7, figs. 18, 19.---CRONIN, 1977b, p, 113, pi.
1, fig. 13.— CRONIN, 1979a, p. 802, pi. 4, fig. 12 (not 
CaAAZduZZna cxaAsa d'Orbigny, 1839).
CaAAZduZZna stcnZ^osLmz (N^rvang) . RODRIGUES ET AL. , 1980,
p. 58, pi. 2, figs. 2, 4, 6 , pi. 3, figs, 3, 6, 9, 11, pi. 
5, figs. 10-12.— RODRIGUES .and RICHARD, 1986, p, 20, pi.
3, figs. 9, 10.
Description. Test lenticular, periphery rounded, even 
on initial champers and slightly lobate on later chambers 
or even throughout test; chambers inflated, biserial, enrolled, 
each chamber expends from the umbilicus on one side of the 
test across the periphery to about halfway to the umbilicus on 
the opposite side, chambers are sub-rectangular in outline on 
the side where they reach the umbilicus and are sub-triangular 
shaped on the opposite side, the sub-rectangular and triangular 
portions of the chambers alternate from side to side so that 
each side of the tests consists of 4 to 5 pairs of alternating 
sub-rectangular and triangular shaped chambers; sutures dis­
tinct in translucent specimens and difficult to distinguish in 
opaque specimens, sutures curved, flush to slightly depressed; 
wall calcareous, granular in polarized light, perforate, 
smooth, translucent to opaque; aperture an elongate opening 
parallel to the periphery; along one margin of the aperture is 
a lip which is formed by the infolding of .the final chamber 
wall, along the opposite margin is a flap that covers or 
partially covers the aperture.
Discussion. The chamber arrangement of CaAAZduZZna 
sienZfiosime. and lAZandZztZa kzZznaz Feyling-'Hanssen and Buzas 
are very similar. CaAAZduZZna aznZi}Oamz differs from I. 
ke.Ze.nae. by having a opitically granular wall, a rounded 
Periphery and inflate'd chambers. The aperture of C. aznZ&onmz 
is also different from the aperture of I. kzZznaz Rodrigues 
zi aZ° (19 80) described the aperture of CaAAZduZZna as an 
elongate opening parallel to the periphery, along one margin 
of the aperture the chamber wall is infolded to form a lip,
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and a flap extends along the opposite margin of the aperture. 
This flap covers or partially covers the aperture.
Rodrigues &Z. (1980) mentioned that many authors have 
misidentified C. xe.nZ6oxme. as Ca.AAZduZZna. e.xa.AAa. d'Orbigny 
and as 1-6Za.ndj.zZZa. ZAZandZca. (Ndrvang) . Rodrigues (Lt clZ.
(1980) concluded that the apertural structures, the granular 
wall and the more compressed test in edge view of C. Jie.nZ6oA.me. 
distinguishes this species from I. Z.6Za.ncLLe.cL*
Rodrigues <*■£. (1980) found it difficult to determine 
the exact character of CaAAZduZZna. x x x a a x  from d'Orbigny's 
figures. The same authors reviewed work by Heron-Alien and 
Earland (1932) and Boltovskoy (1959, 1978) and recommended 
that Ca.AAZduZZna. xxclaacl in Heron-Alien and Earland (1932, pi.
9, figs. 26-28) be used as the type illustration for C.
Rodrigues at a Z . (1980) suggested that C. cxclaacl 
should be assigned to the genus GZoboe.CLAAZdu.ZZna. because the 
position of the aperture in C. cxaA Aa. is angulomarginal, 
that is, it extends up the apertural face.
Family: NONIONIDAE Schultze, 1854
Genus: ASTR0N0NI0N Cushman and Edwards, 1937
ASTRONONION GALLOWAYI Loeblich and Tappan
PI. 2. rigs. 9, 10
A A tx o n o n Z o n  A ie .ZZa.tum CUSHMAN and EDWARDS, 1937, p. 32, pi.
3, fig. 9-11 (not NonZonZna. Ate.ZZa.ta. Terquem, 1882).
AAtxononZon Ate.tZZge.xu.rn (d'Orbigny), CUSHMAN, 1948, p. 55, pi.
6, fig. 6 (not NonZonZna. Ate.ZZZae.xa. d'Orbigny, i339) . 
AAtxononZon aa.ZZouJa.uZ LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1953, p. 90, pi. 17, 
figs. 4-7.— FEYLING-HANSSEN ET AL., 1971, p. 266, pi. 10 
figs. 10-12.— HANSEN and LYKKE-ANDERSEN , 19 76 , p. 24, 
pi. 22, figs, 5-9,— CRONIN, 1977b, p, 113, pi. 1, fig.
11.- — CRONIN, 1979a, p. 804, pi. 5, figs, 10, 11.—  
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 20, pi. 1, figs. 1, 2.
Description. Test planispiral, involute, compressed in 
section, peripnery rounded, lobate, even on initial chambers 
of smaller specimens; supplementary chambers cover the umbili­
cus and extend along the sutures but do not reach the periphery, 
supplementary chambers give the umbilical region a stellate 
appearance; chambers 8 to 10 visible, inflated, increase 
gradually in size as added; sutures distinct, curved, depressed; 
wall calcareous, coarsely perforate, finely perforate oh supp­
lementary chambers, translucent to opaque; test yellowish 
brown or white in colour; primary aperture is an arched, 
interiomarginal slit that extends to•the umbilicus on each side 
of the test; supplementa^ apertures are slightly curved, 
elongate slits found at the outer margin of each supplementary 
chamber.
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TAXONOMY 
PART B OSTRACODA
Introduction
Ostracodes are assigned to the Phylum Arthropoda, Sub­
phylum Mandibulata, Class Crustacea, and Subclass Ostracoda. 
Ostracodes are characterized by having a segmented soft body 
covered by a rigid, jointed exoskeleton of chiton, several 
pairs of jointed appendages, and a bivalved protective shell 
(carapace) in which the living ostracode is enclosed.
The ostracode carapace is commonly ovate, kidney-shaped 
or bean-shaped and consists of a right valve and a left valve. 
The two valves are articulated or joined along the dorsal 
margin by a hinge. The hinge commonly consists of teeth, 
sockets, ridges and grooves. The valves are held closed by 
a series of transverse adductor muscles which are generally 
attached to the inside of the valves in the central or 
anterocentral position. In well preserved ostracode valves 
a cluster of small spots (muscle scars) can be found in the 
central region of the inside of the valves. These spots 
represent the sites in which the adductor muscles were attached 
to the valves. The nomenclature and orientation of an ostracode 
carapace, and the main internal features of a carapace are 
illustrated in Fig. 8 and 9, respectively.
The taxa presented in this study are arranged in accord­
ance with the classification of the Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology, Benson et at. (1961). The terminology used for 
the ostracode hinge types conform with those outlined by Van 
Morkhoven (1962).
The ostracodes observed in this study belong to the 
Order PODOCOPIDA and Suborder PODOCOPINA. Originally this 
order was defined by zoologists on the basis of. the soft parts-. 
In recent years paleontologists have used the carapace mor­
phology for classification of fossil taxa. The type of 
hingement, muscle scar pattern and the outline of the carapace 
are the important morphological features used in the classif­
ication of the Podocopids.
The Superfamilies Cypridacea and Cytheracea are 
represented in this study. Superfamily Cypridacea are 
chacterized by having smooth, thin valves and commonly an 
adont hinge. The genus Ca.nd.ona is the only representative of 
this Superfamily in this study. The Superfamily Cytheracea 
shows a great range in form and ornamentation. The classif­
ication of this group is based largely on the type of hingement 
and muscle scar pattern. Specimens from this study represent 
eight Families (Cytheridae, Cytherideidae, Hemicytheridae, 
Trachyleberididae, Cytheruridae, Loxoconchidae, Paradoxosto- 
matidae and Schizocytheridae).
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Figure 8. Nomenclature and orientation of an
ostracode valve (right valve, external surface). 
(Modified from Benson o.-i at. , 1961)
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pore-canals
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Figure 9. Left valve of an ostracode, internal
surface, showing the important structural elements 
of the calcareous parts. (Modified from Van 
'•Morkho.ven, 196 2)
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Systematic Descriptions
Phylum: ARTHROPODA Siebold and Stannius, 1845 
Subphylum: MANDIBULATA Clairville,. 1798 
Class: CRUSTACEA Pennant, 1777 
Subclass: OSTRACODA Latreille, 1806 
Order: P0D0C0PIDA G. W. Muller, 1894 
Suborder: PODOCOPINA Sars, 1866 
Superfamily: CYPRIDACEA Baird, 1845 
Family: CYPRIDIDAE Baird, 1845
CANDONA SP.
Ca.Yid.OYia. sp.
Description., In lateral view the valves are elongate, 
subtrapezoid in shape; anterior margin symmetrically rounded, 
posterior margin tapering and asymmetrically rounded; dorsal 
margin convex; ventral margin straight to slightly sinuous; 
surface smooth, finely punctate; valves are thin; inner lamella 
wide at the anterior and posterior margins; marginal pore 
canals few, evenly spaced; hinge adont; normal pores small, 
few and scattered; central muscle scars consist of a vertical 
row of three scars with two more scars situated immediately 
behind; one larger elongated scar lies above this group; two 
mandibular scars are located in front of and below the adduct­
or muscle scars; two frontal scars are situated above the 
mandibular scars; the frontal scars appear to be fused 
together.
Discussion. The adont hinge is characterized by having 
no hinge teeth, the dorsal edge of one valve fits into a 
dorsal groove in the other valve (Van Morkhoven, 1962)-
Superfamily: CYTHERACEA Baird, 1850 
* Family: CYTHERIDAE Baird, 1850 
Genus: CYTHERE 0. F. Muller, 1785
CYTHERE LUTEA 0, F. Muller
Cytke.x.2. Zuiza 0. F. MULLER 1785, p. 65, pi. 7, figs, 3, 4,--
NEALE and HOWE, 19 75, p. 425, pi. 4, fig. 11.- —  R0SENFELD, 
1977, p. 14, pi. 1, figs, 1, 2.— -CRONIN, 1981, p. 395, 
pi. 4, figs. 7, 8.- — RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 33, 
pi. 6, figs. 4-6,
Description, In lateral view left valve is ovate in 
shape"] right valve is subtrapezoid in shape; anterior margin 
asymmetrically rounded; posterior margin of left valve 
symmetrically rounded, right valve with caudal process which 
is situated centrally or just below center; ventral margin 
sinuate; dorsal margin convex to straight; surface smooth 
with large pits around the apertures of the normal pores and 
numerous punctae in between; a ridge is situated along the
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ventral region of the valves; inner lamella wide, widest 
anteriorly.; marginal pore canals moderate in number, widely 
spaced, slightly sinuous and very distinct; hinge merodont/ 
entomodont; normal pores numerous, large and scattered; 
central muscle scars consist of a nearly vertical row of 
four adductor scars; a crescent-shaped frontal scar is located 
in front of the uppermost adductor scar.and an oval mandibular 
scar in front of the lower adductor scar.
Discussion. The merodont/entomodont hinge is character-' 
ized by having crenulated terminal and median elements. The 
right valve of Cytkzhz Zutza. has two terminal crenulated 
teeth and a median crenulated ridge. The left valve has two 
terminal sockets and a median groove.
Family: CYTHERIDEIDAE Sars, 1925
Genus: HETEROCYPRIDEIS Elofson, 1941
HETEROCYPRIDEIS SORBYANA (Jones)
PI. 3, Figs. 1, 2
Cytkzh.Zd.za. tohbya.no. JONES, 1856, p. 44, pi. 4, fig. 6. 
Hztzhozup'hZdz-Lt tahbua.ua. (Jones). NEALE and HOWE, 1975 , p.
425' pi. 4, figs' 3, 8, 9. — ROSENFELD, 1977, p, 21, pi.
3, figs. 37-41,— CRONIN, 1981, p. 395, pi. 2, figs. 1-4.
 RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 29, pi. 4, figs. 4-6.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate- 
subtrapezoid in shape; anterior end broad and rounded; 
posterior end tapered and rounded; dorsal margin strongly 
convex; ventral margin sinuous; surface coarsely pitted, 
pits are arranged in rows parallel to the margins of the 
valves; anterior margin denticulate (6-8 spines); one 
small spine is situated at the postero-ventral corner of the 
right valve; inner lamella wide, widest at the anterior 
margin; marginal pore canals numerous, straight and evenly 
spaced; hinge merodont/entomodont, straight to very slightly 
curved; normal pores numerous, large and scattered; central 
muscle scars consist of a slightly curved, vertical row of 
four adductor scars; a cresent-shaped frontal scar is 
situated in front of the uppermost adductor scar; an elongate 
and curved mandibular scar is located in front of the lower 
most adductor scar.
Genus: SARSICYTHERIDEA Athersuch, 1982 
SARSICYTHERIDEA BRADII (Norman)
PI. 3, Fig. 3
Cytkzhz bha.dtt NORMAN in Brady, 1865 , pp. 192, 193,
£u.zutkzhZdza. bhaat-i (Norman). VAN DEN BOLD, 1961, p, 288, pi.
8 figs. 1-15, text-figs. 1-13.--CRONIN, 1981, p. 395, pi.
2, fig. 5, pi. 3, figs. 1, 2, 4.
Sa.htZzytkz-tZdza bhadtt (Norman) . ATHERSUCH, 1982, p, 241, pi.
7, figs, 2, 4, pi. 8, figs.. 1-4, figs. 7a, 8c-e,--
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 29, pi. 4, figs. 10, 11, 12.
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Description. In lateral, view the valves are elongate- 
reniform (kidney-shaped); anterior margin broadly rounded; 
posterior margin obliquely rounded above and slightly more 
narrowly rounded below; dorsal outline convex; ventral margin 
in both valves has a concavity just in front of the middle; 
surface smooth; inner lamella wide, widest anteriorly; 
marginal pore canals numerous, widely spaced and straight; 
hinge merodont/entomodont; normal pores numerous, large, 
rounded, evenly scattered, normal pores appear as white, 
opaque spots on the valves; central muscle scars consist of 
a slightly inclined row of four adductor scars; in front of 
the uppermost adductor scar is a V-shaped frontal scar; 
below the frontal scar is an elongate mandibular scar,
SARSICYTHERIDEA MACROLAMINATA (Elofson)
PI. 3, Figs. 4, 5
CytkzHtdza macxoZamtnata ELOFSON, 1939, pp. 1-7, text-figs, 1-10 
Eu.cytkzH.tdza macaoZamtnata (Elofson). VAN DEN BOLD, 1961, p,
296, text-figs. 21-25.— CRONIN, 1981, p. 396, pi. 2, figs. 
9-10, pi. 3, figs. 3, 5, 6 , 8.
Sa.X6tcytkzH.tdza mac-xo Zamtnata. (Elofson) . RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 
1986, p. 29, pi. 4, figs., 13-15.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate 
and nearly tear drop shaped; anterior end almost evenly 
rounded; posterior end is obliquely rounded, slightly convex 
dorsally and very narrowly rounded ventrally; the dorsal 
margin is convex, coverging towards the posterior ventral 
margin; ventral margin almost straight with a small concavity 
near the middle; surface smooth; inner lamella wide, widest 
anteriorly; marginal pore canals numerous, straight and evenly 
spaced; hinge merodont/entomodont; normal pores numerous, 
large, horse-s'noe shaped and scattered; central muscle scars 
consist of a slightly inclined row of four adductor scars; 
in front of the uppermost adductor scar is a V-shaped frontal 
scar; vertically below the frontal scar is an elongate, 
oblique mandibular scar.
Discussion. Athersuch (1982) assigned Cytkz-xtdza punct- 
tZZata £ racy, C. macxoZamtnata Elofson and Cytkzxz b.xadtt 
Norman to the genus Sa.XAtcytkzHtdza* Sa.xhtcyttizxtdza macxo- 
Zamtnata was not described or illustrated by Athersuch (1982),
S. macxoZamtnata differs from S. b.xadtt by having large 
horse-shoe shaped normal pores. S. bnadtt has large rounded 
normal pores.
SARSICYTHERIDEA PUNCTILLATA (Brady)
PI. 3. Figs. 6. 7
Cythe.Hj.dza pu.nc.titla.ta BRADY, 1865, p. 189, pi, 9, figs, 9,
L1* .^acytkzntdza pancttZZata (Bradv) . VAN DEN BOLD, 1961, p, 294, 
pi. 9, figs. 1-9, text-figs. 14-20.— ROSENFELD, 1977,p.
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22, pi. 4, figs. 57-60.— CRONIN, 1981, p. 396, pi. 2, figs. 
6-8, pi. 3, figs. 7-9.
SaJulcytkz^UdzcL puncllZZa.ta. (Brady). ATHERSUCH, 1982, p, 241,
pi. 6 , figs. 7-11, pi. 7, figs. 1, 3, 5, fig. 8f,---
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 29, pi. 4, figs. 7-9.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate-■ 
subtrapezoid in shape, lateral view of juveniles are tear­
drop shaped; anterior margin obliquely rounded dorsally and 
regularly rounded in the lower two-thirds; posterior margin 
slightly convex in the upper part and narrowly rounded at the 
lower part; dorsal margin very slightly convex, sloping down 
towards the posterior end; ventral margin almost straight, 
with a small concavity in the middle; surface is pitted with 
rounded to pentagonal-triangular shaped pits, the pits are 
irregularly distributed; inner lamella wide at the anterior 
and posterior margins; marginal pore canals numerous, straight 
and closely spaced; hinge merodont/entomodont; normal pores 
numerous, large round and scattered; central muscle scars 
consist of a slightly oblique row of four adductor scars, the 
upper one is rounded and the others are elongate; in front 
of the uppermost adductor scar is a V-shaped frontal scar; 
vertically below the frontal scar is an elongate oblique 
mandibular scar.
Discussion. The- pitted surface of Sa.X6lc.ijtko.n.ldQ.a 
punc.UZZa.x.a. distinguishes this species from S. bn.a.d.il and 
S. ma.c.n.0 Za.mlna.ta.
Genus: FINMARCHINELLA Swain, 1963
FINMARCHINELLA LOGANI (Brady and Crosskey)
Cytlm^.2. ZogcuiA. BRADY and CROSSKEY, 1871, p. 63, pi. 2, figs.
8, 9.
Flnma.n.c.hlno.ZZa. cutivlcoila. NEALE, 1974, p, 90, pi. 1, figs.
1-3, pi. 2, figs, 3, 7-9, 13.— NEALE and HOWE, 1975, p.
418, pi. 1, figs. 2, 6.— CRONIN, 1977b, p. 117, pi. 3, 
figs. 13, 14.
Flnma^ahlmZZa. ZoQa.nl (Brady and Crosskev) . CRONIN, 1981,
p. 39 8, pi. 8' figs. 1, 2.-— RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, 
p. 33, pi. 6 , figs. 14, 15.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate- 
subrenirorm in shape; anterior margin asymmetrically rounded; 
posterior margin with an antero-ventral caudal process; 
dorsal margin slightly convex; ventral margin straight to 
very gently sinuous; surface reticulate, three lobes present; 
one located postaro-dorsal, one central and one postero- 
ventral; valves are thickly calcified and transparent; inner 
lamella widest at anterior and postero-ventral margins; 
marginal pore canals numerous, thin, straight, closely spaced 
on the anterior margin and more widely spaced on the posterior 
margin; hinge merodone/entomodont; normal pores numerous,
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large and scattered; central muscle scars difficult to 
distinguish but appear to be a vertical row of four elongate 
adductor scars; a poorly developed eye-spot is situated in 
the antero-dorsal position of the valves.
Discussion. Cronin (1981) indicated that FZnmuA.akZne.ZZa. 
auA.vZco6£a. Neale is a junior synonym of Cytke.Ae. Zogan.i Brady 
and Crosskey.
Family: TRA CHYLE BE RID I DAE Sylves ter-Bradley, 1948 
Genus: ACANTHOCYTHEREIS Howe, 1963
ACANTHO CYTHERE IS DUNELMENSIS (Norman)
Cytke.Ae. du.nzZm2.Yi6i.* NORMAN in Brady, 1865, p, 193.
Cytke.n.eZ6 dune.Lme.n6Z6 (Norman). NORMAN, 1865, p. 22, pi. 7, 
figs. 1-4.
Aaa.n£ko authe.AzZ6 dune.Zme.n6Z6 (Norman). NEALE and HOWE, 1975, 
p. 418, pi. 1, figs. 11, 13-16.— ROSENFELD, 1977, p. 23,
pi. 5, figs. 65-68. CRONIN, 1981, p. 400, pi. 8, figs.
1, 2.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate- 
subrenif orm" in shape; anterior margin symmetrically rounded; 
posterior margin tapering and'symmetrically rounded; dorsal 
margin straight; ventral margin slightly convex; surface 
reticulate and coarsely spinose; short spines are located 
on the posterior, anterior and ventral margins; inner lamella 
moderately wide to narrow; marginal pore canals few, straight 
and widely spaced; hinge amphidont/lobodont; normal pores 
few, small and scattered; central muscle scars were not 
observed because of the highly ornamented surface of the 
valves.
Discussion. The hinge elements on the right valve 
consist or a round posterior tooth, an elongate crescent 
shaped anterior tooth and socket, and a median groove which 
is divided into two parts. The hinge elements on the left 
valve consist of an anterior tooth and socket-, a posterior 
socket and a median ridge.
Familv: CYTHERURIDAE G. W. Muller, 1894 
Genus: CYTHERURA Sars, 1865
CYTHERURA SIMILIS Sars
Cytke.n.uK.a. $ZmZZZ6 SARS, 1865
Se.mZaythe.iuAa. iZmZZZ6 (Sars). ROSENFELD, 1977, p. 33, pi. 9, 
figs, 107-110, text-figs. 22, 23.
CytkzAuAa. 6ZmZZZ6 Sars. CRONIN, 1981, p. 402, pi. 5, figs. 5, 
7, 8.- — RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p.33, pi. 6, fig. 9.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate-
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sub-rhomboidal in shape; anterior margin asymmetrically 
rounded; posterior margin drawn out into a caudal process, 
caudal process is situated centrally or just above the centre; 
dorsal margin straight to slightly convex; ventral margin 
straight to very slightly concave; surface punctate and 
covered with a network of fine raised lines; inner lamella 
widest at the anterior margin; ten marginal pore canals are 
situated at the anterior margin; hinge merodont/entomodont; 
normal pores few, small and scattered; central muscle scars 
consist of a vertical row of four adductor scar, two mandib­
ular scars are in front of and below the adductor scars, one 
frontal scar is situated in front of the uppermost adductor 
scar.
Discussion. Cronin (1981) pointed out that Stmxc.ytko.xu.xa. 
Wagner differs from Cytkzxuxa. Sars by having an anteriorly 
extended inner lamella. Cronin also mentioned that other 
authors have stated that the development of the inner lamella 
is variable. Cronin tentatively assigned his Champlain Sea 
specimens to the genus Cy£ke.xu.xa.a
Specimens from this study are similar to the specimens 
illustrated by Cronin (19 81) and therefore have been assigned 
to Cytko.xu.xa. btmtLL* .
Genus: CYTHEROPTERON Sars, 1866 
CYTHEROPTERON ARCUATUM Brady, Crosskey and Robertson
PI. 4, Figs. 1. 2
Cytko.xopto.xon axcuatum BRADY, CROSSKEY and ROBERTSON, 1874,
p. 203, pi. 8, figs. 16-18, pi. 14, figs. 19-22.---
WHATLEY and MASSON, 1979, p. 229, pi. 1, figs, 1-5.— - 
CRONIN, 1981, pi. 402, pi. 7, figs, 1, 2,— RODRIGUES 
and RICHARD, 1986, p. 33, pi. 6 , fig. 11.
Description. Roughly ovoid in lateral view; anterior 
margin asymmetrically rounded; posterior margin tapering and 
caudate, the extremity of the caudal process is rounded and 
situated below centre; dorsal margin highly convex; ventral 
margin slightly sinuous; surface smooth; an ala is situated 
on the mid-ventral position of the valves; the alae are 
directed towards the postero-ventral position, the.extremity 
of the ala is slightly curved with two rounded nodes which 
are separated by a small indentation; inner lamella moderately 
wide at the anterior margin and narrow along the other margins; 
marginal pore canals few in number, widely spaced and very 
faint; hinge merodont/entomodont; normal pores numerous, small 
and scattered; central muscle scars consist of a vertical row 
of four elongate adductor muscle scars.
CYTHEROPTERON 3ICONVEXA Whatley and Masson
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Cy£k.zH.op£e.XQYi bZc.onvzx& WHATLEY and MASSON, 1979, p. 229, 
pi. 3, figs. 9, 10, 14-16, 18-20.
Description. Small and thin shelled, sub-pyriform or 
almost pear-shaped in lateral view; anterior margin, symmetri­
cally rounded; posterior margin tapering with a central 
caudal process, the extremity of the caudal process is rounded; 
dorsal margin convex, sloping down to the^posterior margin; 
ventral margin slightly convex; surface of the valves is 
smooth, two distinct curved ribs are present; one rib extends 
from the mid-dorsal position to the leading edge of the alar 
projection forming an anteriorly convex arc, the other rib 
forms a dorsally convex loop which almost touches the dorsal 
margin, the termination of this loop is at the base of each 
side of the alar projection; the ala on each valve is situated 
ventrally, the extremity of the ala forms a single rounded 
node which is directed towards the postero-ventral position; 
inner lamella moderately wide at the anterior margin and 
narrow at the other margins; marginal pore canals were not 
observed; hinge merodont/entomodont; normal pores few, very 
small and scattered; central muscle scars consist of a 
vertical row of four elongate adductor scars.
CYTHEROPTERON CHAMPLAINUM Cronin
PI. 4, Figa. 3, 4
Cy£liz^.op£Z'ion pa.ia.Za.£i6 4£inum Swain. NEALE and HOWE, 1975, 
p. 429, pi. 6, figs. 7, 9, pi. 7, fig. 6, (not Ctj£he.>i- 
op£zn.on pa^ala£.Li>^-imu.m Swain, 1963).
Cy£iie.siop£Z'ion cfiampln-inurn CRONIN, 19 81, p, 404, pi. 8, figs.
7, 8.- — RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 31, pi. 5, figs.
4-6.
Description. In lateral view the carapace is ovate to 
subrhomooidal in shape; anterior margin obliquely rounded 
in the upper third ana regularly rounded in the lower two- 
thirds ; posterior margin caudate, the extremity of the caudal 
process is rounded and situated centrally; dorsal margin 
highly convex; ventral margin sinuous; surface‘of the valves 
is punctate; alae are well developed on the mid-ventral posit­
ion of the valves, the extremity of the ala forms a slightly 
curved ridge; inner lamella wide, widest anteriorly; marginal 
pore canals few in number, widely spaced and faint; hinge 
merodont/entomodont, strongly curved; normal pores numerous, 
small, scattered; central muscle scars consist of an almost 
vertical row of four adductor scars which appear to be 
undivided; the froncal scar is V-shaped and is situated in 
front of the uppermost adductor scar.
CYTHEROPTERON INFLATUM Brady, Crosskey and Robertson
PI. 4, Figs. 5, 6
Cy£kzMop£z^on £njla£u.m BRADY, CROSSKEY and ROBERTSON, 1874, p. 
204, pi. 8, figs, 24-27, pi. 14, figs. 26-29. — WHATLEY and
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MASSON, 1979, p. 237, pi. 8, figs. 8, 13-16. CRONIN,
1981, p. 404, pi. 7,. figs. 3, 4. RODRIGUES and RICHARD,
1986, p. 31, pi. 5, figs.- 7-9.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate 
and roughly ovoid in shape; anterior margin obliquely rounded 
in the upper one-third and regularly rounded in the lower 
two-thirds; posterior margin caudate, the extremity of the 
caudal process is rounded and centrally positioned; the 
valves are strongly inflated ventro-laterally; dorsal margin 
highly convex; ventral margin sinuous; surface of the valves 
is slightly pitted; a smooth rim surrounds the margin of the 
valves, this rim is widest on the posterior, anterior and 
ventral margins; the alae appear to be weakly developed 
because of the overall inflated nature of the valves; the 
ventral surface of the ala has a few slightly curved longitud­
inal ribs; inner lamella wide, widest anteriorly; marginal 
pore canals few in number and widely spaced; hinge merodont/ 
entomodont, strongly curved; normal pores numerous, small, 
scattered; central muscle scars consist of an almost vertical 
row of four adductor scars which appear to be fused together; 
the frontal scar is V-shaped and is situated in front of the 
uppermost adductor scar.
CYTHEROPTERON LATISSIMUM (Norman.)
PI. 4 , rigs. 7. 8
Cytke.sie. tcLt.L66i.ma. NORMAN, 1865 , p. 19, pi. 6, figs. 5-8. 
Cytke.siopte.SLon ta.t-L66i.mum (Norman). NEALE and HOWE, 1975, p, 
430; pi. 7, figs. 7, 9,---ROSENFELD, 1977, p. 36, pi. 8, 
figs, 101-103.-— WHATLEY and MASSON, 1979, p, 225, pi. 6,
figs, 7, 9, 12. CRONIN, 1981, p. 404, pi. 6, figs. 1-4,
- —  RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 31, pi. 5, figs, 10-12.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate 
and subrhomboiaal in shape, moderately inflated ventro- 
laterally; anterior margin asymmetrically rounded; posterior 
margin caudate, the caudal process is situated centrally and 
the extremity is rounded; dorsal margin is convex; ventral 
margin sinuous; surface of valves is punctate; alae not well 
developed, forming a slight extension along the ventral margin 
of the vaives; inner lamella wide, widest anteriorly; marginal 
pore canals few in number and widely spaced; hinge merodont/ 
entomodont, slightly curved; normal pores numerous, small and 
scattered; central muscle scars consist of an almost vertical 
row of four adductor scars; the frontal scar was not observed.
Discussion. CijZ.lie.SLopte.Jion tcL.tt66-Lmu.rn differs from C, 
c.ka.mpta.A.num by having a less developed ala. The valves of C. 
c/iam ptatnum  are more ovate in shape compared to C. ta .t i.6  6i.mum.
CYTHEROPTERON NEALEI Cronin
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Cytkz^aptz^ian sp. nov. NEALE and HOWE, 1975, p, 429, pi. 6, 
fig. 5.
Cythzfiaptzn.aYi nzatzi CRONIN, 1981, p. 406, pi. 7, fig. 7.---
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 33, pi. 6, figs. 7, 8.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate- 
subrhomboidal; anterior margin asymmetrically rounded to 
nearly symmetrically rounded; posterior margin with a central 
positioned caudal process; dorsal margin convex, sloping down, 
towards the posterior margin, ventral margin straight to 
slightly sinuous; central dorsal and central positions of the 
valves are concave; surface finely punctate, anterior margin' 
appears to be finely reticulate; well developed alae on both 
valves, the extremity of the alae consist of two rounded nodes 
separated by a small depression; the node closest to the 
posterior of the valve is larger than the node closest to the 
anterior of the valve; inner lamella wide anteriorly, very 
narrow along the other margins; marginal pore canals very 
faint, few in number and widely spaced; hinge merodont/ 
entomodont, straight to slightly curved; normal pores numerous, 
small and scattered; central muscle scars appear to be a 
vertical row of four adductor scars.
CYTHEROPTERON NODOSUM Brady
PI. U, Figs. 9, 10
Cytkzn.op.tZ'ton BRADY, 1868, p, 448, pi. 34, figs, 31-34.
— NEALE and HOWE, 19 75, p. 249, pi. 6, fig, 6,---WHATLEY 
and MASSON, 1979, p. 242, pi. 7, figs. 1-3.---CRONIN, 1981,
p. 406, pi. 7, figs. 5, 8. RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986,
p. 31, pi. 5, figs. 14, 15.
Description. In lateral view valves are elongate, ovate 
to subrhomDoida1 in shape; anterior margin obliquely rounded 
and regularly rounded in the lower two-thirds; posterior 
margin caudate, the extremity of the caudal process is rounded 
and situated centrally, dorsal margin highly convex, ventral 
margin sinuous; the valves are strongly inflated ventro- 
laterally; surface of the valve is coarsely punctate; two 
large knobs are present on the valves; one positioned postero- 
dorsal, the other antero-dorsal; well developed alae form a 
slightly curved ridge along the ventral margin, the extremity 
of the alae is highest towards the posterior end; inner lamella 
wide, widest anteriorly; marginal pore canals few in number 
and widely spaced; hinge merodont/entomodont, strongly curved; 
normal pores numerous, small and scattered; central muscle 
scars consist of a vertical row of four adductor scars; in 
front of the uppermost adductor scar is a V-shaped frontal 
scar.
CYTHEROPTERON PARALATIS SIMUM Swain
Cytkzn.opt2.xon pa.tiCLla.£lt>&Lmu.m SWAIN, 1963, p. 817, pi. 95, fig.
12, text-fig. 8b.— CRONIN, 1981, p. 408, pi. 7, fig. 6.
RODRIGUE’S and RTCHARD, 186:8, p . 33 , p  I."-6 , ’f i g 12.
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Cytke.Aopt2.Aon excixvoa.ZcL.tum WHATLEY and MASSON, 1979, p. 235, 
pi. 1, figs. 6-10, 13.
Description. In lateral view the valves are ovate in 
shape; anterior margin asymmetrically rounded to nearly 
symmetrically rounded; posterior margin caudate, extremity 
of caudal process is rounded and situated centrally; dorsal 
margin convex; ventral margin slightly sinuous; surface of 
the valves smooth to very slightly pitted; the. alae are well ' 
developed with the extremity forming a sharp point which is 
directed towards the posterior end, the ala has a slight 
depression in the central position; inner lamella very 
narrow; marginal pore canals not visible; hinge merodont/ 
entomodont, strongly curved; normal pores numerous, small and 
scattered; central muscle scars consist of a vertical row of 
four adductor scars and a V-shaped frontal scar which is 
situated next to the upper most adductor muscle scar.
Discussion. Whatley and Masson (1979) illustrated the 
species CytkzAoptzten o.x.cavoatatuma Cronin (19 81) stated 
that this species may be the same as C. paAatatt6 6tmum. C. 
e.xcavoalatum and C. pa.Aa.la.tU A-imam appear to be very similar 
and therefore, are considered synonymous.
CYTHEROPTERON PSEUDOMONTROSIENSE Whatley and Masson
Cytho.Aopt2.Aan montAo.ito.n6 2. BRADY, CROSSKEY and ROBERTSON, 1874, 
(part), p. 205, pi. 8, figs. 33-36.
C y . t k 2 .A 0 p t2 .A 0 n  p 6 2 .u d o m o n . tA 0 6 t2 .n 6  z WHATLEY and MASSON, 1979, p. 
247, pi. 2, figs, 5, 7-10, 13, 14.— -CRONIN, 1981, p, 404, 
pi. 6, figs. 5, 7.- — RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 31, 
pi. 5, figs. 1-3.
Description. In lateral view the valves are sub- 
triangular in shape; anterior margin is obliquely rounded 
and regularly rounded in the lower two-thirds; posterior 
margin is caudate, the extremity of- the caudal process is 
rounded and situated below centre;dorsal margin is convex 
and sloping down to the posterior end; ventral margin is 
straight to very slightly sinuous; surface of the valves are 
ornamented with pol3/gonal or reticulations that are arranged 
with an overall concentric pattern; the alae are weakly 
developed, v&xy broadly rounded, the ventral surface of the 
ala has a few straight longitudinal ribs; a narrow, smooth 
rim is found along the anterior and posterior margins; inner 
lamella wide, extends along the anterior and ventral margins, 
widest along anterior margin; marginal pore canals not visible; 
hinge merodont/entomodont; normal pores small and very faint; 
central muscle scars consist of a vertical row of four adductor 
scars.
CYTHEROPTERON SIMPLEX Whatley and Masson
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Cytkzsioptzsion 6tmpZzx WHATLEY and MASSON, 1979, p. 252, pi. 2,
figs. 11, 12, 15-21. CRONIN, 19 81, p. 406, pi, 6, figs.
6, 8.
Description. In lateral view the valves are ovate in 
shape"] strongly inflated ventrolaterally; anterior margin 
symmetrically rounded; posterior margin symmetrically tapering 
to form a central positioned caudal process, the extremity of 
the caudal process is rounded; dorsal margin convex; ventral 
margin convex; surface of the valves smooth to very finely 
punctate; the alae are poorly developed forming a slightly 
curved ridge; inner lamella wide, widest anteriorly; marginal 
pore canals few in number and widely spaced; hinge merodont/ 
entomodont, strongly curved; normal pores numerous, small, 
widely spaced and scattered; central muscle scars consist of 
an almost vertical row of four adductor muscle scars.
Discussion. Cutkzsiop.tz>ion 6tmptzx differs from C, 
p6zudomont.lo6A.zn.sz Whatley and Masson by having subdued 
ornamentation. C. p6zudomontsio6tzn6z has very distinct 
ornamentation.
Family: L0X0C0NCHIDAE Sars, 1925 
Genus: CYTHEROMORFHA Hirschmann, 1909
CYTHEROMORPHA MACCHESNEYI (Brady and Crosskev)
Cytkzsiz ma.zzkz6nzyt BRADY and CROSSKEY, 1871, p, 62, pi. 2, 
figs. 1, 2.
Cy tkzsio mo sipka. ma.c.zkz6nzyt (Brady and Crosskev) , NEALE and 
HOWE, 19 75, p. 4^2, pi. 3, figs. 5, 6,— -CRONIN, 19 81, 
p. 410, pi. 9, figs. 5-8.— -RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, 
p. 33, pi. 6, figs. 1-3.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate, 
subrenirorm in shape; anterior margin nearly symmetrically 
rounded; posterior margin asymmetrically rounded and not 
as broadly rounded as anterior margin; dorsal margin straight 
to slightly convex; ventral margin sinuous; surface of valves 
reticulate; inner lamella narrow, slightly wider anteriorly; 
marginal pore canals few, evenly spaced, thin and straight; 
hinge amphidont; normal pores numerous, small, cresent 
shaped and scattered; central muscle scars consist of an almost 
vertical row of four elongate adductor scars, slightly above 
and anterior to the adductor scars is a cresent shaped fulcral 
point.
Discussion. The hinge of the right valve has a small 
anterior tooth surrounded do.rsally by a cresent shaped socket, 
the median element is a narrow, finely crenulated groove, and 
the posterior tooth is bilobate with a small socket in the 
centre of this tooth. The hinge on the left valve has a small 
anterior socket surrounded dorsally by a cresent shaped tooth, 
the median element is a crenulated ridge, and the posterior
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hinge element is an elongate, bilobate socket with a small 
tooth in the centre of this socket.
Genus: R0UNDST0NIA Neale, 1973
ROUNDSTONIA GLOBULIFERA (Brady)
Cytkzn.2. gZobuZt&Q.'ia. BRADY, 1868, p. 406, pi. 31, fig. 42. 
Rou.YidU>£onj.a. gZabuLL&zta. (Brady). NEALE, 1973, p. 125, pi. 1,
figs. 1-16. NEALE and HOWE, 1975, p. 426, pi. 5, fig.
13.- — CRONIN, 1981, p. 410, pi. 11, figs. 3, 5-7.—  
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 1986, p. 31, pi. 5, fig. 16.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate 
and subtrapezoid in shape; anterior margin asymmetrically 
rounded; posterior margin tapering and almost symmetrically 
rounded; dorsal margin straight; ventral margin sinuous; 
surface reticulate, the reticulations occur in rows parallel 
to the margins; the reticulations in the central position of 
the valves are less pronounced and arranged in an irregular 
pattern; five knobs are found on the valves; three large 
knobs are located along the dorsal margin, one small knob 
located at the antero-ventral position, and one very large 
knob at the postaro-ventral position; inner lamella moderately 
wide; marginal pore canals few, thin, straight and widely 
spaced; hinge amphidcnt/heterodont; normal pores numerous, 
small, scattered"; central muscle scars consist of an almost 
vertical row of four elongate muscle scars; the muscle scars 
are difficult to distinguish because of the reticulated 
surface of the valves,
Discussion. The hinge of the right valve consists of a 
posterior tootn and socket, one anterior socket and a median 
groove. The hinge elements of the left valve consist of a 
large anterior tooth, one small posterior tooth and socket, 
and a smooth median ridge.
Family: PARADOXOSTOMATIDAE Brady and Norman-, 1889 
Genus: SCLEROCHILUS Sars, 1865
SCLEROCHILUS C0NT0RTUS (Norman)
CytSizn.z conton.ta. NORMAN, 1862, p. 48, pi. 2, fig. 15.
Sc-tzn.0 cktLuA contontu-i> (Norman). NEALE and HOWE, 1975, p. 422, 
pi. 3, figs. 7, 8,— SIDDIQUI and GRIGG, 1975, p, 378, pi. 
2, fig. 18.— -ROSENFELD, 1977, p. 38, pi. 10, fig. 124.—  
CRONIN, 1981, p. 410, pi. 1, figs. 7, 8.— RODRIGUES and 
RICHARD, 1986, p. 31, pi.- 5, figs. 17, 18.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate- 
teniforml anterior and posterior margins rounded; dorsal 
Margin strongly convex; ventral margin sinuous; valves 
strongly compressed laterally, highest in or behind the 
sh-ddle; valves thin, fragile and smooth; inner lamella wide
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at anterior margin, narrower ventrally and posteriorly, 
marginal pore canals numerous, short, straight and evenly 
spaced; hinge adont, no hinge teeth, the dorsal edge of one 
valve fits into a dorsal groove in the other valve; normal 
pores numerous and scattered; central muscle scars consist of 
a row of five elongate adductor scars, a subrounded frontal 
scar and an elongate mandibular scar.
Family: SCHIZOCYTHERIDAE Howe, 1961
Genus: PALMENELLA Hirschmann, 1916
PALMENELLA LIMICOLA (Norman)
Cy£kzx.zZ& ZZmZcoZa. NORMAN, 1865, p. 20, pi. 6, figs, 1-4, 
Pa.Zmzne.ZZa. ZZmZcoZa. (Norman). NEALE and HOWE, 19 75, p, 426,
pi. 5, figs. 7, 8. SIDDIQUI and GRIGG, 1975, p, 378, pi.
2, fig. 14.—  ROSENFELD, 1977, p. 15, pi. 1, figs, 1-4.
—  CRONIN, 1981, p. 412, pi. 11, figs. 1, 2, 4,—
RODRIGUES and RICHARD, 19 86, p. 33, pi. 6, figs. 13, 16.
Description. In lateral view the valves are elongate 
and subrectangular in shape; anterior margin asymmetrically 
rounded; posterior margin symmetrically rounded; dorsal 
margin straight to concave, marked by raised cardinal angles; 
ventral margin slightly convex; surface of the valves smooth 
and punctate, the central posterior position appears retic­
ulate; dorsal-central region of the valves are compressed 
and have a large knob in the centre; two prominent knobs are 
found in the antero-dorsal position and two knobs in the 
postero-dorsal position; along the ventral margin is a 
sinuous ridge with two small depressions; inner lamella very 
wide; marginal pore canals few, thin, sinuous and widely 
spaced; hinge amphidont/schizodont; normal pores very numerous, 
small and scattered; central muscle scars consist of a 
vertical row of four widely spaced adductor scars, on the 
anterior side of the lowermost adductor scar are two mandibular 
scars, the upper one is V-shaped and the lower one is rounded.
Discussion. The hinge elements of the right valve 
consist of a median groove, a large anterior tooth with a 
socket on the posterior side of this tooth, and a large 
posterior tooth. The hinge elements of the left valve con­
sist of a crenulated median ridge which is divided into a 
short antero-median element and a longer postero-median 
element, a rounded anterior tooth with a socket on the 
anterior side of this tooth, and a posterior socket.
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foraminiferal species.
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PLATE 1
(Line diagrams of the dominant foraminiferal species).
1 EZpkZdZum Znzzsitum/cuk.Zu.ncLL (Williamson/Brotzen) ,
Sample 8E, Plate 2, fig. 7 of Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986), x 55.
2 EZpkZdZum Znzzsitum/aAkZundZ (Williamson/Brotzen),
Sample 8E, Plate 2, fig. 11 of Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986), x 65.
3 EZphj.cLLu.rn zZava.tu.rn Cushman, Sample 31, Plate 2, 
fig. 1 of Rodrigues and Richard (1986), x 100.
4 EZpkZcLLum zZavatum Cushman, Sample 31, Plate 2, 
fig. 9 of Rodrigues and Richard (1986), x 105.
kk
5,6 lAZandZzZZa noH.zn.oAAA. (Cushman), Sample 8A,
Plate 3, figs. 1, 2 of Rodrigues and Richard 
(1986), x. 80.
k
7 HaynzAZna onbZzuZaHA.A -(Brady), Sample 8E, Plate
2, fig. 15 of Rodrigues and Richard (1986), 
x 80.
8,9 lAZandZzZZa kzZznaz Feyling-Hanssen and Buzas,
Sample 22A, Plate 3, figs. 5, 6 of Rodrigues 
and Richard (1986), x 60.
i ^
*10,11 CaAAZduZZna nznZ^onmz Ntfrvang, Sample 22A,
Plate 3, figs. 9, 10 of Rodrigues and Richard 
(1986), x 50.
* Line diagrams for the species were drawn from the Scanning 
Electron Micrographs of Rodrigues and Richard (1986).
** Line diagrams for the species were drawn from the Photo­
micrographs of .Rodrigues and Richard (1986).
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PLATE 2
Scanning electron micrographs of 
the dominant foraminiferal species.
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PLATE 2
(Scanning Electron Micrographs)
1 CaAAZduZZna tiznZ&otime. Ntfrvang, UWJM86F01, 
Sample A-6, x 140
2 CaAAZduZZna tiznZ^ otime. Ntfrvang, UWJM86F02, 
Sample A-6, x 140
3 EZpkZdZum aZavatum Cushman, UWJM86F03, 
Sample R-2C, x 140
4 EZpkZdZum Aubatic.tZc.um Cushman, UWJM86F04, 
Sample W-3, x 50
5 EZpkZdZum sp., UWJM86F05, Sample W-3, x 80
6 EZpkZdZum cZavatum Cushman, UWJM86F06, 
Sample A-3, x 50
7 Ha.Lfne.AZna. otibZc.uZa.JiZa (Brady), UWJM86F07, 
Sample W-3, x 80
8 Ha.yne.AZna. otibZcuZatiZA (Brady), UWJM86F08, 
Sample W-3, x 100
9 AAttiononZon gaZZowayZ Loeblich and Tappan, 
UWJM86F09, Sample R-2A, x 100
10 Aa ZjlononZon gaZZoivayZ Loeblich and Tappan, 
UWJM86F10, Sample R-2A, x 100
11 EZpkZdZum Znc.e.titum/aAkZundZ (Williamson)/ 
Brotzen, UWJM86F11, Sample W-3, x 50
“12 OoZZna mzZo d'Orbigny, UWJM86F12, Sample
R-2, x 30, specimen is twinned
JU
"13 FutiAe.nk.oZna. Zoe.bZZc.kZ (Feyling-Hanssen) ,
UWJM86F13, Sample C-2A, x 100, specimen 
has two short spines on the proloculus
OoZZna me.Zo and FutiAe.nkoZna Zoe.bZZc.kZ are 
not dominant foraminiferal species.
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PLATE 3
Scanning electron micrographs of 
the dominant ostracode species.
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PLATE 3
(Scanning Electron Micrographs)
1 Hztzn.oc.yptu.dzZs son.bya.na. (Jones), UWJM8601 
Sample R-l, x 90 LV
2 HztznozypnZdzZs son.bya.na. (Jones), UWJM8602 
Sample R-l, x 90 RV
3 SansZzytkznZdza. bnadZZ (Norman), UWJM8603, 
Sample R-2C, x 100 LV
4 SasosZzytkznZdza. maznoZa.mZna.ta (Elofson) , 
UWJM8604, Sample R-l, x 90 LV
5 SansZzytkznZdza mazno ZamZnata (Elofson) , 
UWJM8605, Sample R-l, x 90 RV
6 SansZzytkznZdza punztZZZata (Brady) , 
UWJM8606, Sample R-l, x 90 LV
7 SansZzytkznZdza pu.Yic.ZZZJLa.ta. (Brady) , 
UWJM8607, Sample R-l, x 90 RV
L V  Left valve
RV...... .Right valve
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PLATE 4
Scanning electron micrographs of 
the dominant ostracode species.
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PLATE 4
(Scanning Electron Micrographs)
1 Cy£kcn.op£cn.on an.caa.£am Brady, Crosskey and 
Robertson, UWJM8608, Sample R-2B-1, x 125 LV
2 Cy£kcn.op£c>ion a.Acua.£um Brady, Crosskey and 
Robertson, UWJM8609, Sample R-2B-1, x 125 RV
3 Cy£kcn.op£cn.on cha.mpZcu.nam Cronin, UWJM8610, 
Sample R-l, x 90 LV
4 Cy£kc?iop£cn.on cka.mplcu.nu.rn Cronin, UWJM8611, 
Sample R-l, x 90 RV
5 Cy£kcxop£cA.on Zn^Za£am Brady, Crosskey and 
Robertson, UWJM8612, Sample R-l, x 90 LV
6 Cy£kcx.op£ch.on Zn^Za£am Brady, Crosskey and 
Robertson, UWJM8613, Sample R-l, x 90 RV
7 Cy£kcxop£cn.on Za.£ZA6Zmam (Norman), UWJM8614, 
Sample R-l, x 100 LV
8 Cy£kcxop£cston Za.£ZA4Zmam (Norman), UWJM8615, 
Sample R-l, x 100 RV
9 Cy£ke..top£ctian nodosum Brady, UWJM8616,
Sample R-l, x 90 LV
10 Cy£kc‘iop£cn.o n no do 6 am Brady, UWJM8617,
Sample R-l, x 90 RV
L V .......Left valve
RV.......Right valve
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PLATE 5
Line drawings of the 
dominant pelecypods.
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PLATE 5 '
(Line drawings of the dominant pelecypods)
1 Manama baZtkZza (Linne) , UWJH86MF01, Sample 
W-5, exterior of right valve, x 2
2 Manama baZZhZna (Linrie), UWJM86MF01, Sample 
W-5, interior of right valve, x 2
3 HZaZzZZa asin-tZna (Linne), UWJM86MF02, Sample 
W-l, exterior of right valve, x 2
4 HZa..tzZ.ta. a.siz.tZza. (Linne), UWJM86MF02, Sample 
W-l, interior of right valve, x 2
5 Po.'i.tZa.iidZa (Po.tZZa.ncU.a) aMctZza (Gray), sketch 
from photograph in Wagner (1984), p, 24, fig.
B, exterior of right valve, x 4
6 Posi.tZa.ndZa fPoa.tZandZa) asiz.tLza (Gray), sketch 
from photograph in Wagner (1984), p. 24, fig.
A, interior of left valve, x 4
7-9 MytZZiii zdaZZ.i Linne, sketches from photographs
in Wagner (1984), p. 25, fig. A.
Fig. 7, exterior of left valve, x 1
Fig. 8, interior of left valve, x 1
Fig. 9, exterior of right valve,x 1
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PLATE 6
Line drawings of Ba.JLa.nuA hamz>il 
and My a. a^ i2.nan.Za.
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PLATE 6'
(Line drawings of Ba.Za.nu.ka.me.tiZ and My a aae.natiZa')
1 BaZanus ka.me.-tZ (Ascanius) , sketch from photograph 
in Wagner (1984), p, 32,.fig. E, side view of 
adult specimen, x 1
2 Mya atte.nan.Za Linne, UWJM86MF03, specimen from 
the Cornwall Man Area, interior of left valve, 
x 1
3 Mya atie.na.tiZa. Linne, UWJM86MF03, specimen from
the Cornwall Map Area, exterior of left valve, 
x 1
4 Mya atte.nan.Za Linne, sketch from diagram in Wagner
(1984), p. 20, fig. 7, hinge of left valve showing 
the characteristic chondrophore, magnification 
unknown
5 Mya ane.nan.Za Linne, UWJM86MF04, specimen from
the Cornwall Man Area, interior of right valve, 
x 2.
6 Mya a-tena-tZa Linne, UWJM86MF04, specimen from
the Cornwall Man Area, exterior of right valve, 
x 2
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■ APPENDIX I  
Heavy Liquid Separation
A mixture of tetrabromethane and acetone3
was used (density 1.9 g/cm ).
Number of Foraminifera
Sample 
Number
Float Sink Percentage of Foraminifera 
which floated
R-l 231 52 81.67.
R-2A 3323 560 85.67.
R-2B-1 1181 177 87.07.
A-1A 1066 188 85.07.
A-IB 957 160 85.77.
A-2 616 331 65.17.
A-4 218 28 88.67.
A-5 188 82 69.67.
A - 7 735 60 92.57.
A-8 298 22 93.17.
W-l 1251 108 92.17.
W-2 620 174 78.17.
W-3 2101 412 83.67.
W-4 1500 209 87.87.
W-5 592 108 84.67.
W-7 1167 159 88.07.
C-l 528 32 94.37.
C-2B 1262 615 67.27.
C-3 162 41 79.87.
C-4 192 19 91.07.
C-5 340 16 95.57.
C-6 539 231 70.07.
Average: 80.07.
Four samples which were floated contained ostracodes.
The percentage of ostracodes that floated ranged from 
0% to 11.67. in these samples. (Therefore, ostracodes 
were picked from the residue that sank in the h e a w  
liquid).
Gibson and Walker (1967) used carbon tetrachloride 
(density 1.597 g/cm^) to separate repent fossils from 
residue. The highest percentage of foraminifera which 
floated was 71.37.. The higher density heavy liquid 
mixture used in this study appears to be more efficient. 
Rodrigues and Richard (1986) used the same density 
mixture.
Note, for best results:
1. Samples should be sieved using 850, 425, 250, 180,
150, and 75 um sieves. The residue in each sieve
size should be floated separately.
2. Pouring the residue into the heavy liquid should be
done very slowly.
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APPENDIX II
Recent Occurrences of 1-4Za.nd-Le.ZZci kzZznaz recorded in
the Literature
ORIGINAL
AUTHOR'S
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
1.4 ZandtzZZa 
hzZznaz
Williamson Continental
zt at. 
(1984)
Guilbault 
(1982)
Vi Iks 
zt at. 
(1982)
Rodrigues
and
Hooper
(1982b)
margin of 
Nova Scotia
St. Lawrence 
and Cape 
Breton
Island, Nova 
Scoti-a
South East
Labrador
Shelf
Lake
Melville
Gulf of St, 
Lawren ce
Temperature 5 to 12 C, 
Salinity 34.5%0.
150 to 220m depth 70 to 
100% mud substrate, 
occurs in the central 
shelf basin complex.
reported that 7. hzZznaz 
can be found living in 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
in water less than 100m 
depth, Temperature 0°C, 
Salinity 30 to 33%0 .
occurs in cold waters of 
the inner shelf Labrador 
Current.Salinity 33 to 
34%0, Temperature 0 to 
2°C, 212 to 369m depth.
one occurrence at 154m 
depth,Salinity greater 
than 2 8%0 .
reported as Eurytopic 
(occurs in all water mass 
layers in the Gulf) most 
abundant in Association 
2 (restricted to shelf 
in finer sandy mud, 73 to 
142m depth, Temperature 
-2 to 2.3°C, Salinity
31.4 to 33.6%0). Average 
percent abundance 42.5%. 
In Association 4, depth 
138 to 211m, Temperature 
1.0 to 4.0°C, Salinity
33 to 34.37oo. Average 
percent abundance 13.4%. 
In Association 3, depth 
72 to 149m, Temperature 
-2 to 2.6°c, Salinity
31.4 to 33.7%0. Average 
percent abundance 7.9%.
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ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR'S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
/ /i Za n d Z e Z Z a  
h t l d n a t  
continued
Rodrigues
and
Hooper
(1982b)
continued
In Association 1, depth 
55 to 128m, Temperature 
-2 to 2°C, Salinity 30.7 
to 33.5%p.. Average 
percent abundance 6.57.. 
Note: waters less than 
55m were not sampled.
7 /i t a n  d Z e Z Z a  
t e . n e . t Z  A
“Schafer 
and 
Co le 
(1982)
Continental 
Slope and 
Rise of 
Newfoundland
commonly living on the 
Upper Slope (300 to 700m), 
Salinity about 34%„ . 
Water is cold and season­
ally variable. Labrador 
Current water mass.
fVilks 
e -t a I. 
(19 79)
Beaufort 
She If
occurs in offshore waters. 
Low abundance on the 
continental shelf in 
water less than 100m 
depth.
On the continental slope 
at depths greater than 
500m it amounts to 20 to 
407. of the total fauna, 
found in low numbers in 
water with salinities 
less than 337.» .
Schafer
and
Cole
(.1978)
Chaleur 
Bay, Gulf 
of S t . 
Lawrence
occurs in the eastern 
part of the bay and in 
the deep open Gulf,
56 to 80m depth.
Temperature 4 to 6°C.
In the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
1iZandZ^ZZa is prominent 
at 50 to 300m depth.
Johnson
and
Calverley
(1976)
Northern
Yukon
Associated with more 
marine conditions (inner 
shelf conditions).
.u
Hooper
(1975)
Lower St. 
Lawren ce 
Es tuary
occurs in low numbers. 
Assemblage 1 (Deep water 
mass layer, 274 to 400m
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T -iZan dttZZa
to.Ktt.i-i,
continued
"Hooper
(1975)
continuec
depth, Temperature 4 to 
5 C, Salinity 34.67o0). 
Assemblage 5 (Deep water 
mass layer, 155 to 324m, 
Temperature 4 to 5°C, 
Salinity 34.6%0). 
Assemblage 3 (18 to 91m 
depth, Temperature -1 to 
8 C, Salinity 21 to 32%0).
Sen
Gupta
(1971)
Tail of 
the Grand 
Banks of 
Newfoundland
55 to 137m,Salinity 33* 
1%0,Temperature less than 
4° C.maximum living 
population was 49.4% at 
113m depth.
i
Sen
Gupta
and
McMullen
(1969)
Grand Banks 
o f
Newfoundland
less than 200m depth, 
often less than 100m 
depth.
!
"Vilks
(1969)
Canadian
Arctic
occurs in greater 
abundance in deeper 
water (26% of total 
population at 193m and 
33% at 297m). Salinity 
about 31.5 to 34.6%0, ; 
Temperature about -1.0 
to 0 C.
Vilks
(1968)
Magdalen 
Shallows, 
Gulf of 
St. Lawrence
40 to 90m depth,Salinity 
30.78 to 32 „.38%0 , Temper­
ature at 50mQdepth in 
Spring was 0 C. 
occurred at 14 sites, j 
maximum abundance was 
19.2% at 60m depth.
Ca-i-itduZtna
tzxtt-Li
Lagoe
(1979a)
Arctic
Ocean
350 to 900m (Atlantic 
Water Mass Layer), 
Temperature 0 to -3 C, 
Salinity 34 to 35.1%„.
* Bartlett 
(1964)
Atlantic
Continental
Shelf,
South East 
Nova Scotia
occurs in fine sand and 
silt and mixtures of both. 
Highest frequency from 
deeper waters. Salinity 
31.64 to 32. 45%,0 , 
Temperature 3 to 9 C.
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Ca.66i.duZA.na.
t2.n.z.tZ6
continued
j,
"Green
(1960)
Central
Arctic
Basin, North 
Coast of 
Ellesmere 
Island
Shelf fauna (433 to 510m 
depth). Temperature 
0.03 to 0.5°C. Salinity ' 
34.8 to 34.9%0 .
"References without plates.
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APPENDIX III
Recent Occurrences of 1 & ZayidLLzZZa. nofic^to6iZ recorded in
the Literature
ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR' S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
lAZa.ndZe.lZa.
hoa.c.sloaaZ
Guilbault
(1982)
St. Lawrence 
Bay and Cape 
Breton
Island, Nova 
Scotia
reported that I. h o a c a o a aZ 
can be found living 
today in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence at depths 
less than 100m, 
Temperature 0 C,
Salinity 30 to 337ao .
Rodrigues
and
Hooper
(1982b)
i
Gulf of 
St. Lawrence
reported as a Eurytopic 
species (occurs in all 
water mass layers in the 
Gulf, but not abundant). 
Upper Layer (Zone A)
0 to 60m depth, -2 to 12 C 
and higher, Salinity less 
than 33%0 .
Upper Layer (Zone B) 60 
to 125m depth, -2 to 1 C, 
Salinity 31 to 3370O . 
Transition Zone, 125 to 
200m depth, 1 to 4 C, 
Salinity 33 to 34%0 .
Deep Layer (Zone A) 200 
to 400m, 4 to 4.9 C, 
Salinity 34 to 34.8%o . 
Deep Layer (Zone B) 
below 400m, 4.1 to 4.5 C, 
Salinity 34.6 to 34.970O .
C^^ZdaZ-ina 
no Ado*.6Z
*
Lagoe
(1979a)
Arctic
Ocean
350 to 900m depth, Q 
Temperature 0 to -3 C, 
Salinity 34 to 35 .1700 .
Phleger
(1952)
Canadian
Arctic
Greenland
Arctic
occurs in the Wellington 
Channel (West coast of 
North Devon Island). 
highest occurrences : 44°L 
of total benthonic 
population at 155m depth 
and 437. at 137m depth.
References without plates.
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Recent occurrences, of CastZduZZna aznZfioamz recorded in
the Literature
ORIGINAL
AUTHOR'S
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
CaAA.iduZ.Lna. 
aznZ ^osimz
Vilks 
zt at. 
(1982)
South East
Labrador
Shelf
Lake
Melville
Depth 70 to 370m,Salinity 
greater than 33%„ to 34%0. 
Ranges from 5 to 15% of 
the total population on 
the Labrador inner shelf. 
Arenaceous fauna dominant. 
C. azn-i{yo-xmz present, 
Salinity greater than 
28%0 .
Guilbault
(1982)
St. Lawrence 
Bay'and Cape 
Breton
Island, Nova 
Scotia
C .  azn i 3 c-tine present, 
reported that C. 
xzn if) o-xmz occurs in the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence in 
waters less than 100m 
depth, Temperature 0°C, 
Salinity 30 to 33%».
Rodrigues
and
Hooper
(1982b)
Gulf of 
St. Lawrence
considered Eurytopic 
(occurs in all water 
mass layers in the Gulf) 
Upper Layer (Zone A)
0-60m depth, -2 to 12°C 
and higher, salinity less 
than 33%0.
Upper Layer (Zone B)
60 to 125m depth, -2 to 
1°C, Salinity 31 to 33%o. 
Transitional Zone 
125 to 20Cm depth, 1 to 
40C, Salinity 33-34%0. 
Deep Layer (Zone A)
200 to 400m depth, 4 to 
4.9°C, Salinity 34 to 
34.8%0 .
Deep Layer (Zone B) 
below 400m depth, 4.1 to 
4.5°C, Salinity 34.6 to 
3^.9%„.
Sejrup 
z-t aZ. 
(1981)
Norwegian
Continental
margin
700m - 1200m depth 
biofacies Temperature 
usually less than 0°C, 
Salinity around 34.92%o, 
occurs as 7 to 30% of 
.total population.
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ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR’S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
CcL6 64.du.Zj.iia. 
j.6 Za.n dZza.
*
Lagoe
(1979a)
Arctic
Ocean
350-900m (Atlantic water 
mass layer),
Temperature 0 to 3°C, 
Salinity 34 to 35.1%„.
"Hooper
(1975)
Lower St.
Lawrence
Estuary
dominant species in the 
watermass layer (Asseml- 
lage 5). Temperature 
4 to 5°C, Salinity 34.6%„ 
155 to 324m depth.
"Bartlett:
(1964)
Atlantic 
Continental 
Shelf, S . E . 
Nova Scotia
occurs at most stations.
Salinity 31.58 to 32.45%„,
Temperature 3 to 9°C. 
Highest occurence at
station 17 in 80m of
water, Salinity 32.23%o,
Highest frequency in fine
silt and pebble substrates.
Leslie
(1963)
Hudson
Bay
abundant at one site 
(41%), Temperature -1 to 
-2°C, Salinity about 32%„, 
65m depth.
Phleger
(1952)
Canadian
and
Greenland
Arctic
occurs in Dundas Harbour 
(South shore of North 
Devon Island), 19% to 
33% of total population 
in water depths of 40m 
and 38m respectively.
In Baffin Bay it occurs 
mainly in water less than 
250m.
Cab bZduZZna 
Caab6 a var. 
xznZ^oamz
Cushman
(1948)
Arctic,off 
Iceland
occurs at 38 to 94m, 
180m, and down to 260m 
depth.
l6ZandZzZZa 
Z6 ZandZca ■
William­
son zt 
aZ.
(1984)
Continental 
margin off 
Nova Scotia
Salinity 31.8 to 34.4%0, 
occurs mainly on the 
shelf banks.
Schafer
and
Cole
CL278)
Chaleur 
Bay, Gulf 
of St. 
Lawrence
Salinity about 30 to about 
32%0 . Temperature 4 to 
6°C, 56 to 80m depth, 
occurs in parts of the 
Bay that are constantly 
exposed to open Gulf 
bottom water.
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76ta.ndLe.ttcL
LitancLic.a
continued
"Johnson
and
Calverle]
(1976)
Northern
Yukon
r
Associated with more 
marine conditions, 
(inner-shelf conditions)
Sen
Gupta
(1971)
Tail of the 
Grand Banks 
of
Newfoundland
Salinity 33 ± 1700, 
Temperature usually less 
than 4°C, but may reach 
greater than 8°c, 
occurred at depths of 
67m to 145m.
Sen
Gupta
and
McMullen
(1969)
Grand Banks 
of
Newfoundland
most widespread species, 
occurs in water less 
than 200m depth and 
often less than 100m 
depth.
"Vilks
(1969)
Canadian
Arctic
Dominant in the deep- 
water zone (193m to 460m 
depth), Salinity 33.75 
to 34.67o0 , Temperature 
about 0°C.
Sen
Gupta
(1967)
Grand Banks 
of
Newfoundland
Most abundant and wide­
spread species. Highest 
frequency at about 100m 
depth.
"References without plates.
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APPENDIX V
Recent Occurrences of Ha.yne.6Zna 0AbZcuZaAZ6 recorded in
the Literature
ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR' S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
Hayne.6Zna
0A.bZcuZaA.Z6
Rodrigues
and
Hooper
(1982b)
Gulf of 
St. Lawrence
occurs in the Upper Water 
Mass Layer where depths 
range from 55m to 125m. 
Temperature -2.0°C to 
1.0°C, Salinity less than 
33%0. The Upper Water 
Mass Layer undergoes 
considerable thermal and 
salinity variations.
Note: waters less than 55m 
were not sampled.
Guilbault
(1982)
St. Lawrence 
Bay and Cape 
Breton
Island, Nova 
Scotia
suggestive of very shallow 
water.
PAote.ZpkZd.Zum
QAbZcuZaAc
Scott e..t 
aZ.(1980)
Miramichi 
River 
Estuary, 
New
Brunswick
Average salinity 24. 870o, 
Depth usually less than 
55m.
Lagoe
(1979b)
Prudhoe Bay 
Alaska
less than 6m depth, 
Temperature 2 to 10°C , 
Salinity 14-17%0 and 22- 
307oo.
Schafer
and
Cole.
(1978).
Chaleur 
Bay, Gulf 
of S t. 
Lawrence
Chaleur Bay: Salinity 11 
to 327oo , common in warm 
water, sub tidal environ­
ment in the bay (less than 
70m), Decreases in number 
in the deep bay.
In the Gulf of St. Lawrence; 
most prominent at depths 
less than 10m.
Scott 
ct aZ. 
(1977)
Miramichi 
River 
Estuary, 
New
Brunswick
common near the mouth of 
the Miramichi (marginal 
marine environment). 
Average Salinity 24.87«.
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Psio£e&ph£cLLu.r
osibZeutasiz
continued
rcSchafer
(1976)
St. Georges 
Bay, Nova 
Scotia
Temperature 13.5°C, 
Salinity 29.2%„, 
Depth 15m.
Johnson
and
Calverley
(1976)
Northern
Yukon
Associated with near­
shore, intertidal and 
outer estuarine conditions.
Vilks
(1969)
Canadian
Arctic
occurrence rare at 17m 
and 31m depth.
Vilks 
(1968) ’
Magdalen 
Shallows, 
Gulf of 
St. Lawrence
Ranges from 0.4% to 2.1% 
of total population, in 
64m and 55m depth, 
respectively.
Leslie
(1965)
Hudson
Bay
26m to 212m depth,most 
abundant at depths less 
than 130m along coastal 
regions of the Bay. 
Temperature 2.98 to 
-1.56 C, Salinity 25.994 
to 32.811%0 , substrate with 
about 507, sand.
EZphZdLum
0A.bZzuZa.%z
Schafer
(1969)
West Coast 
of Hudson 
Bay and 
James Bay
reported living in this 
area.
Tapley 
(1969)
Miramichi
Estuary,
New
Brunswick
occurs in the lower 
reaches .of the river and 
in the entire bay.
Salinity 23 to 25.1%o.
The number of E. 0SLb.ic.ula.ie 
drops when the salinity is 
less than 20%„.
McRoberts
(1968)
Northumber­
land Strait
Salinity greater than 
20%o . Depth 18.3m. 
Occurs in the western 
portion of the strait in 
outer estuaries and 
inner lagoons.
Sen
GuDta
(1967)
Grand Banks 
of
Newfoundland
occurs in waters less 
than 100m. depth.
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EZphA.cLiu.tn
osibZcu.Za.tie.
continued
Bartlett
(1965)
Shallow 
waters of 
the Atlantic 
Provinces of 
Canada
common in quiet, slightly 
brackish marine environ­
ment , Salinity 12.63 to 
32.6%„.Highest living/ 
total ratios in the 
intertidal zone and 
near shore shallow waters 
(100m depth).
Leslie
(1963)
Hudson
Bay
occurs as 2 to 57a of total 
population.Below 25m depth 
where salinity is about
327oo .
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APPENDIX VI
Recant: Occurrences of BZplii.dj.um cZa.va.tum Recorded
in the Literature
ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR’S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION
ENVIRONMENT
AND
REMARKS
EZpkZdZuin
cZavaZum
Rodrigues
and
Hooper 
(1982a,b)
Gulf of St, 
Lawrence
Bergen 
and 
O' Neil 
(1979)
Lagoe
(1979b)
*
Vilks 
et aZ. 
(1979)
Gulf of 
Alaska
Prudhoe
Bay,
Alaska
Beaufort
Shelf
considered Eurytopic 
(occurs in all water mass 
layers of the Gulf)
Upper part Zone A of the 
Upper Layer: 18 to 50m 
depth, Temperature -2°C 
to greater than 12°C, 
Salinity less than 3270O . 
Upper Layer: 55 to 125m 
dgpth, Temperature -2 to 
1 C, salinity less than
33%o .
Transitional Zone: 125 to 
200m depth, Temperature 
1 to 4 C, Salinity 33 to
347.0 .
Deep Layer (Zone A ) : 200 
to 400m depth, Temperature 
4 to 9 C, Salinity 34 to
34.87.0 .
Deep Layer (Zone B): 400 
to 520m deoth, Temperature 
4.1 to 4.5 C, Salinity 
34. 6 to 34.97.0 .
Attains a maximum in Zone 
A of the Upper Layer at 
depths less than 50m and 
also in’ the deep layer 
between 270 and*520m.
Littoral zone (beach 
samples) 907. of the fauna, 
most specimens occur in 
less than 90m depth and 
under seasonal fluctuations.
less than 6m depth 
Temperature 2 to 10 C, 
Salinitv 14 to 177ao and 
22 to 307,o .
greater than 407, of the 
total population adjacent 
to delta. Decreases in
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Etpktdtum
ctavatum
continued
'Vilks 
<l£ at. 
(1979) 
continues
number offshore. Distrib­
uted in nearshore waters ■ 
which are directly influ­
enced by runoff of the 
Mackenzie River. Inner 
shelf - Estuarine, mean 
depths of 41, 47, and 
49m.
Hooper
(1975)
Lower St.
Lawrence
Estuary
occurs in the Upper Water 
Mass Layer: 0 to 80m 
depth, Temperature -1 to 
8 C, Salinity 21 to 32%, . 
Assemblage 3: 0 to 91m,
E. ctavatumis 29.54% of 
total population. 
Assemblage 1 (Deep Water 
Mass Layer): 2 74 to 400m 
depth, Temperature 4 to 
5 C, Salinity 34.6%0 ,
E. ctava-tu.il) occurs as 8% 
of total population.
Sen
Gupta
(1971)
Tail of 
the 
Grand 
Banks
water depth varies 
between 50 and 80m, 
Salinity 33± 1%„, 
Temperature -0.9 to 8.3 C. 
The highest living 
population is 65.87, at a 
water depth of 68m.
'Sen
Gupta
and
McMullen
(1969)
Grand 
Banks of 
Newfoundland
less than 200m depth and 
often less than 100m.
E. ctavatum occurs at 90% 
of stations sampled.
'Schafer
(1969)
West coast 
of Hudson 
Bay and 
James Bay
more abundant in the 
tidal-flats.
Hooper
(1968)
Continental 
Shelf of 
Eastern 
Canada
reported at 56 to 74m and 
58 to 165m depth. 
Described as an ubiquit­
ous species.
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Catbaonontoi
zx.cava.tu.rn
ctavatum
t Scott 
zt at. 
(1980)
Miramichi 
River
Estuary, New 
Brunswick
Chezzetcook 
Inlet, Nova 
Scotia
Restigouche 
Estuary, New 
Brunswick
occurs usually in less 
than 5m depth .
Temperature 0 to 20°C , 
Salinity 22 to 28700 , 
average 24. 8700 . 
Estuary-marginal marine 
zone.
Annual Temperature range 
0 to 22 C. Salinity 25 
to 32%0.
Upper Estuarine and Open 
Bay Zone (Open Bay, Salinity 
average 31. 4700 ) .
Salinity average 27.27,0. 
Transitional Zone (between 
Upper Estuarine and 
Marginal Marine).
Scott 
zt at. 
(1977)
Miramichi
River
Es tuary, New 
Brunswick
Salinity ranges from 22 
to 2 87oo , average 24.8TU. 
Temperature 0 to 20°C. 
Dominant in the Open Bay 
(=Marginal Marine)
EZph.id.ium
tnczltum
"complex"
Tapley
(1969)
Miramichi
Estuary,
New
Brunswick
Etpli.id.ium fauna decrease 
in number when salinity 
is below 207oo .
Station 57 (beach inter­
tidal zone), less than 5m 
depth, average salinitv
247.o . ' 
Station 42, 5m depth, 
Salinity 17.5%., E. 
ctavatum dominant.
* Bartlett 
(1965)
Shallow 
waters of 
the Atlantic 
Provinces of 
Canada
Salinity 12.63 to 32.67700. 
Etpli.id.ium fauna increase 
in species and specimens 
from the intertidal zone 
to depths of 40m.
Highest living/total 
ratios in the intertidal 
zone and nearshore, shallots 
waters (10m).
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EZphZdZum
cZavatum
continued
"McRoberts
(1968)
Western 
portion of 
the
Northumber­
land Strait
less than 18.3m depth, 
Salinity greater than 
207oo .
Dominant in outer estuaries 
and inner lagoons.
Loeblich
and
Tappan 
(1953)
Point
Barrow
Alaska
occurs at 21.6m depth.
EZphZdZum 
axe avatum 
forma 
cZavata
*
Guilbault
(1982)
S t. Lawrence 
Bay Cape 
Breton
Island, Nova 
Scotia
reported living in the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence 
between 20m arid 100m depth, 
Temperature 0 C, Salinity 
30 to 33700 .
Miller 
zt aZ . 
(1982)
provides a summary table 
of the occurrence of 
EZphZdZum zxcavatum forma 
ctavata from the 
literature.
Vilks 
zt aZ. 
(1982)
South East
Labrador
Shelf
occurs as 5 to 407, of the 
total population. (407, 
at 97m depth, and about 
57a at 230m and 340m 
depth).
Salinity about 33 to 34%0, 
Temperature 0 to 2 C.
Feyling-
Hanssen
(1972)
Arctic and 
Subarctic 
waters of 
North 
America
occurs in shallow to 
moderate depth of water.
EZphZdZum
zxc.avatu.rn
cZavatum
Wefer
(1976)
Western
Baltic
Sea
Temperature less than 10°C, 
Salinity greater than 207,o. 
(maximum depth sampled 
about 27m).
EZphZdZum
zxcavatum
"Culver
and
Buzas
(1980)
North
American
Atlantic
Coast
reported as an ubiquitous 
species.
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EZphZdZum
ZncZ'T-tum/
EZphZdZum
cZavatum
Group
Schafer
and
Cole
(1978)
Chaleur Bay, 
Gulf of St. 
Lawrence
Temperature 0 to 19°C, 
Salinity 11 to 32%0 , 
Shallow Bay species 
(less than 20m)
In the deep bay numbers 
decrease.
Schafer
(1976)
St. Georges 
Bay, Nova 
Scotia
Salinity 2g . 2%0 , Temper­
ature 13.5 C, water 
depth 15m.
EZphZdZum
cZavatum
"complex"
Bartlett
(1964)
Atlantic 
Continental 
Shelf, S.E. 
Nova Scotia
Salinity 31.64 co ^2.45%„, 
Temperature 3 to 9 C. 
Abundant up to a depth of 
100m.
3.1% of total population 
at 120m, and 26% at 28m.
EZphZdZum
cZavatum-
Zncc^tum
Lagoe
(1979a)
Arctic
Ocean
17 to 350m depth . 
occurrence rare and 
rather sporadic. 
Temperature near 0 C, 
Salinity 28 to 32%0 .
EZphZdZum
cZavatum
cZavatum
WiIkinson 
(1979)
Southern 
limit, Gulf 
of Maine
Arctic-Subarctic distrib­
ution , Temperature 0 to 
5 C, generally below 10°C 
in the warmest months.
EZphZdZum cZavatum are different in form compared to the 
specimens from the Champlain Sea sediments.
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APPENDIX VII 
Occurrences of the dominant macrofaunal taxa
Recent Occurrences
TAXON
ORIGINAL
AUTHOR'S
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION ENVIRONMENT AND REMARKS
Ba.Za.nu* hame.fiZ BaZanu* hamcfiZ Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986)
Champlain Sea 
Sediments of 
Ont. and O.ue.
colonized the highest salinity 
bottom water of the Champlain 
Sea. Occurred in pebbly clayey 
sand and pebbly sandy clay.
* BaZanu* hamcfti Hillaire-Marcel(1980)
Post-glacial 
seas of Quebec
Temperature about 0°C 
Salinity greater than 307oO.
Potitlandia
afic.ti.ca
PofitZandia
atictica
Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986)
Champlain Sea 
Sediments of 
Ont. and Que.
colonized the highest salinity 
bottom water of the Champlain 
Sea. Occurred in clay.
PotitZandZa
afictiaa
k
Wagner (1984) Beaufort Sea occurs in waters 6.5m to 25.9ra 
depth.
PofitZandia
afict-ica
Hillaire-Marcel
(1980)
Post-glacial 
Seas of Quebec
Temperature about 0°C. 
Salinity about 30%„,
Pofittandia
axctica
*Lubinsky (1980) Canadian
Arctic
abundant in waters 10 to 400m 
deep
PofitZandia sp. *Ellis (1960) Arctic, North 
America
50 to 500m depth. Only on 
mud substrates. Temperatures 
negative, Salinity near 327.0.
Hiatctla
aActiea
HiatcZZa
axctica
Hillaire-Marcel
(1980)
Post-glacial 
Seas of Quebec
0 to 100m depth 
euryhaline and eurythermal.
HiatcZZa
axctica
JU
Schafer and 
Wagner (1978)
Chaleur Bay, 
Gulf of St. 
Lawrence
shallow, nearshore environments.
1
6
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Hiatclla
axctica
continued
Hiatclla
axctica
*Clarke (1974) Baffin Bay, 
Northern North 
Atlantic
30-95 fathoms depth 
(180 to 570 feet)
Hiatclla
axctica
Elson (1969) Champlain Sea 
Sediments
concluded from other studies 
that H. axctica lives in waters 
with salinity greater than 26X0. 
Summer water temperatures of 
0 to 10°C.
Hiatctta
axctica
^Bernard (1967) West coast of
Canada
1
30-250 fathoms depth 
(180 to 1500 feet)
Saxicava
axctica
Bousfield (1955) Miramichi 
Estuary, N.B.
Salinity 12.5 to 257.0 Water depth
24 feet
Saxicava
axctica
k
LaRocque
(1953)
Arctic Ocean, 
Greenland
1 to 100 fathoms (6 to 600 feet)
Macoma baltliica Uacoma
baltliica
*Uagner (1984) Beaufort Sea 
Miramichi 
Inner Bay 
Strait of 
Canso
4m depth.
1.5 to 10m depth,
44m depth.
Macoma
baltliica
Hillaire-Marcel
(1980)
Post-glacial 
Seas of Quebec
intertidal (5-6m) and deeper 
Temperature greater 8°C to 10°C.
Macoma
baltliica
Lubinsky (1980) Canadian 
arctic 
James Bay
down to 20m depth 
down to 60m depth
Macoma
baltliica
Elson (1969) Champlain Sea 
Sediments
concluded from other studies: 
M. baltliica can tolerate 
salinities as low as 6%„,
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Macoma baltliica 
continued
Macoma
baltliica
Bernard (1967) West Coast of 
Canada
Intertidal to 5 fathoms 
(30 feet).
Macoma
baltliica
Bousfield (1955) Miramichi 
Estuary, N.B.
Salinity 4 to 18.57.0.
Macoma
baltliica
*Abbott (1954) General 
occurrence or 
dis tribution
common in intertidal and 
deep water.
hhjtilui cduliA Mytilu.6
cdulii
Hillaire-Marcel
(1980)
Pos,t-glacial 
Seas of Quebec
intertidal
Miltilu6 
cdulii
*Lubinsky (1980) off Newfound­
land
sublittoral to a depth 
of 50m.
MiftiluA 
cduli&
•k
Rrstich ct at, 
(1977)
Hudson River 
Estuary, N.Y.
Salinity 18 to 307,o.
UytiluA
cdulii
*
Andrews (1972) Canadian
Arctic
not restricted to intertidal 
environment. Is however, 
considered to prefer shallow 
water.
lii/t-ilui 
edulii
Elson (1969) Champlain Sea 
Sediments
concluded from other studies 
that M. cdulib lives in waters 
with: Temperatures 2 to 20 C, 
Salinities as low as 57...
Hytllui
cdulii
Bernard (1967) West coast of 
Canada
Intertidal to 5 fathoms depth 
(30 feet)
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APPENDIX VII (continued)
TAXON
ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR'S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION ENVIRONMENT AND REMARKS
Mi/ttlua e.dulii> 
continued
Mlftitui 
zduliA
Bousfield (1955) Miramichi 
Estuary, N.B.
24 feet depth. Salinity 
15 to 25%o, occasionally 
lower.
Mi/a aacnaa-ta Mi/a aaenaaia *Uagner (1984) Miramichi Inner Bay 
Strait of 
Canso
1.5m depth 
4 and 2m depth
Mi/a a/iznania Hillaire-Marcel
(1980)
Post-glacial 
Seas of Quebec
Intertidal. Temperatures 
greater than 12 C.
Mya aaenaala Schafer and 
Wagner (1978)
Chaleur Bay, 
Gulf of St. 
Lawrence
Shallow nearshore 
environment.
Mi/a aaenaaia Ristich it al 
(1977)
Hudson River 
Estuary, N.Y.
Salinity 18 to 307»o(polyhaline) 
may extend into the mesohaline 
waters (5-18°/,0).
Mi/a aaenat-ta Elson (1969) Champlain Sea 
Sediments
concluded from other studies 
that M. aaenaa-ta needs summgr 
temperatures greater than 5 C, 
Salinity may be as low as 57»0.
Mi/a afizncLXia. ^Bernard (1967) West coast of 
Canada
Intertidal to 15 fathoms 
(90 feet).
i Mi/a aaenaata Bousfield (1955) Miramichi 
Estuary, N.B.
24 feet depth. Salinity 15 to 
257,0, occasionally 6.5 and 12.57,o.
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APPENDIX VIII
Recent and fossil occurrences of the dominant ostracode taxa
*Recent occurrences
OSTRACODE
TAXON
ORIGINAL
AUTHOR'S
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION ENVIRONMENT AND REMARKS |
i
Cijthcnomonpha
macche.Lnc.yi
Cijthcnomonpha
macchcinctji
Rodrigues and 
Richard (1986)
Champlain Sea 
Sediments, Ont. 
and Que.
present in cold, low salinity bottom 
water (10 to 207.o).
....
Cijthcnc iutca Cijthcnc iutca Gunther and 
Hunt (1977)
Lake Champlain 
Sediments, 
Vermont.
I
Temperature 0 to 23°C, Salinity 
10 to 34%o.
Cijthcnc iutca Rosenfeld (1977) Baltic Sea 6 to 19m depth, Salinity 17 to 257.0.
Cijthcnc iutca Cronin (1977b) Champlain Sea 
Sediments, 
Ont., Queb., 
Vermont, New 
York
Temperature 0 to about 22°C, 
Salinity 10 to 357.0 .
Cijthcnoptcnon
ancuatum
Cijthcnoptcnon
spp.
Cronin (1977b) Champlain 
Sea Sediments
Temperature below 0°C to 13°C, 
Salinity 28 to 357.0.
Cijthcnoptcnon
champtainum
Cijthcnoptcnon
spp.
Cronin (1977b) Champlain 
Sea Sediments
Temperature below 0°C to 13°C, 
Salinity 28 to 357.0.
Cythch.optcn.on 
in &taturn
JL
"Cijthcnoptcnon 
in &iaturn
Whatley and 
Masson (1979)
Great Britain Only found from waters of normal 
marine salinity, and noted at 
depths of 50 to 1000m.
Cijthcnoptcnon
spp.
Cronin (1977b) Champlain 
Sea Sediments
Temperature below 0°C to about 
13 C, Salinity 28 to 357.0.
t—1 
CT\ 
--j
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APPENDIX VIII (continued)
OSTRACODE
TAXON
ORIGINAL
AUTHOR'S
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION ENVIRONMENT AND REMARKS
*
Cyihexoptexon
iatiaimum
k
Cythexoptexon
tatii&imum
Whatley and 
Masson (1979)
Great Britain Shallow water, near normal marine 
salinity, in a wide variety of 
substrates.
k
Cythexoptexon 
lati iAinmin
Rosenfeld (1977) Baltic Sea 10 to 44m depth, Salinity 14 to 
307oO .
Cythe.xopte.xon
tatiiiimum
Cronin (1977b) Champlain Sea 
Sediments
Temperature below 0°C to about 
22 C.
Cyihexoptexon
nodoiuin
Cythexoptexon 
nodo uun
Whatley and 
Masson (1979)
Great Britain Marine species, most abundant 
in shallow to moderately deep 
water.
‘ \ Cythexoptexon 
nodo ium
Cronin (1977b) Champlain Sea 
Sediments '
Salinity about 25 to 3570O.
SaXiicythexidea
bxddii
Eueytliexidea 
bxadii
Cronin (1977b) Champlain Sea 
Sediments
Temperature below 0°C to about 
22°C,
i
k
Eueytliexidea 
bxadii
Van den Bold 
(1961)
General
Occurrences
Boreal regionsQwhere temperatures 
may vary by 19 C. Salinity 10 
to 3570O. Prefers sandy substrates.
Saii Leythexidea 
punc.titta.ta
k
Eueytliexidea
punetittata
Rosenfeld (1977) Baltic Sea 13 to 72m depth, Salinity 6 to 
307,o,
Eueytliexidea
punetLttata
Gunther and 
Hunt (1977)
Lake Champlain 
Sea Sediments
Temperature 0 to 18°C.
Eueytliexidea
punetittata
Cronin (1977b) Champlain Sea 
. Sediments
Temperature below 0°C to about 
23 e* Salinity about 10 to 357,0 .
k
Eueytliexidea
punetittata
Van den Bold 
(1961)
♦
! General 
j Occurrences
Same as E, bxadii. above.
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APPENDIX VIII (continued)
OSTRACODE
TAXON
ORIGINAL 
AUTHOR1S 
TAXON
AUTHORS LOCATION ENVIRONMENT AND REMARKS
He.te.xo cypxideiA 
Aoxbyana
He.te.xo cypxidziA 
Aoxbyana
k
He.te.xo ctjpx.ide.iA 
Aoxbyana.
HztzxocypxidziA 
Aoxbyana
Gunther and 
Hunt (1977)
Rosenfeld (1977) 
Cronin (1977b)
Lake Champlain 
Sediments
Baltic Sea
Champlain Sea 
Sediments
Temperature 0°C to 17.5°C, 
Salinity 2 to 357.0.
16 to 110m depth, Salinity 
6 to 20%o.
Temperature below 0°C to 
about 22 C. Salinity 2 
to 35%o.
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Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND
1977-1981, Honours B.Sc. (Geology)
September, 1981 to April, 1983 - Graduate Student Teaching 
Assistant- University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario. 
Preparation and explanation of introductory paleontology 
laboratory exercises.
September, 1983-April, 1984 - Sessional lecturer- University 
of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario. Instructor for first year 
Geology course (85-136) for first year engineering 
students.
September, 1984 - May, 1987 - Laboratory demonstrator- 
University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario. Preparation 
and explanation of introductory geology laboratory 
exercises.
EXPERIENCE
Field and Laboratory Assistant - 1978, University of Windsor, 
Windsor, Ontario. Paleomagnetic studies.
Field Mapping - 1979, Essex Minerals, Toronto, Ontario.
Uranium exploration project in the Northwest Territories.
Oil Exploration - 1980, Amoco, Canada, Calgary, Alberta. 
Subsurface mapping project.
AWARDS
University of Windsor Postgraduate Scholarship 1981-1983.
PERSONAL
Canadian citizen, married, excellent health.
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C EH O Z O I C
Q UA TE R NA RY
SURFICIM. M Y  Of I  
RUSSELL Mj\P AREA
F O S M 3 W I P U I N  S E A  D E P OS I TS
I j S f t i l  Q RC A H I C  D EP OS I TS :  m a i n l y  B u c k  a n d  p u t  I n  b ogs, 
U U l M  f e n j , s wa mp s  a n d  p o o r l y  d ra i n e d  a reai
A L L U V I A L  D EP OS I TS :  s t r a t i f i e d  san d,  s il ty  s and, 
a llt, m i n o r  g ra ve l ,  d i s s e m i n a t e d  o rg a n i c  m a t t e r  
a n d  m ar l
, S i l t y  s and, s ilt, l an d  a nd  c lay; d ep o s i t s  of  
p re se n t  f l o nd p ln ln s  a n d  nf  a ll u v i a l  fans 
in  a r e a s  o f  l ow  r el ie f
PH—H—w
1 0  1 2  3 4 
Kilometre!
j^  Kavan Site (from Rodrigues and Gadd, 1SS6)
^  Bearbrook Site (from Rodrigues and Dadd, 19E 
^  Casselman Site (from Rodrigues and Gadd, 1S(
K l V l i l  M e d i u m  g ra in e d  s t r a t i f i e d  s a n d  w i t h  s om e  allt;
P  in  the f or m  of  f lu vi a l  t er ra c es  n n d  chn nn e ls
c ut  In m n r l n e  c lay, a n d  b ar s  a n d  a pl ta  w i t h i n  
a b a n d o n e d  c h a nn e ls
C H A K f l A l N  S E A  S ED IM E NT S
S®
HEARS1I0RE S E D 1 W H T S :  g ra ve l ,  s a n d  a n d  c oa rs e r  
m at er i al ,  g e n e r a l l y  v e i l  s or te d  
G ra ve l ,  s a n d  a n d  b ou ld e rs ;  b e a c h e s  c o m mo n ly  
f os al l if er o us ,  n a t u r e  o f  s ed i m e n t  c on tr o ll ed  
b y  u n d e r l y i n g  m at e r i a l  (gravel, s an d  a nd  b ou l d e r s  
w h e r e  d e v e l o p e d  f ro m  till a n d  g la ci o fl uv t nl  
d ep os i ts ;  s l a b s  a n d  s hi ng l es  w h e r e  d ev el o pe d  
f ro m  s e d i m e n t a r y  b ed ro c k)
F ln e- t o  m e d i u m - g r a i n e d  s an d,  c a l c a r e o u s  and 
c o m o n l y  f o s sl l if er o us ;  n e a r s h o r e  s a n d  g e n er a ll y  
o cc ur s  a s  a s he et  or  as b ar s  o r  s pi ts  a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  g l n e t o f l u v i s l  m a t er i al s
D EL T A I C  A N D  E S T U A R I N E  D EP OS I TS :  m e d l u m - t o  f in e ­
g ra i n e d  s an d,  i n  s o m e  p l a c e s  fossl l if er o us ;  
l ie s  o ut s i d e  a ba nd o ne d  c ha nn e ls ;  m o s t  c om mo n  
d ep os i t  is a  c om b i n e d  s t r i p  d e l t a - s a n d  p la in  
t ha t  d e v e l o p e d  a s  w a t e r  l evels fell
m O FF S H O R E  H U I H E  D EP OS I TS :  cla y,  s il ty  c la v  a nd  s ilt, c o m o n l y  c al ca r eo us  a n d  f o s sl l if er o us ;  
l oc al l y  o ve r l a i n  by  t hi n  s an ds .  U pp er  par ts  
a re  g e n e r a l l y  m ot t l e d  o r  l am in a te d  r ed di s h  
b r o w n  a n d  b l u i s h  g r e y  a n d  m a y  c on ta i n  lenses 
a n d  p oc ke t s  o f  l and, b ut  at  d ep th  t he  clay 
l a  u n i f o r m  a n d  b lu e- g re y
C l a y  a n d  s il t  u n d e r l y i n g  e r o s i o n a l  t er ra c es :  
u p p e r  p a r t  o f' ma r in a  d ep o s i t s  r em o v e d  to 
v ar i a b l e  d e p t h s  b y  f lu vi a l  e r o s i o n  s o  in p la ce s  
c l a y  U  u ni f o r m  b l u e- g re y;  u ni t  i nc l u d e s  lenses, 
b a r s  n n d  c ha nn e l  f ills o f  » « n d  a n d  p o c k e t s  of 
n o n m a r t n e  s il t  that w e r e  f or me d  d u r i n g  ter ra c e  
( or  c ha n n e l )  c ut ti n g
I CE - C O N T A C T  S T R A T I F I E D  D RI FT :  g ra ve l  a n d  s and, 
p o o r l y  to  v e i l  s o r t e d  a nd  b e d d e d ,  m a i n l y  c oa rs e -  
to m e d i u m - g r a i n e d  w i t h  n um e r o u s  c ob bl e s,  b ou ld e rs  
a nd  l enses o f  till; I nc lu d es  e s k e r  f an s  and 
o ut w a s h  d el ta s  d e p o s i t e d  b e l o w  s ea  level, k ames, 
k a m e  t e r ra c es ,  e s t e r s  a nd  o u t w a s h  p la in s .  In 
a re as  t ha t  lie b e l o w  m a r i n e  l imit ( ap pr o x,  1 98 m  
( 85 0  ft) a .s .l . )  it Is  g en er a ll y  o ve r l a i n  by 
m a r i n e  b e a c h  d ep os i ts
T IL L:  s a n d y  a n d  s i l t y  c om pa c t  d fn ml c to n,  grey 
a t  d e p t h  b ut  b r o w n  w h e r e  o xi dl t ed ;  c al ca r eo us  
w h e r e  d e r i v e d  f r o m  s e d i m e n t a r y  r oc ks  i nd  n ot  
lea ch e d;  c o n si s ts  d o m i n a n t l y  of  l od g m e n t  till,
I n  a re as  t ha t  lie b e l o w  m a r i n e  l im it  (approx.
1 98 m  ( 85 9  ft) a .s .l . )  I t  Is o ve r l a i n  b y  a 
d i s c o n t i n u o u s  l ag  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  g ra ve l ,  s an d  
a n d  b ou l d e r s
□ T il l,  p la in ,  loc al  r e l i e f  < 5 m ( < 1 5  ft) 
T il l,  d ru ml l nl te d
Us
T il l,  h u m o c k y  to r o l li n g;  l oc al  r e l i e f  5 to 
2 5 m  (15 to  BO ft)
l im es t on e,  d ol om i re ,  s an ds t on e,  a n d  loc al l y  
s hale; r e i a t i v e l y  fiat lying; m a i n l y  o cc ur r in g  
a s  b ar e,  t ab ul a r  o ut cr o ps ;  I nc lu d es  a re as  t hinly 
v en e e r e d  by  u n c o n s o l i d a t e d  Q u A t e r n a r v  s ed im e nt s  
u p  t o  1 m  (J ft) t hick
Reference; Rickard (1982a) 
•  R -1  S a m p le  S ite
Landslide Area
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S im  S o n d f io ld l 'V
i / i »
Si liidare de
45*15 N
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L E O
CENOZOIC
QUAIEENARY
RECENT
■I1 | Alluvium: unsubdivided sanj, silt, gravel. 
Older Alluvium: sandy silt and very silty sand,
Ife:
m l  >°8 deposits: peat, muck, organic silt, marl.
fffil Windblown deposits: fine to very fine sand,
|lj3&[ Deltaic deposits; medium to fine sand,
PLEISTOCENE
WISCONSINAN
Harine beach, bar, and spit sediments: cobble- 
boulder gravel usually with abundant fossils.
g i j i f  Marine shallow-water sediments; fine sand with 
some fossils,
Harine intermediate- or confined-water sediments 
rhythmically interbedded clay and sandy clayey 
silt,
Harine deep-water sediments: clay with rare fossils,
□ Fort Covington Till; cobbly to bouldery sandy silt till.
PALEOZOIC
ORDOVICIAN
]| |] Bedrock
Reference: Gwyn, and Loise (1973)
•  A -1  Sam ple Site
.  % a  tu e i t M u  Sites (from 
’  Rodrigues nnd Richard, 1983)
0 1 2 3 4 5
Kilom etres
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C E N OZ O IC
QDUMt
P OE  M i l  A MP  L M 11 S E A  D EP OS I TS
O l f f l t  D EP QS I IS :  m a i n l y  m u c k  a n d  p es t  In 
bog )  f ens, g u a m p j , a n d  p o o r l y  d ra in e d  a re as
A LL U V I A L  D E P OS I TS :  i t r a t l f t e d  m i,  s i l t y  »in d,  
l ilt, m i n o r  g ravel, d i s s e m i n a t e d  o rg an i c  
m a t t e r  a n d  m ar l
S i l t y  s an d,  s ilt, s a n d  a n d  c lav; d e p o s i t s  of 
p re se n t  f i o o d p l a l m  a n d  o f  a ll u v i a l  fans 
In  a re as  o f  l e w  r el ie f
M e d i u m  t ra in e d  s t r a t i f i e d  s an d  w l t h  s om e  silt; 
in  t he  l o r n  of  f lu vi a l  t er r a c e s  a nd  c ha nn e ls  
c ut  In m a r i n e  c la y,  a nd  b a r s  a n d  s p i t s  w it hi n  
a b a n d o n e d  c ha n n e l s
C H A M P L A I N  S E A  S ED IH E NT S
P H I  N E A R S H O R E  S ED IH E NT S:  g ra ve l ,  s an d,  a n d  c oa rs e r
K . 5 ®'' m at er i al ,  g e n e r a l l y  w e l l  s or te d
1 1 G ra ve l ,  s an d,  a nd  U l d e r s ;  b ea c h e s  c o m mo n ly
f os sl l if er o us ;  n a t u r e  o f  s ed i m e n t  c on tr o ll ed  
by  u n d e r l y i n g  m at e r i a l  ( gr av e l,  s a n d  a n d  b ou l d e r s  
w h e r e  d e v e l o p e d  f ro m  till a n d  g la cl n fl uv l al  
d e p o s i t s  s la bs  a n d  s h i n g l e s  w h e r e  d ev el o pe d  
fro m  s e d i m e n t a r y  b ed ro c k
K '  . ,1 f in e-  to  m e d i u m - g r a i n e d  s and, c a l c a r e o u s  and
c om r o n i y  f os sl l if er o us ;  n e a r s h o r e  s a n d  g en er a ll y  
o c c u r s  as  a  s he et  or  as b a r s  o r  s pi ts  a ss oc i at ed  
w i t h  g l a c l o f l u v l a l  m at er i al s
‘0
D E L T A I C  A N D  E S T U A R I N E  D EP OS I TS ;  m e d l u m - t o  f in e ­
g ra i n e d  san d,  I n  s om e  p la ce s  f o s al l lf et o us ;  
l ie s  o u t s i d e  a b a n d o n e d  c ha nn e ls ;  m o s t  c o m  
d e p o s i t  is a  c om b i n e d  s t r i p  d e l t a - s a n d  p la in  
t ha t  d e v e l o p e d  as w a t e r  l evels f ell; d ev el o pe d  
i n  p ar t  In a r es i d u a l  l ak e  ( La ip s ll ls  l ake) 
w h e r e  s ho wn  to c on ta i n  f re sh w at er  fos si l s
O FF S H O R E  M A R I N E  D E P OS I TS :  m as s i v e  b l u e - g r e y  cla y,  
s il ty  c l a y  a n d  s ilt; c a l c a r e o u s  a n d  fos sl l if er o us ;  
l o c a l l y  o v e r l a i n  b y  t hi n  s an ds
I C E - C O N T A C T  S T R A T I F I E D  D RI FT :  g r a v e l  a n d  s and, 
p o o r l y  to  v e i l  s o r t e d  a nd  b ed de d ,  m a i n l y  c oa rs e -  
t o  m ed i u m - g r a i n e d  w i t h  n um e r o u s  c o b bl e s,  b o u ld e rs  
a n d  l en se s  of  t ill; I n c l u d e s  e s k e r  fans a nd  
o u t w a s h  d e l t a s  d e p o s i t e d  b e l o w  s ea  l evel, k amoa, 
k a m e  t er ra c es ,  e sk er s ,  a n d  D ut wa s h  p la in ! .  In 
a r e a s  t ha t  lie b e l o w  m a r i n e  l im it  (ap pr o x.  1 60 m  
(52 5  ft) a .s .l . )  I t  li g e n e r a l l y  o ve r l a i n  by 
m a r i n e  b e a c h  d ep os i ts
T IL L:  s a n d y  a n d  s i l t y  c om pa c t  d l a mi c to n,  g re y  
a t  d e p t h  b ut  b r o w n  w h e r e  o xl dl t ed ;  c a l ca r eo us  
w h e r e  d er iv e d  f ro m  s ed i m e n t a r y  r oc ks  a nd  n ot  
lea ch e d;  c on s i s t s  d o m i n a n t l y  o f  l od gm e nt  till.
In a r e a s  t ha t  lie b e l o v  m a r i n e  l im it  (arprox.
1 6 0 m  (525 ft) a .s .l , )  It  Is in p l a c e s  o ve r l a i n  
b y  a d i s c o n t i n u o u s  l ag  c o n s i s t i n g  of  gra ve l ,  
s e n d  a n d  b ou l d e r s
I ll l,  p la in ;  l o c a l  r e l i e f  <5m(«:l5ft) 
T il l,  d n i m l l n l z e d
T U I ,  h i m o c k y  t o  r ol li n g;  l oc al  r e l i e f  5 to 
25  m  (15 to  E 0  ft)
P AL EO Z OI C
ii L im es t on e,  d o l om i te ,  s an ds t on e,  a n d  loc al l y  s ha ie ;  r e l a t i v e l y  f la t  lying; m a i n l y  o c c u r r i n g  
as  b ar e,  t ab ul a r  o ut cr o ps ;  i n c l u d e s  a re as  
t hi nl y  v en e e r e d  b y  u n c o n s o l i d a t e d  Q u a t e r n a r y  
s e d i m e n t s  up  to  i m  (1 ft) t hi ck
* T h i s  u n i t  Is n o t  p re s e n t  in  t he  m a p  a re a
Reference: Richard (1982b) 
•  W - 1  Sam ple S ite
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SURFICIAL GEOLOGY OF I
LEGEND
PLEISTOCENE ANDmi
s m e w *  deposits
Peat and wck; includes poorly drained areas 
- w j  supporting fen, swamp, and marsh vegetation
mui DEPOSITS
7 " j  Stratified sand and silty clay: thickness at
1 ■ ■ least 4 feet; comonly underlain by soft clay
AEOLIAN SAUD
Sand derived frca glacial till by wave wash 
and blown Into dunes along ancient beaches
DEPOSITS OF THE CNAKELAIU SEA
5a, beach gravel, fosslliferous; 5b, near-shore 
sand deposits (includes bars .and spits)
Harine sand, commonly fosslliferous
I r ^ l  Harine clay and silt, fosslliferous; locally
I  | overlain by a thin layer of sand
GUCUL m i
□
□
□
Till; drumlinized
Fort Covington till: compact, grey, to buff 
when oxidized, sandy till; includes bouldery, 
washed till on hills and slopes 
Halone till (lower till): very compact, blue- 
grey, clay till
BEDROCK OUTCROPS
PALEOZOIC
ORDOVICIAN
S J I  Limestone, shale^ dolomite, sandstone:
l5clud«  « « s  of bedrock Jich thin cover  1 of surficial deposits
Reference: Terasmae (1965)
•  C -1  Sam ple S ite
_  I Iiji m ail Sitei (iron 
Rodrigues and Richard, 1983)
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